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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
One remarkable aspect of our capacity to use language is our ability to understand 
words we have never heard or seen before1. In advertising it is very common to encounter 
novel words2 (cf. Spillner, 1985) like, for example, kristalzegel [crystal stamp] (trading 
stamps distributed by Albert Heijn for crystal glassware; Allerhande, nr. 3, 1994), koersplan 
[course plan] (savings campaign by Aegon to set the future course; Ouders van Nu, nr. 7, 
1994) or fruitzuur [fruit acid] (ingredient of Elsève shampoo; Ster Reclame, Nederland 2, 
07/18/1994). But also in politics or in the headlines of newspapers and magazines many 
innovations can be noticed (cf. De Knop, 1986), such as abortustekst [text on abortion] (final 
text on abortion at the International Conference on Population Growth; Gelders Dagblad, 
09/10/1994), stadspas [city pass] (reduction pass for the citizens of Nijmegen; Gelderlander, 
08/30/1994) or asieltoerisme [asylum tourism] (people using their request for asylum as a way 
to obtain a free trip; NOS Journaal, Nederland 1, 08/03/1994). 
The examples of word innovations given above are all noun-noun compounds consisting 
of two nouns that can also occur separately in the language. Novel noun-noun compounds 
occur very often. An impression of the frequency of occurrence of Dutch novel noun-noun 
compounds is given by Van Santen (1992). Van Santen counted the number of novel noun-
noun compounds used in the Dutch news bulletins (NOS-Journaal) from the first to the 
twenty-fifth of September, 1989. She noted down 650 noun-noun compounds3 that did not 
occur in the Dutch dictionaries of Van Dale Groot Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal 
(1984a) nor in Van Dale Groot Woordenboek hedendaags Nederlands (1984b). Dictionaries 
are a reflection of the language at the moment of their appearance. Therefore, Van Santen's 
list may be an overestimation of the actual number of novel noun-noun compounds, but, 
nevertheless, it is still an indication of their productivity. 
In order to interpret a novel noun-noun compound, the two constituent nouns have to 
be combined into a coherent whole (cf. Wisniewski & Gentner, 1991). An important 
characteristic of novel noun-noun compounds is their relational ambiguity. The two 
constituent nouns can be related to each other in many different ways and there is no overt 
indication which relationship should be the appropriate one. The noun-noun compound 
boerengroente [farmer's vegetables] (Allerhande, nr. 5, 1994), for example, may be 
interpreted as "vegetables eaten by farmers", "vegetables produced by farmers", "vegetables 
sold by farmers" etc.4 In spite of the multiple relationships that are possible between the 
members of novel noun-noun compounds, people do not find it difficult to understand them, 
even when they are presented in isolation (e.g., Downing, 1977; Murphy, 1990). Also 
children of about three years old are perfectly able to understand novel noun-noun compounds 
(E.V. Clark, Gelman, & Lane, 1985). How is it possible that novel noun-noun compounds are 
so easily understood when there are no obvious clues for their interpretation? 
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Of course, one may argue that novel noun-noun compounds are understood with the 
help of the context in which they are embedded (cf. Gerrig & Murphy, 1992). The context 
may hold information from which the relationship between the two constituent nouns can be 
deduced. Moreover, most of the commercials or the political items referred to in the above 
examples are known by a large number of people. Therefore, contextual information may have 
facilitated the interpretation of these words. 
Context is not always a prerequisite for the interpretation of novel noun-noun 
compounds, however. One can also understand novel compounds without being familiar with 
the original context in which they were coined. Consider, for example, the following novel 
noun-noun compounds: granenbiscuit [cereal biscuit] (Allerhande, иг. 3, 1994), lotiondoekje 
[lotion tissue] (Ouders van Nu, nr. 7,1994) or titelrace [title race] (Studio Gids, nr. 36,1994). 
All three may be understood perfectly when presented in isolation. So, even though context 
may influence the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds, it is not the only element 
that determines the meaning of these novel words. Other lexical factors may also play an 
important role in deriving the appropriate interpretation. 
In this thesis, I will examine the resolution of the relational ambiguity intrinsic to 
isolated novel noun-noun compounds. Two hypotheses with respect to the interpretation of 
novel noun-noun compounds will be tested. First, it will be examined whether the activation 
of the meaning representations of members of novel noun-noun compounds is interactive. 
Interactive meaning activation may lead to reinforcement of compatible meaning aspects and 
to inhibition of incompatible meaning aspects of the two compound members. As a 
consequence, the number of potential relationships between the two compound nouns may 
decrease. Second, it will be investigated whether already existing compounds play a role in 
the interpretation of novel ones. The number of possible semantic relationships between the 
constituent nouns of novel noun-noun compound members may also be considerably reduced 
when already existing noun-noun compounds would serve as an analogy base for the 
interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds. 
In the rest of this chapter, I will be concerned with the delimitation of the subset of 
compounds to which I have restricted myself. On the basis of a description of the different 
characteristics of these compounds, I will describe the criteria that have been adopted for the 
selection of the stimulus materials. First, I will consider the commonalities and differences 
between compounds and syntactic phrases. I will argue that there are no clear grounds to 
differentiate compounds from syntactic phrases. Next, a number of semantic, syntactic and 
morphological characteristics of compounds will be mentioned. These characteristics form the 
point of departure for a first restriction of the category of compounds to be considered. 
Finally, I will discuss the notions of novelty and semantic transparency. These notions will 
lead to some further restrictions of the stimulus set. Chapter 2 will be devoted to the different 
local and global models on the semantic processing of novel noun-noun compounds. In this 
chapter, I will also justify my choice to study the interpretation of novel noun-noun 
compounds without context 
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What is a compound ? 
In the field of linguistics, there has been much dispute about the criteria that should be 
employed to distinguish compounds from very similar constructions called noun phrases. In 
general, four classes of criteria have been advanced by researchers to delimit the two 
categories. I will discuss a number of phonological, orthographic, syntactic and semantic 
criteria, respectively. Where possible, I will illustrate these different criteria by means of some 
English and Dutch examples.5 
Many authors (e.g.. Lees, I960; Marchand, 1969) have considered the feature stress as 
the most important criterion to distinguish compounds from noun phrases. Compounds are 
supposed to be associated with fronted stress (e.g., fléssemelk [bottled milk]), while noun 
phrases do not exhibit fronted stress {e.g., flessen melk [bottles of milk] (Van den Toom , 
1982c, p. 46)); (cf. for English: baby photographer [fotograaf van babies] and baby 
photographer [baby als fotograaf] (Levi, 1978, p. 41)). In spite of the fact that many 
compounds have fronted stress, it must be noted that there is a fair amount of variation in 
stress assignment. In several compounds, the second instead of the first element is stressed 
(e.g., stadhuis [town hall]). It also happens that similar complex forms have different stress 
patterns (e.g., stadsgezicht [tównscape] versus stadhuis [town hall]) (De Haas & Trommelen, 
1993, p. 389). For some compounds even two stress patterns are allowed, like, for example, 
peuterspeelzaal and peuterspeelzaal [crèche] (De Haas & Trommelen, 1993, p. 390). (cf. in 
English: ice cream and ice cream [ijs(je)] (Bauer, 1983, p. 104)). What's more, not only do 
we find variation in stress assignment between different speakers, there is also much within 
speaker variation. The same speaker may pronounce the same compound with different stress 
patterns (Bauer, 1983, pp. 103-104). 
In view of all these counterexamples, one has to conclude that even though fronted 
stress correlates positively with compoundhood, it cannot be considered a defining 
characteristic of compounds. 
Another criterion that has been put forward to distinguish compounds from noun 
phrases is the spelling pattern. A very straightforward definition of compounds may be "two 
or more free morphemes that are written without a space between them" (Ryder, 1990, p. 18). 
Most compounds in Dutch are written as one word, even though in some cases a hyphen is 
used (e.g., auto-ongeluk [car crash]). However, Geerts, Haeseryn, De Rooij, and Van den 
Toom (1984, p. 100) note that, contrary to the rules, Dutch compounds are sometimes spelled 
as two separate words (e.g., opname capaciteit [admission capacity]). In English, some items 
also have more than one spelling variant (e.g., word formation, word-formation and 
wordformation [woordvorming] (Bauer, 1978, p. 105)). Therefore, the spelling pattern is not 
a completely satisfactory criterion either. 
In addition to the phonological and orthographic criteria mentioned above, syntactic 
criteria have sometimes been applied to assess compoundhood. The claim is that compounds, 
unlike noun phrases, behave like single words (e.g., Marchand, 1969; Adams, 1973). Two 
syntactic constraints on single words are of interest here (Ryder, 1990, p. 21). A first 
constraint is that compounds, just like single words, do not allow the insertion of another 
word between the two constituent members, whereas separation of the constituents is very 
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well possible for noun phrases. For example, one may insert the adjective lieve [nice] between 
klein [small] and kind [child] in the noun phrase het kleine kind [the small child], but not into 
the compound kleinkind [grandchild]. 
Even though the criterion of inseparability holds for the category of compounds, it does 
not apply to all complex words. Separable particle verbs in Dutch provide a clear example 
of discontinuous complex words (see also De Vries, 1975; Frazier, Flores d'Arcais, & Coolen, 
1993; Schreuder, 1990). The particle and the simple verb are considered one word because 
they must occur together in order to receive the interpretation of the complex verb (e.g., 
uitmaken [to put out]). When used in sentences, however, the particle and the simple verb can 
be separated by a indefinite number of intervening words (e.g., Ik maak het vuur uit [I put 
the fire out]), even when the meaning of the complex verb is completely non-compositional 
(Schreuder, 1990). Therefore, in Dutch and related languages like German and Afrikaans, a 
distinction is made between separable complex verbs (e.g., pianospelen [to play the piano]) 
and inseparable complex verbs (e.g., heupwiegen [to sway one's hips]). Only the latter are 
considered verbal compounds (De Haas & Trommelen, 1993, pp. 440-441). 
A second restriction on single words is that one cannot modify one element without 
modifying the whole form. One may, for example, refer to een relatief klein kind [a relatively 
small child], but not to een relatief kleinkind [a relatively grandchild]. This constraint, 
however, does not only apply to compounds, but also to fixed adjective-noun combinations. 
For example, one cannot add an adverb like relatief [relatively] to a fixed adjective-noun 
combination like Goede Vrijdag [Good Friday], while this is possible for a regular noun 
phrase (e.g., een goede vrijdag [a good friday]) (De Haas & Trommelen, 1993, pp. 417-419). 
In spite of this, fixed adjective-noun combinations are considered as compounds instead of 
noun phrases, because the second element is stressed (De Haas & Trommelen, 1993, p. 365). 
Another criterion that has been proposed to differentiate between compounds and noun 
phrases is a semantic one (cf. Jespersen, 1942). It has been claimed that compounds are 
typically associated with a meaning that is more or less idiomatic. This means that the 
meaning of the compound as a whole cannot be deduced from the meaning of its constituents 
(e.g., eksteroog [corn] for Dutch and butteifly [vlinder] for English). The criterion of semantic 
noncompositionality is equivalent to the claim that the meaning of a compound has to be 
learned on an individual basis, rather than to be deduced from the constituent parts. This may 
be true for a large number of established compounds, but there are also many established 
compounds that are semantically transparent (e.g., citroenschil [lemon peel], bloedonderzoek 
[bloodtest] (cf. Levi, 1978, p. 46)). So, semantic noncompositionality can not be used as a 
defining criterion to distinguish compounds also. 
Considering all the counterexamples put forward here, many researchers have concluded 
that there are no clear criteria according to which compounds can be identified (e.g., Levi, 
1978; Downing, 1977; Van Lint, 1983; Ryder, 1990). While all of the proposed tests reflect 
common characteristics of compounds, none of them can serve as an absolute qualification. 
Therefore, I will adopt the following working definition of noun-noun compounds: "The 
simple concatenation of any two (or more) nouns functioning as a third nominal" (cf. 
Downing, 1977, p. 810). 
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Classes of compounds 
In general, compounds may be classified on syntactic and semantic grounds. I will first 
give a syntactic classification of compounds, followed by a categorization based on semantic 
criteria. Both classifications show some general characteristics of compounds and provide 
criteria to demarcate the subset of compounds I am concerned with in this thesis. Next, some 
morphological issues with respect to compounds will be discussed. In addition, I will indicate 
why some categories of compounds have been excluded from the experiments. 
Syntactic classes 
The structure of Dutch (and English) compounds is [XY]Y, where the right element is 
the syntactic head (Booij, 1992, p. 38; De Haas & Trommelen, 1993, p. 373; Bauer, 1983, 
p. 30). Generally, the head determines the gender of the compound (e.g., het veld [the field]; 
<te sport [the sport]; hel sportveld [the sports field]) and its plural ending (e.g., bussen 
[busses], stations, [stations], busstations [bus stations]). 
Compounds may be categorized with respect to the syntactic class of the head. In Dutch 
(and English), four main classes can be distinguished: nominal, adjectival, verbal and 
adverbial compounds (Bauer, 1983; De Haas & Trommelen, 1993; Geerts et al., 1984). 
Nominal compounds may have a noun, adjective, verb, numeral, adverb or preposition as a 
first member (e.g., melkchocolade [milk chocolate] (noun + noun)), hardhout [hardwood] 
(adjective + noun), springplank [springboard] (verb + noun), driekleur [tricolor] (numeral + 
noun), terugtocht [journey back] (adverb + noun), voordeur [front door] (preposition + noun)). 
In the case of English, Bauer (1983, pp. 202-206) distinguishes the following nominal 
compounds: noun + noun (e.g., bath towel [badhanddoek]), adjective + noun (e.g., soft-ware 
[(computer)programmatuur]), verb + noun (e.g., goggle-box [kijkkast, tv]), adverb + noun 
(e.g., now generation [nu-generatie]), preposition + noun (e.g., in-crowd [ingewijden]). It 
should be noted that it is not always clear what form class a particular element belongs to. 
This is particularly true for verbs and nouns. In a compound like ratelslang [rattlesnake], for 
example, ratel [rattle] might be a verb (de slang ratelt [the snake rattles]) or a noun (de slang 
heeft een ratel [the snake has a rattle]). 
In this thesis, I will only consider noun-noun compounds consisting of two common 
nouns. They form the largest syntactic subcategory of compounds (Bauer, 1983, p. 204). 
These compounds are particularly interesting from a processing point of view. First of all 
because the interpretation of noun-noun compounds requires the two constituent nouns to be 
related, and secondly, because the number of possible relationships between two nouns is very 
large (cf. Downing, 1977; Murphy, 1988). 
Nominal compounds may be recursive (De Haas & Trommelen, 1993, p. 371): every 
nominal compound can become part of another compound. As a result, rather long and 
complicated compounds may be formed (e.g., badkamerhanddoekrek [bathroom towel rack]). 
Compounds embedded in other compounds may be parsed in various ways, and each parsing 
has its own meaning (e.g., (keuken(((hand)(doek))rek)) [towel rack for the kitchen] and 
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((keuken((hand)(doek)))rek) [rack for kitchen towels]) (Booij, 1992, p. 38; De Haas & 
Trommelen, 1993, p. 372; Selkirk, 1981, p. 240). In order to avoid problems with respect to 
the parsing of syntactically ambiguous compounds, only non-recursive noun-noun compounds 
consisting of two nouns will be considered in the experiments. 
Semantic classes 
Semantically, three types of compounds can be distinguished: endocentric, exocentric, 
and apposiüonal compounds (De Haas & Trommelen, 1993, pp. 364, 412-416; Bauer, 1983, 
pp. 30-31). 
In endocentric compounds, the rightmost element is the semantic head of the compound. 
The compound as a whole is a hyponym of the head element The first constituent element 
of the compound specifies the second element For example, tandpasta [toothpaste] is "A 
KIND OF paste (for brushing your teeth)". In this thesis, I will deal with endocentric 
compounds only. 
In addition to the very large subcategory of endocentric compounds (Bauer, 1983, p. 
203), there is a smaller subcategory of exocentric or possessive compounds where the 
compound as a whole is not a hyponym of the head. This means that exocentric compounds 
do not have a semantic head. A roodhuid [redskin], for example, is NOT a kind of skin, but 
refers to someone who HAS a red skin (i.e., an indian). Exocentric compounds mostly refer 
to persons, but they may also denote objects (e.g., slaapmutsje [nightcap]) or animals (e.g., 
kwikstaart [wagtail]). 
A third semantic subcategory of compounds is constituted by the appositional or 
copulative compounds. In appositional compounds, the constituent elements are coordinative 
and there is no semantic head. A café-restaurant, for example, is a café that is also a 
restaurant. More than two constituent members are also allowed (e.g., hotel-café-restaurant). 
The elements that make up an appositional compound always belong to the same form class. 
In contrast to the other two semantic categories of compounds, it is always the rightmost 
element of an appositional compound that is stressed. 
Morphological classes 
Compounds must contain at least two free morphemes. Each element has its own form 
and meaning and can occur independently in the language. Compounds differ from other 
complex words like derivations (e.g., on + rijp [un + ripe]) and inflections (e.g., loop + t 
[walk + s]). In contrast to compounds, derivations and inflections have at least one bound 
morpheme which cannot occur independently in the language, even though it has its own form 
and meaning (cf. Bauer, 1983, p. 13). The constituent members of compounds may be either 
morphologically simple or complex. 
From a morphological perspective, there are two noteworthy distinctions with respect 
to compounds. One distinction concerns the morphology of complex words including two 
simple words and an affix. The other distinction involves the insertion of so-called binding 
phonemes between the two constituent members. Compounds with these morphological 
characteristics were not included in the experimental materials for reasons pointed out below. 
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The distinction between compounds and derivations is not always very clear, especially 
for complex words consisting of two free morphemes and a derivational affix. Within this 
group, three categories can be distinguished (De Haas & Trommelen, 1993, p. 368). A first 
category consists of derivations like, for example, heethoofdig [hot-headed], which are based 
on a compound {heethoofd [hot-head]) and a suffix (-ig). A second category consists of 
compounds based on a derivation. Both elements occur separately in the language (e.g., 
avondopleiding [evening education]: avond [evening] and opleiding [education]), but the verb 
(avondopleiden [to evening educate]) does not A third category is composed of synthetic 
compounds like, for example, kerkganger [churchgoer] where neither the second element 
ganger [goer] nor the verb kerkgaan [to churchgo] occur separately in the language. 
The analysis of the latter two subcategories of compounds has caused a lot of 
discussion (see Hoeksema (1981) or Van Santen (1984) for an overview). Most attention has 
been paid to the analysis of synthetic compounds. One possibility is that synthetic compounds 
(e.g., loslippig [loose-lipped]) and derivations from compounds (e.g., heethoofdig [hot­
headed]) are both derived from a compound, where the former category is derived from an 
nonexisting, possible compound (e.g., loslip) and the latter is derived from an existing 
compound (e.g., heethoofd) (cf. Schultink, 1977). Botha (1980), on the other hand, claims 
that synthetic compounds are derived from word groups (e.g., [
А
[црЦ<і| '0J]W'P]] '#])· Other 
researchers (e.g., Allen, 1978; Meijs, 1981; Selkirk, 1981) assume the second member of a 
synthetic compound to consist of a nonexisting derivation (e.g., lippig). 
The reason for not including compounds with derivational elements in the experimental 
materials is that interpretative processing of novel noun-noun compounds with a derived 
element may be different from compounds consisting of two simple words. Allen (1978), for 
example, claimed that for synthetic compounds with a déverbal element, the subcategorization 
frame of the verb may be inherited by the derived element. This is not the case for 
compounds consisting of two simple nouns. A similar proposal on the basis of the argument 
structure of the second element of synthetic compounds has been made by Selkirk (1981). A 
different interpretation mechanism has been proposed by Meijs (1981). He assumed that the 
first element of a synthetic compound is an existing word and the second element is a 
possible, nonexisting derivation. The meaning of the first element of a synthetic compound 
is supposed to operate upon the meaning of the existing word incorporated in the second 
element (e.g., langslaper [late riser] is "someone who sleeps for a long time"). In compounds 
consisting of two simple nouns, however, the second element is an existing word. Here, the 
meaning of the first element is related to the meaning of the second element as such (e.g., 
keukenwekker [kitchen clock] is "a clock used in the kitchen"). 
A second morphological characteristic of noun-noun compounds is the presence of so-
called binding phonemes. In some languages, like Dutch (but not in English), both constituent 
parts of compounds may be linked by a binding phoneme (see, for example Bauer (1978) for 
Danish and Fleischer (1975) for German). In Dutch, three classes of binding phonemes can 
be distinguished: -e(n)-, -eiien)-, and -s- (Gcerts et al., 1984; De Haas Sc Trommelen, 1993). 
Binding phonemes occur in endocentric and exocentric compounds, but not in appositional 
compounds. Within the class of nominal compounds, binding phonemes occur in compounds 
of the type noun + noun (e.g., brievenbus [letterbox], kindertaal [child language], kalfsoester 
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[veal escalope]), adjective + noun (e.g., wittebrood [white bread]) and verb + noun (e.g., 
scheidsrechter [referee]). 
Binding phonemes are not restricted to established compounds, but people also have 
clear intuitions with respect to the inclusion of binding phonemes in novel compounds (Van 
den Toom, 1982b). Originally, binding phonemes were plural forms, genitives or linking 
elements facilitating the pronunciation of the compound. Due to historical changes and the 
role of analogy, no clear systematicity can be discovered in the presence or absence of 
binding phonemes in Dutch novel and established compounds (Geerts et al., 1984, p. 101). 
The same noun may occur with different binding phonemes, as is shown in the following two 
sets of nominal compounds with the same first or second element: schapenieelt [sheep 
breeding], schapewol [sheep's wool], schaapskooi [sheep fold], schaapherder [shepherd] and 
rundvlees [beef], paardevlees [horsemeat], kalfsvlees [veal]. 
Even though there are no unequivocal rules for the insertion of binding phonemes in 
compounds, some tendencies can be distinguished (see Mattens, (1984, 1987,1990) and Van 
den Toom (1981a, 1981b, 1982a, 1982b, 1982c)). The binding phoneme -er- mostly occurs 
in nominal compounds with a first noun requiring the plural affix -eren (e.g., eieren [eggs] · 
eierdop [eggshell]), but there are also some exceptions (e.g., liederen [songs] - liedboek 
[songbook]). The binding phoneme -s- occurs in compounds with a diminutive as the first 
constituent (e.g., meisjesboek [girls' book]) or in cases where the first constituent takes -s as 
plural affix (e.g., jongensboek [boys' book]). The binding phoneme -e(n)- occurs when the 
first constituent of the compound has a plural form ending with the affix -en (e.g., hondehok 
[dog kennel]). There are no binding phonemes when the first constituent ends in a vowel (e.g., 
pyjamabroek [pyjama trousers]), or in the phoneme clusters -el, -em, -en and -er (e.g., 
vogelkooi [birdcage], bezemsteel [broomstick], havenloods [harbor pilot], spijkerbroek [blue 
jeans]), or when the first constituent is a material (e.g., goudmijn [gold mine]). 
Van den Toorn (1982c) noted that for most of these tendencies counterexamples can 
be given. Besides the already mentioned morphological and phonological factors, semantic 
and syntactic considerations may also play a role in the attribution of binding phonemes. 
Novel noun-noun compounds requiring a binding phoneme have been excluded from the 
experimental materials, because it is not exactly clear what role they play in the interpretation 
of these words. 
Novel versus established compounds 
In this thesis, I will be concerned with the interpretation of novel compounds. The 
distinction between novel and established words is extensively discussed in Meijs (197S, 
1981,1985). Meijs distinguished the "item-familiar lexicon" from the "type-familiar lexicon". 
Every simple or complex word in the item-familiar lexicon is known as an individual item 
for the speakeiybearer at a moment M. in time. The type-familiar lexicon is a potentially 
infinite list of all possible complex words that can be generated or understood at a moment 
M. with the help of word formation rules. Within the class of complex words, a distinction 
can be made between regular and irregular words (Meijs, 1981). Irregular complex words are 
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represented within the item-familiar lexicon. Regular complex words may accessed by the 
type-familiar lexicon (on the basis of word formation rules) or the item-familiar lexicon (by 
their lemma). 
Even though the distinction between type-familiar and item-familiar complex words 
is a very useful way to separate novel from established compounds, it is a criterion which 
cannot be easily applied for experimental purposes. There are no clear criteria in order to 
determine whether a particular compound belongs to the type-familiar lexicon or to the item-
familiar lexicon for an individual speaker/hearer at a moment M. in time. Familiarity ratings 
may be confounded with other factors like, for example, interpretability (cf. Chapter 3, Exp. 
1). Moreover, people may widely differ with respect to the number of compounds they know 
at a certain moment in time, what makes it difficult to compose a homogeneous set of 
subjects. Meijs (1983, p. 202) himself remarked that the distinction between type-familiar and 
item-familiar words is a theoretical distinction that is part of a competence model of the 
idealized speaker/hearer, and not of a model of performance. 
In order to determine whether a compound is novel or not, dictionaries are often taken 
as a reference point (e.g., Heyvaert, 1990; Van Santen, 1992). A compound is considered to 
be established when it occurs in a dictionary. I have already indicated that the inclusion of 
a compound in a dictionary is not a very reliable criterion. Historically, a compound was 
included in a dictionary when it was encountered in a corpus of written texts. This has led 
to the inclusion of many nonce formations and the insertion of completely transparent 
compounds as well as semantically opaque compounds (Booij, 1978). Moreover, the inclusion 
of a compound in a dictionary is also highly determined by culture (Van den Toom, 1982c). 
A more recent criterion for the inclusion of a compound in a dictionary is its semantic 
noncompositionality. Only those compounds should be included in which the meaning of the 
whole can not be derived from the meanings of the parts. According to Heyvaert and 
Tempelaars (1993), the criterion of noncompositionality is still too broad and needs to be 
further restricted. They argued that additional criteria for the inclusion of compounds in a 
dictionary should also be taken into account, like salience of a compound (i.e., whether the 
compound is a standard term for a concept or a stylistic variant), and its relevance (i.e., the 
probability that someone will need information about a particular compound). 
In this thesis, noun-noun compounds will be considered as novel when they do not 
occur in the Dutch dictionary of Van Dale (1984a) and the Dutch CELEX database, which 
is based on a representative corpus of 42 million tokens (Baayen, Piepenbroek, & Van Rijn, 
1993; Burnage, 1990). Even though I am aware of the pitfalls of this criterion, it seems to me 
one of the most rigorous and objective ways to select novel compounds for experimental 
purposes. 
Semantic transparency and opacity 
It was already pointed out that novel and established compounds differ with respect to 
their general semantic characteristics. In this section, I will first examine the variation in 
semantic transparency for novel and established compounds. Next, I will discuss the number 
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of semantic relationships between the compound members of novel and established 
compounds. 
In general, the relation between the meaning of a novel compound and the meaning of 
its compound elements is fully transparent. The meaning of a novel compound like, for 
example, meloenmoes [melon pulp] is clearly related to the meanings of the constituent parts. 
The meaning of a novel compound may be elaborated or refined by inferential processes 
based on world knowledge (Murphy, 1988). For example, aflathond [apartment dog] is not 
only a dog that lives in an apartment, it is very probably a small and well-behaved dog. 
Nevertheless, there is still a clear relation between the meaning of the compound members 
and the meaning of the compound as a whole. 
For established compounds, however, the relation between the meaning of the 
compound and the meaning of its members may range from fully transparent to completely 
opaque. In an established compound like, zonlicht [sunlight], the relationship between the 
meaning of the compound and its constituent members is fully transparent Sometimes, the 
meaning of an established compound has become restricted by the addition of semantic 
information not included in the compound elements themselves (cf. Heyvacrt, 1990). For 
example, a huisdeur [front door] is a door in a house, but it is not any door in a house. It 
mostly refers to the front door of a house (cf. Van den Toom, 1982c, p. 40). A transparent 
compound like huisdeur may therefore be qualified as semantically specialized. An English 
example is the established compound wheel chair [rolstoel], which has the extra semantic 
marker "for invalids" (cf. Bauer, 1983, p. 56). 
The relationship between the meaning of an established compound and its constituent 
members may also be opaque. Semantic opacity refers to the situation in which the relation 
between the meaning of the compound and one or both of its constituent elements is not 
apparent Compounds can be partially opaque when the meaning of the first or second 
constituent member of the compound is not related to the meaning of this word in isolation 
(e.g., the meaning of noun passie [passion] in the compound passievrucht [passion fruit], or 
the meaning of noun ham [ham] in the compound boterham [sandwich] (De Haas & 
Trommelen, 1993, p. 387)). In fully opaque compounds, the relation between the meaning of 
the compound and both its constituent parts is not apparent at all (e.g., luipaard [leopard] in 
Dutch or honeymoon [huwelijksreis] in English). Partially or fully opaque compounds in 
which the meaning of the compound members can no longer be related to the meaning of the 
compound are often classified as idiomatic (E.V. Clark & H.H. Clark, 1979) or petrified 
(Leech, 1974).6 
How does semantic opaqueness come about? A first reason may be that the meaning 
of established compounds may alter through changes in the language or changes in the 
cultural background (Downing, 1977). One of the constituent members of the compound may 
change in meaning by the addition or the loss of semantic information. Consider, for example, 
the noun-noun compound kerkhof [churchyard] which originally referred to the area around 
the church, but now refers to a restricted area where people are buried. The referent class of 
a compound may also be extended through processes such as metaphor and metonymy (e.g., 
flessehals [bottle neck]) (Van den Toom, 1982c, p. 46). A second reason may be that changes 
in the real world have out-dated the original relationship between the meaning of the 
compound and one of its compound members. For example, a lippenstift [lipstick] is no 
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longer necessarily sold as a stick. It can also be found in little pots (Downing, 1977, p. 819). 
It should be noted that the meaning of a compound not only depends on the semantics 
of the compound elements, the context in which it is used may also play an important role 
in the interpretation process. For example, the novel compound kikkerlied [frog song], is 
likely to be interpreted as "a song sung by frogs" when presented in isolation. But in the 
sentence Het schoolhoofd leerde de kinderen een kikkerlied [The headmaster taught the 
children a frog song], the same compound has to be interpreted as "a song about frogs". In 
the appropriate context, even the conventional meaning of an established compound like 
footrace [wedloop] or horserace [paardenkoers] may be overruled (see Gerrig, 1989). 
A second semantic characteristic of novel and established compounds is the number of 
semantic relationships between the constituent elements. In novel compounds, the constituent 
members may be related to each other in many different ways. Therefore, novel compounds 
may have many different interpretations, especially when they are presented without context 
For example, an ontbijtfilm [breakfast film] may be "a film about a breakfast" or "a film that 
is shown during breakfast" or "a film including a breakfast" and so on. 
Established compounds, however, have a single meaning based on only one of the 
semantic relationships which could possibly hold between the members. For example, the 
established compound lunchconcert [luncheon concert] is "a concert given at lunchtime" and 
not "a concert including a lunch" or "a concert given during a lunch". 
Stimulus materials 
In sum, the stimulus materials used in this thesis have the following characteristics. I 
will be concerned with novel noun-noun compounds consisting of two simple nouns without 
a binding phoneme. These compounds will be endocentric in nature and the meaning of the 
compound as a whole can be related to the meaning of the compound elements (at least when 
the novel compounds are easy to interpret). All noun-noun compounds will be written as one 
word. They do not figure in the Dutch dictionary of Van Dale (1984a), nor the Dutch CELEX 
database (Baayen et al., 1993). 
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Notes 
1. In linguistics, several ways to introduce new words are discerned. Geeraerts (1986, 
pp. 29-54) distinguishes onomasiological changes (i.e., the introduction of new words) from 
semasiologie changes (i.e., changes in the meaning of already existing words). 
Onomasiological changes can be divided into three main categories: neologisms, 
transformations and borrowings form other languages. Semasiologie changes have to do with 
meaning extension, meaning narrowing, metaphors and metonyms. 
2. In chapter 1, I will mainly give examples of Dutch word innovations (English 
translations of the Dutch words appear in parentheses). In Chapter 2, however, I will discuss 
a number of English studies on novel noun-noun compounds. As a result, mainly English 
examples (with the Dutch translations) will be given there. 
3. In her counts Van Santen (1992) included novel noun-noun compounds with proper 
names (e.g., CDA-leider [CDA leader]) and novel noun-noun compounds consisting of more 
than two separate nouns. 
4. Paraphrases of compounds and definitions will be put between double quotes. 
5. Nominal compounding patterns in English and Dutch are roughly the same, except 
that V+ N compounds hardly occur in English. Another striking difference between English 
and Dutch compounds is their orthography. Generally, Dutch compounds are written as one 
word, whereas English compounds are normally written as two separate words, which makes 
it difficult to distinguish them from phrases. In contrast to English, Dutch compounds may 
also have binding phonemes (-e(n)-, -er(en)-, and -s·). Dutch noun-noun compounds may be 
translated into English as noun-noun compounds (e.g., olive oil [olijfolie]), adjective-noun 
compounds (e.g., virusinfectie [viral infection]) or genitive noun-noun combinations (e.g., 
boerenbond [farmers' union]) (Meijs, 1993). 
6. Another term which is frequently met in the literature is "lexicalized" (Bauer, 1983, 
p. 48). The term lexicalized will be used in another sense here. Lexicalized compounds are 
supposed to be represented in the mental lexicon as single units. 
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Chapter 2 
The interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds: 
Local and global models 
Noun-noun compounds have been studied from a wide range of perspectives. In the 
course of time, this has resulted both in a large number of linguistic and psycholinguistic 
theories and in models on the formation and interpretation of noun-noun compounds. In this 
thesis, I will deal with the semantic processing of novel noun-noun compounds. 
I will restrict myself to a discussion of the most important psycholinguistic studies 
on this subject Linguistic studies on noun-noun compounds will only be mentioned insofar 
as they have contributed to ideas and claims in the various psycholinguistic studies. For a 
more extensive overview of the linguistic literature on noun-noun compounding see, for 
example. Van Lint (1983) or Ryder (1990). 
In general, psycholinguistic studies on novel noun-noun compounds may be divided 
into two categories: local and global models. Local models can be characterized by their aim 
to account for the interpretation of noun-noun compounds on the basis of lexical information. 
The category of local models, can be subdivided into conceptual and analogy models. In 
conceptual models on novel noun-noun compounds, the interpretation of the complex word 
is accounted for by the semantic information associated with the individual compound 
members. Generally, the goal of studies on conceptual combination is to explain how people 
combine simple concepts into a complex concept (e.g., Hampton, 1987, 1988, 1991; Murphy, 
1988, 1990; Smith & Osherson, 1984; Smith, Osherson, Rips, & Keane, 1988). Contrary to 
local models, analogy models (e.g., Ryder, 1990) take the meanings of established compounds 
as examples for the interpretation of novel compounds. In these latter studies, not the meaning 
of the compound members, but the meaning of the analogous compound as a whole plays a 
central role in the interpretation process. 
A second category of psycholinguistic studies on noun-noun compounding consists 
of global models. Global models seek to account for the interpretation of novel compounds 
on the basis of the circumstances and situations in which they are uttered. In contrast to the 
local models on compound interpretation, global models concentrate on the role of pragmatic 
and contextual information in the processing of novel noun-noun compounds. Global models 
may be subdivided into, what will be called, pragmatic and contextual models. Pragmatic 
models on the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds (e.g., Downing, 1977; Zimmer, 
1971,1972) are mainly concerned with the different constraints on the use and interpretation 
of these words. The role of context in understanding these words is pointed out in contextual 
models (e.g., Gerrig, 1989; Gerrig & Murphy, 1992). 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. I will start with a discussion of local 
and global models in view of a number of psycholinguistic studies which may be considered 
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representative for both perspectives. Next, these two models will be related to each other and 
it will be shown that any adequate theory on the processing of novel noun-noun compounds 
will have to include components of local as well as global models. In the next section, it will 
be explained why I will restrict myself to local mechanisms that may be involved in the 
interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds. The chapter will be concluded with an outline 
of the rest of this thesis. 
Local models 
In this section, I will distinguish two subcategories of local models of noun-noun 
interpretation that focus on the contribution of the compound members to the interpretation 
of the compound. One line of research is formed by the conceptual models. In conceptual 
models, a novel compound is considered a complex concept that is composed of two simple 
concepts by the mechanism of slot-filling. Another line of local research is formed by the 
analogy models. Members of novel noun-noun compounds are supposed to activate 
established compounds that have one of the compound members in common. Information 
associated with these established compounds is claimed to play an important role for the 
interpretation of novel compounds. 
Conceptual models 
In general, conceptual studies are concerned with the structure and representation of 
concepts. The term concept may be defined differently depending on its background (e.g., 
artificial intelligence, natural language understanding, perceptual processors, theories of 
semantics and logic, psychological accounts of semantic memory etc. (see Cohen and Murphy, 
1984). Generally, concepts may be described as "mental representations of coherent classes 
of entities. Concepts are our notions of what kinds of objects and events make up the world" 
(Murphy, 1991, p. 11). 
Research on conceptual combinations in the domain of natural language has focused 
on nominal phrases, which are, of course, only a small subset of all possible complex 
concepts. Theoretical models have been developed for conjunctive phrases like "x which are 
y" where χ may be sports and y may be games (Chater, Lyon, & Myers, 1990; Hampton, 
1987, 1988, 1991; Storms, De Boeck, Van Mechelen, & Geeraerts, 1993), adjective-noun 
combinations (Smith & Osherson, 1984; Smith, Osherson, Rips, & Keane, 1988; Springer & 
Murphy, 1992), and noun-noun combinations (Gerrig & Murphy, 1992; Murphy, 1988, 1990; 
Wisniewski & Gentner, 1991). They were tested by several computational models (e.g., Finin, 
1986, Leonard, 1984; McDonald 1982; Weber, 1989). Although the theoretical models 
proposed so far are valuable in their own right, each of them is mainly restricted to one 
particular linguistic construction. 
For the understanding of novel noun-noun compounds, two theories on conceptual 
combination are of interest: the selective modification model proposed by Smith and Osherson 
(1984; Smith, Osherson, Rips, & Keane, 1988) and the concept specialization model proposed 
ia 
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by Murphy (1988, 1990). Conceptual models on conjunctive phrases like the attribute 
inheritance model proposed by Hampton (1987, 1988, 1991) will not be considered here, 
because they are concerned with conjunctive concepts whose members belong to both 
constituent categories (e.g., a member of the category sports which are games [sporten die 
ook spellen zijn] is both a sport and a game). Most noun-noun compounds, however, are 
nonconjunctive (Wisniewski & Gentner, 1991). Members of a nonconjunctive category are 
members of only one constituent category (e.g., an apartment dog [flathond] is a dog and not 
an apartment). 
Both the selective modification model and the concept specialization model take 
simple concepts to be represented as schemata (Rumelhart, 1980), which are structured lists 
of slots and fillers (Murphy, 1988,1990) or dimensions and values (Smith et al., 1984, 1988). 
The slots or dimensions generally define the properties of a word (for example, COLOR, 
FORM or TEXTURE), and the fillers or values specify how these slots or dimensions are 
instantiated (e.g., red, green, brown etc. for the COLOR slot) (see Murphy, 1988). Noun 
concepts are quite complex and involve a number of different slots and fillers. Adjective 
concepts, however, often specify one value on a single dimension. Each dimension has a 
diagnostic value and each value has a salience score. The diagnosticity of a dimension 
measures how useful the dimension is in discriminating examples of the category from 
examples of contrasting categories. The salience score of a value or a dimension reflects its 
subjective frequency among examples of the category as well as its perceptibility. 
The selective modification model has originally been designed to account for 
adjective-noun combinations. Later on, it has also been applied to adverb adjective-noun 
combinations like very red fruit [erg rood fruit] (Smith et al., 1988). The selective 
modification model consists of two components. The first component is a prototype 
representation for simple noun concepts (e.g., apple [appel]), which specifies its relevant 
attributes, the possible values of each attribute, the salience of this value, and the diagnosticity 
of each attribute. The second component is concerned with the integration of the adjective 
concept with the noun concept (e.g., red apple [rode appel]). In adjective-noun combinations 
each dimension in the adjective concept selects its corresponding dimension in the noun 
concept The adjective restricts the range of acceptable values of the relevant dimension in 
the noun (e.g., red restricts the COLOR dimension of apple in red apple), and raises the 
salience of that value. The process of conceptual combination in adjective-noun combinations 
also raises the diagnosticity of the relevant dimension in the noun (e.g., COLOR) relative to 
the simple noun concept where there is no adjective. The selective modification model is 
tested by comparing typicality ratings predicted by the model with actual typicality ratings 
given by subjects (see Medin & Shoben, 1988; Smith et al., 1988). 
Even though the selective modification model is a well-defined model, it has certain 
limitations. The model can perfectly account for adjective-noun combinations with adjectives 
that have only one dominant dimension, but it cannot account for conceptual combinations 
with nonpredicating adjectives (e.g., dental appointment [tandheelkundige afspraak]) or with 
nouns as modifying elements (e.g., sea bird [zeevogel]). This is because both nonpredicating 
adjectives and nouns have more than one dominant dimension or attribute (Levi, 1978; 
Murphy, 1988). 
Another problem for the selective modification model is the assumption that the 
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dimensions of a particular concept are independent Medin and Shoben (1988) have shown 
that dimensions or attributes may be related (see also Malt & Smith, 1984). When the value 
of one particular dimension has been specified, the value of other dimensions may also be 
changed. In general, a brown apple [bruine appel] is also shrivelled, whereas a red apple 
[rode appel] usually has a smooth skin. In a recent study, Shoben (1991) proposed three 
possible explanations for the correlation of dimensions. First, some properties are inherently 
correlational. Changing the construction material of an object from lead to aluminimum, for 
example, necessarily makes it lighter and less likely to oxidize. Second, some dimensions are 
correlational because of people's beliefs (which may not be true). Third, most dimensions are 
correlational because of our knowledge of the world: wooden spoons, for example, generally 
tend to be larger than metal spoons. 
The second psychological model of conceptual combination to be mentioned is the 
concept specialization model (Murphy, 1988, 1990; Springer & Murphy, 1992). The concept 
specialization model can be considered an extension of the selective modification model, 
because it may be applied to adjective-noun as well as to noun-noun combinations (Murphy, 
1988). According to the concept specialization model, conceptual combination is a two-stage 
process. The first process is similar to that outlined in the selective modification model. It 
assumes that the modifying concept acts by filling one or more slots in the schema of the 
head concept Selection of the relevant slot to be filled may be determined by the typicality 
of the slot in the head concept (cf. Murphy, 1990) or by world knowledge (e.g., an apartment 
dog is more likely to be a dog that inhabits an apartment than that it looks like an apartment). 
If the modifying concept does not refer to an attribute or slot already present in the head 
concept this attribute or slot can be inferred from world knowledge (cf. Murphy, 1990). The 
second process is called elaboration It involves a refinement of the combination by the use 
of world knowledge (Murphy, 1988). An apartment dog is not only a dog that lives in an 
apartment, it is very probably a dog that is smaller and better-behaved than, for example, a 
farm dog [boerderijhond]. 
There are also several problems associated with the concept specialization model. The 
inclusion of world knowledge makes the specialization model a rather unconstrained theory. 
It is not clear what knowledge is accessed and how it exactly directs the combination process. 
Another open question is where world knowledge comes in during the process of conceptual 
combination. The specialization model does not specify, for example, at what moment in time 
properties which are true of the complex concept but do not apply to the individual concepts, 
come into play (see Murphy, 1988; Springer & Murphy, 1992). Moreover, it should be noted 
that the concept specialization model has not been evaluated as carefully as the selective 
modification model. 
Conceptual models on noun-noun compounds are closely related to several semantic 
models on noun-noun compounds (e.g., Boase-Beier, 1987; Fanselow, 1981; Meyer, 1993; 
Moerdijk, 1987, 1988; Van Lint 1983). Even though the scope of these linguistic models is 
strictly theoretical, they may hold some interesting suggestions for psycholinguistic research 
on the processing of novel noun-noun compounds. In his lexical semantic study on the 
formation of noun-noun compounds, Moerdijk (1987, 1988), for example, proposed different 
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mechanisms for the selection of the relevant slot(s) to be filled. A short outline of the two 
studies of Moerdijk will be given to illustrate how lexical semantic studies on novel noun-
noun compounds might provide some ideas with respect to developing conceptual models on 
the processing of these complex words. 
A central feature in the theoretical framework of Moerdijk is the notion of 
conceptual structure of the second element of the nominal compound to be formed. The 
conceptual structure of a word is described as everything people would or could say about 
a particular word (Moerdijk, 1987, p. 198). Moerdijk delimited the number of possible 
compounds to be formed by the assumption that only essential aspects of the conceptual 
structure of the second element can be replaced or filled in. Essential aspects are those 
meaning aspects one should mention when one knows the meaning of a word. They do not 
include non-essential information like, for example, encyclopedic knowledge only known .by 
specialists. 
Of major importance in this study is the relation between the conceptual structure of 
the second element of the compound as a single word (e.g., mes [knife]), and the conceptual 
structure of the compound {vuursteenmes [flint knife]) (Moerdijk, 1988, p. 60). When a noun-
noun compound is formed, the first element of the compound is chosen such that it specifies 
an aspect of the conceptual structure of the second element of the novel compound in a 
different way than would have been the case for the conceptual structure of the second 
element in isolation. For example, the word vuursteen [flint] in the nominal compound 
vuursteenmes replaces the element MADE OF METAL in the conceptual structure of mes. 
The first compound element may not only overrule the default specification of an 
aspect of the conceptual structure of the second element, it may also specify an undetermined 
aspect of this conceptual structure. For example, the noun brood [bread] in broodmes 
[breadknife] specifies the object that is cut by the second element mes. 
A third possibility is that the first compound member restricts an aspect in the 
conceptual structure of the second member that is only generally specified. For example, in 
the compound paardebek [horse's mouth], the first noun paard [horse] restricts the element 
ANIMAL that is associated with the conceptual structure of the second noun bek [snout]. In 
other words, the general category of animals is reduced to one specific species. 
Sometimes, the conceptual structure of a compound differs in more than one aspect 
from the conceptual structure of the second element In that case, only one aspect of the head 
element is overtly specified by the first element (e.g., the aspect INSTRUMENT in the 
compound wielschaatsen [to wheel skate]), whereas other deviating specifications remain 
unexpressed (i.e., PLACE: on the road instead of on the ice; TIME: in summer instead of in 
winter). Compounds with more than one deviating specification are considered to be 
idiomatic. 
It should be noted, however, that the slot-filling mechanisms proposed by Moerdijk 
do not account for all possible noun-noun compounds. In some cases the first element does 
not fit with an aspect of the conceptual structure of the second element Therefore, Moerdijk 
(1988) proposed a contiguity rule (r stands in a contiguity relation to y; y is expressed instead 
of x). He claimed that in compounds like, for example, paletmes [pallet knife], the noun palet 
[pallet] is used instead of verf [paint]. This proposal may be an alternative to Murphy's (1990) 
suggestion that world knowledge has to be consulted to infer a meaning aspect not already 
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present in the meaning representation of the second element One of the challenges of 
research on noun-noun compounds is to specify the different slot-filling mechanisms in more 
detail. 
Analogy models 
A second category of local models on the semantic processing of novel noun-noun 
compounds is constituted by the analogy-based models. Instead of departing from the 
semantics of the compound elements, these models rely heavily on the meaning of established 
compounds in deriving the meaning of novel ones. 
In her dissertation on the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds, Ryder (1990) 
investigated a lexical mechanism that had been overlooked so far. She investigated the idea 
that people draw abstract schemata (called linguistic templates) from their stock of established 
compounds. The function of these templates is to serve as analogy bases for the construction 
and interpretation of novel compounds. A novel aspect of the analogy view is the role of the 
mental lexicon in the interpretation of novel compounds. For established compounds to 
function as a kind of linguistic template, their meanings have to be mentally represented. 
They do not have to be computed every time they are accessed (cf., Andrews, 1986; Lima & 
Pollatsek, 1983; Monsell, 1985; Sandra, 1990; Taft & Forster, 1976; Van Jaarsveld & Rattink, 
1988; Zwitserlood, 1994). 
In principle, linguistic templates can differ widely in abstractness and generality. One 
possibility is that the analogies are based on individual conventional expressions (e.g., the 
established nominal compound blackmail [afpersing] may have served as an analogy base for 
the novel nominal compound whitemail (Ryder, 1990, p. 139); a similar example in Dutch is 
zwartboek [blackbook] as an analogy base for witboek [white book]). 
A second option is that analogy bases consist of linguistic templates composed of sets 
of compounds that share a first or second element. Words that participate in large numbers 
of different compounds are called core words by Ryder. Established compounds with an 
identical core word may give rise to a single linguistic template or a set of linguistic 
templates, depending on the correlations between the noncore words. 
At a still more abstract level, linguistic templates may be derived from patterns found 
in groups of individual compounds that are composed of varying nouns. Ryder (1990, p. 144) 
illustrated this level of analogy with the established compounds cigarbox [sigarenkistje],/7our 
sack [meelzak], water glass [waterglas] and flower pot [bloempot]. All four have in common 
that the meaning of the second element includes the characteristics of having interior space. 
The meaning of the first element includes a material object smaller than the size of the second 
element. They mean something like "a y to contain x". 
Even though Ryder's proposal may seem a promising alternative to account for the 
observation that most novel noun-noun compounds are easy to understand, her analogy model 
exhibits several disadvantages. One of the weaknesses of Ryder's work is that it only globally 
describes the way linguistic templates may be involved in the interpretation (or production) 
of novel compounds. Ryder (1990) did not work out in great detail when and how linguistic 
templates play a role in the processing of novel compounds. Moreover, no clear description 
was given of the mechanisms involved in the derivation of the meaning of a novel compound 
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from one or more established ones. An additional problem associated with this study is the 
difficulty to distinguish between the various levels of analogy. The higher, abstract levels of 
analogy encompassing whole sets of established compounds may include the lower, levels 
based on one single, established compound. 
Different options for analogous interpretative processing of novel noun-noun 
compounds will be considered in Chapter 5 of this thesis. In this Chapter, I will report on two 
experiments that deal with the possible role of analogy in compound interpretation. In the last 
section of Chapter 5 it will be argued that the general prospects for analogy models are rather 
bad due to the semantic variation within the various sets of established compounds serving 
as an analogy base, and because of the complex decisions that will have to be made in order 
to determine which analogy should be applied. 
Global models 
A second general type of psycholinguistic models on the semantic processing of novel 
compounds is constituted by the global models. In this section, I will distinguish two 
subcategories of global models. 
One subcategory consists of the pragmatic models on novel noun-noun compounds. 
They are mainly concerned with the circumstances and conditions on the use and 
interpretation of novel compounds. The formation and interpretation of novel compounds is 
accounted for in terms of a number of pragmatic constraints. In contrast to the local models, 
the semantic information related to the compound elements is not considered here. The 
pragmatic study of Downing (1977) will be discussed as a clear representative of this 
subcategory of global models. 
The second subcategory that will be considered is constituted by the contextual 
models. In these models the interpretation of novel compounds relies heavily on the context 
or situation in which they are used. Like the pragmatic models they do not consider the 
lexical information associated with the compound elements. The study of Gerrig and Murphy 
(1992) is explicitly concerned with the role of context in understanding novel noun-noun 
compounds and will therefore be discussed in more detail. 
Pragmatic models 
The pragmatic aspects of the use and interpretation of nominal compounds have been 
studied by a number of researchers (e.g., De Caluwe, 1991; Downing, 1977; Zimmer, 1971, 
1972). The study of Downing (1977) in particular, has had a great impact on research on 
noun-noun compounds. By considering the pragmatics of the compounding process, Downing 
criticized a number of general claims underlying earlier descriptive and generative studies on 
noun-noun compounds (e.g., Jespersen, 1942; Lees, 1960, 1970; Levi, 1975; Li, 1971). In 
order to understand the objections put forward by Downing, I will first give a general outline 
of the descriptive and generative studies. Next, I will mention some limitations to the 
compounding process, the appropriateness of the semantic relationship between the compound 
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members, and the different functions of noun-noun compounds. Finally, some additional 
functions of novel noun-noun compounds will be considered. 
Initially, linguistic studies on noun-noun compounds were characterized by description 
and classification (e.g., Adams, 1973; Hatcher, 1960; Jespersen, 1942; Koziol, 1937; 
Marchand, 1969; Van Lessen, 1928; Wanen, 1978). Nominal compounds were categorized 
with respect to formal characteristics such as the word class of the constituent members, the 
grammatical relationship between the compound members, word stress or the meaning of the 
compound. The goal of the descriptive and classifícatory studies was simply to describe and 
classify the patterns found in established compounds. Some of the classifications of noun-
noun compounds mentioned in Chapter 1 find their origins in these early works. 
The static approach of the descriptive and classifícatory studies was abandoned in the 
sixties and seventies with the generative treatments of nominal compounds. Generative 
analyses were based on the assumption that although nominal compounding is a highly 
productive process, it is not totally unconstrained (Downing, 1977, p. 810). Researchers 
working within a generative framework (e.g., Brekle, 1970; L.R. Gleitman, & H. H. Gleitman 
1970; Kürschner, 1974; Lees, 1960, 1970; Levi, 1978; Motsen, 1970) concentrated on 
characterizing how these constraints might be incorporated into a grammar. The arguments 
of Downing (1977) are mainly directed against two particular generative accounts: the 
syntactic studies by Lees (1960, 1970) and the semantic study by Levi (1978). 
Lees' study (1960) is one of the best-known studies on nominal compounds within the 
transformational framework. In that developmental stage of transformational grammar the 
lexicon was supposed to include only monomorphemic forms. All derivationally complex 
words, including compounds, were considered to be transformationally derived. Noun-noun 
compounds were supposed to be generated from an underlying sentence and the relationship 
between the two compound nouns was expressed in the underlying sentence structure (e.g., 
the dog is a puppy -» dog which is a puppy -» puppy dog [baby hondje]). In his 
transformational grammar Lees (I960) not only accounted for the formation of nominal 
compounds, he also claimed that these compounds were understood on the basis of a number 
of fixed syntactic relationships (i.e., subject-predicate, subject-middle predicate, subject-verb, 
subject-object, subject-prepositional object, verb-prepositional object, object-prepositional 
object). The relational ambiguity of nominal compounds was explained by the assumption that 
different underlying structures lead to different interpretations of the compound (e.g., the 
compound battle fatigue [oorlogsneurose] could be derived from the underlying sentences "the 
battle causes fatigue" or "the fatigue comes from the battle"). Compounds that could not be 
accounted for by these rules were supposed to be listed in the mental lexicon. 
Lees' work (1960) has been criticized on a number of grounds (e.g.. Downing, 1977, 
Li, 1971; Rohrer, 1966). Just as the assignment of a particular noun-noun compound to one 
semantic category rather than another in some classifícatory studies was arbitrary, so were the 
underlying syntactic structures specified by Lees. Sometimes, there were several ways to 
describe a relationship between the constituent nouns of the compound, with no principled 
way to choose between them (e.g., the underlying sentence of a compound like sofa bed [bed 
bank] could be "the bed is a sofa" or "the sofa is a bed" (cf. Li, 1971, p. 27)). The most 
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serious drawback of Lees' framework was that the transformations deleted unrecoverable 
material, thus violating an important constraint on transformations (e.g., the owl flies at night 
-» owl which flies at night -> owl flying at night -» night owl [nachtuil] (cf. Li, 1971, p. 
30)). Once the relating material of the predicate was deleted, there was no way of knowing 
from which underlying structure a compound had been derived. 
In a subsequent paper Lees (1970) changed his model by making his underlying 
structures more semantic in nature. The underlying structures proposed in Lees 1970 
contained NP's specified not in terms of their underlying grammatical roles, but in terms of 
their underlying case roles (e.g., agent, patient, instrument, location, time, purpose, 
participant). To avoid the arbitrariness of underlying structures associated with his earlier 
approach. Lees (1970) proposed that members of a limited class of "generalized" verbs that 
appeared in the underlying structure of compounds (e.g., the meaning of the compound 
hydrogen bomb [waterstofbom] was derived as follows: V - О - I (Verb - General 
Complement Noun - Instrument Noun) -» Noun, Verb-s Noun2 -> Noun2 + Noun,, where the 
general verb could be instantiated as energize, drive, power, actuate, propel, impel etc.). A 
generalized verb was defined by Lees as "the minimal set of semantic features which 
characterize all variants in the set" (Lees, 1970, p. 182). However, the problem of 
unrecoverable deletion was not solved by this novel proposition, since there was still no way 
to determine which of these generalized verbs appeared in the underlying structure of a given 
compound. 
Besides the syntactic transformational-generative approach, nominal compounds were 
also studied within the generative-semantic framework. The most important generative-
semantic study is that by Levi (1978). Levi's goal (1978) was to generate several types of 
structures which she called complex nomináis (i.e., noun-noun compounds (e.g., price war 
[prijzenoorlog]), nominalizations (e.g., birth control [geboortenbeperking]), and noun phrases 
with nonpredicating adjectives (e.g., industrial area [industrieterrein])), based on a limited 
number of semantic representations. This set of meaning representations constituted a range 
of meanings from which the meaning of any complex nominal could be derived. Levi (1978) 
proposed that complex nomináis were transformationally derived from underlying relative 
clauses or complement structures by means of the two processes of deletion and 
nominalization. In compounds derived by nominalization the underlying predicate survived 
in the head noun. As a contrast, noun-noun compounds were supposed to be derived by 
deletion of the predicate in an underlying relative clause. Levi (1978, p. 76) claimed that the 
deletable predicates were CAUSE {tear gas [traangas]), HAVE (picture book [prentenboek]), 
MAKE (honeybee [honingbij]), USE (steam iron [stoomstrijkijzer]), BE (soldier ant 
[strijdmier]), IN (field mouse [veldmuis]), FOR (horse doctor [paardendokter]), FROM (olive 
oil [olijfolie]) and ABOUT (tax law [belastingwet]). The deletion involved here was not 
irrecoverable because the predicates which underwent this process were formatives explicitly 
mentioned in the structure index of the deletion rule. Levi (1978) argued that any complex 
nominal derived by predicate deletion or nominalization was potentially fourteen-ways 
ambiguous (the first compound element may either function as subject or object of the 
underlying relative clause with the deletable predicates CAUSE (e.g., nicotine fit [aanval van 
nicotinezucht] versus tear gas [traangas]), HAVE (e.g., lemon peel [citroenschil] versus 
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picture book [prentenboek]) and MAKE (e.g., snowball [sneeuwbal] versus honey bee 
[honingbij] (Levi, 1978, p. 76)); the first element may also be subject or object in predicate 
nominalizatìon (e.g., cell decomposition [celontbinding] versus heart massage [hartmassage] 
(Levi, 1978, p. 173)). 
The deletable predicates were quite abstract and could be realized by different verbs 
and prepositions. Their high level of abstractness allowed Levi (1978) to limit the number of 
predicates required. Several of her predicates, however, were so general that there was 
sometimes no way to decide whether a form was derived from one predicate or another. So, 
for example, one could put the noun-noun compound shoelace [schoenveter] either into the 
IN or the FOR category. Another consequence of their high level of abstractness was that 
quite different compounds like headache pills [hoofdpijnpillen] or fertility pills 
[vruchtbaarheidspillen] were supposed to be derived from the same underlying predicate FOR, 
though headache pills are normally designed to eliminate headaches, while fertility pills are 
intended to increase a woman's fertility (cf. Downing, 1977, p. 814). Moreover, for a number 
of compounds it could not be determined whether they were derived by deletion or by 
nominalizatìon (e.g., viral infection [virusinfectie] may be derived by deletion "infection 
CAUSED by a virus" or by nominalization "the virus infected" + [unspecified object NP] (cf. 
Downing, 1977, p. 814; Levi. 1978. p. 59)). 
As has been pointed out before. Downing (1977) indicated that there are several 
problems associated with the classificatory and generative accounts. Both accounts may be 
criticized on a number of basic assumptions. In the light of these objections. Downing (1977) 
formulated some alternative points of departure for research on noun-noun compounds. Some 
of her arguments were sustained by a number of experiments that she carried out 
A first problem associated with these earlier studies was the assumption that any 
adequate model of nominal compounding should be able to account for the generation of all 
semantic or syntactic classes of existing nominal compounds. However, the various 
classificatory and descriptive studies showed that it was extremely difficult to come up with 
a semantic categorization system covering all established compounds (cf. Jespersen, 1942; 
Marchand, 1969). In order to make their classifications exhaustive, authors restricted 
themselves to abstract and global categories (e.g., Hatcher, 1960; Warren, 1978). Hatcher 
(1960), for example, claimed that all compounds with a structure AB could be fitted in four 
categories (A is somehow, to some extent, contained, comprehended in В; В is contained in 
or a part of A; A is somehow the source of B; A is the destination or goal of B). The lack 
of finer distinctions within these categories resulted in a large degree of ambiguity (e.g., it 
is not obvious whether cane [net] in cane sugar [rietsuiker] is the source or the destination 
of sugar [suiker]). 
Like in the classificatory studies, generative theories on noun-noun compounds were 
supposed to account for all established compounds. It turned out, however, that generative 
theories could not explain the meaning of all established compounds either. Downing pointed 
out that generative studies simply ignored the fact that nominal compounds can change in 
meaning through semantic extension and restriction or real world change. Their analyses were 
founded on data which were often characterized by semantic idiosyncrasies. In order to avoid 
complications due to historical processes, Downing based her analyses on novel instead of 
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established compounds. 
Besides this, Downing (1977, p. 824-825) uncovered some general constraints on the 
types of relationships to be observed when a compound is used or interpreted in a situation 
other than the one in which it was originally coined. One of the constraints she observed was 
that the referent of the modifying member must bear a clearly perceivable relationship to the 
referent of the head of the compound (e.g., noun-noun compounds like circle-square 
[cirkelvierkant] or fork-spoon [vorklepel] are very difficult to interpret). A second constraint 
she revealed was that interpretations of formations based on a denial of proximity between 
the members of the compound are impossible (e.g., cousin-chair [neefstoel] is not a chair 
reserved for non-cousins). Finally, Downing showed that compounds are unacceptable when 
it is very unlikely for the two members to co-occur in some context (e.g., cow-pony [koe-
pony]). 
A second problem was that most classificatory and generative studies believed that the 
syntactic or semantic relationships underlying the various classes of compounds are finite in 
number. Downing showed that, in contrast to these suppositions, the number of possible 
relationships between members of noun-noun compounds is not finite. In a context free 
interpretation task, subjects had to provide interpretations for novel compounds presented in 
isolation. It turned out to be impossible to reduce all these paraphrases to one of the 
categories proposed by the classificatory or generative studies. In another experiment subjects 
were asked to rate the likelihood of a number of interpretations. In this ranking task 
interpretations for novel compounds were rated as possible or likely, even though it was very 
hard to relate them to any of these categories. 
A third problem associated with the classificatory and generative studies was the 
supposition that all relationships are fully productive. Downing noted, however, that certain 
types of relationships are preferred to others. On the basis of the novel compounds and 
interpretations produced by her subjects, she listed the most common underlying relationships. 
The appropriateness of a given semantic relationship between the compound members 
was shown to depend on at least three factors. The first factor is the frequency with which 
a particular relationship appears in noun-noun compounds. The frequency of specific 
relationships is shown to be related to the semantic class of the head noun. Relationships that 
are relevant for one type of entity, appear to be irrelevant for another type of entity. Downing 
(1977, p. 831) observed, for example, that naturally existing entities like plants, animals, and 
natural objects are typically classified on the basis of inherent characteristics (e.g., sexual 
identity: women officers [vrouwelijke ambtenaren]; appearance: trumpet plant [trompetbloem]; 
origin: cow hair [koeiehaar]). Later developmental studies showed that even young children 
of 2.6 years and older produce more compounds for objects that can be subcategorized on the 
basis of inherent properties (e.g., a house made out of a pencil: pencil-house [potloodhuis]), 
than for objects that have to be subcategorized on the basis of accidental properties (e.g., a 
chair strewn with books: book-chair [boekestoel] (cf. E.V. Clark, Gelman, & Lane, 1985)). 
The second factor is the permanence of a semantic relationship. Novel compounds are more 
likely to be created and interpreted on the basis of relationships that are perceived as habitual 
or generic (e.g., the relation PURPOSE in banana-fork [bananevork]), than on the basis of 
relationships that are perceived as temporary or fortuitous (e.g., the relation PLACE in tree-
bird [boomvogel]). The third factor is the predictability of a semantic relationship. Predictable 
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relationships in which the first compound member does not add any specific information to 
the head can be unacceptable for various reasons. First, the set of entities referred to by one 
compound element may be equivalent to the set of entities referred to by the other element 
(e.g., lad-boy [knuljongen]). Second, the entities referred to by one element may also be a 
proper subset of those referred to by the other element (e.g., book-novel [boekroman]). A third 
possibility is that the entities of the type denoted by the second element are also denoted by 
the compound as a whole (e.g., family-father [gezinsvader]). 
A fourth problem discussed by Downing (1977) was the assumption that the semantic 
content of a compound may be characterized by means of a sentential phrase. Even though 
she admitted that novel compounds bear similarities to full sentences by virtue of their non-
arbitrary structure. Downing also stressed that compounds and sentences have different 
functions. Compounds typically serve as naming devices to denote relevant subcategories of 
experience, whereas sentences are more likely to be used in the case of assertions. 
An important addition to this observation is that noun-noun compounds can not only 
name members of a subcategory, but, under specific circumstances, may also have a 
demonstrative function. The demonstrative function of novel noun-noun compounds is 
illustrated by the deictic compound apple-juice seat [appelsapstoel], used by a speaker to 
distinguish a seat from others in its vicinity. In this example, the compound apple-juice seat 
referred to a seat in front of which a glass of apple-juice had been placed (Downing, 1977, 
p. 822). 
The function of noun-noun compounds has been worked out in more detail in several 
subsequent studies. De Caluwe (1991), for example, made some relevant additions to the work 
of Downing (1977). In his functionalist study on nominal compounds Dc Caluwe (1991) 
stated that the function of novel compounds is not restricted to naming relevant subcategories. 
Novel compounds may also be used to name a new category when the phenomenon to be 
named is not an exemplar of an already existing category, but when it constitutes a new 
category in itself (e.g., lichtsluis [light lock], pedaalridder [pedal knight]). Another function 
of novel compounds is that they can serve as an identification device (e.g., septemberstaking 
[september strike], Time-artikel [Time article]). In some cases, novel compounds refer to well-
known phenomena that are seen in a new light This is called the expressive function of novel 
compounds (e.g., de geschiedenistuin moet regelmatig geharkt en geschoffeld worden [the 
history garden has to be raked and weeded regularly]). 
Other researchers have traced the functions of novel noun-noun compounds in child 
language (e.g., E.V. Clark, 1982; Eibers, 1988; Windsor, 1993). They showed that one of the 
functions of young children creating novel compounds is to express meanings for which they 
do not have ready-made words (E.V. Clark, 1982). A second function that novel compounds 
in child language can fulfill was pointed out by Eibers (1988). She claimed that besides the 
function of filling lexical gaps, novel compounds also allow a child to be conceptually 
precise. The use of overspecific compounds by young children may be explained by a need 
for obtaining a maximum fit between a conceptual or perceptual representation and its 
linguistic expression, even though this precision may not always be necessary for 
communication (e.g., a book with a handkerchief lying between the pages is a zakdoekboek 
[handkerchief book]). 
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Contextual models 
A general presupposition in contextual studies is that the context plays an important 
role for the interpretation of novel wordforms. I will discuss the contextual study of Gerrig 
and Murphy (1992) in more detail here, because it introduced two possible views on the role 
of prior context in the semantic processing of novel noun-noun compounds: the exemplar 
matching view and the concept formation view. The exemplar matching view, on the one 
hand, supposes that novel compounds are simply related to a previous discourse referent This 
means that subjects do not form a new complex concept when interpreting a novel compound. 
Understanding a novel compound simply comes down to the identification of the entity it 
refers to. The concept formation view, on the other hand, claims that subjects consult prior 
context to discover how the two nouns of the compound can be related. Interpreting a novel 
compound is looked upon as discovering the relevant relationship between the compound 
members. This relationship may be encoded in the previous context 
Both views differ with respect to the processes by which novel compounds are 
supposed to be understood, as well as with respect to the products of these processes. The 
exemplar matching model claims that processing a novel compound is limited by a search for 
a likely referent, whereas the concept formation view assumes that a new concept was 
created. According to the exemplar view, the product of the comprehension process is no 
more than a pointer to a previous referent The concept formation view, by contrast, suggests 
that the product is a new concept 
The two views were tested by Gerrig and Murphy (1992) in a series of experiments 
in which they manipulated the context preceding a novel noun-noun compound. The 
experiments were generally set up as follows. In one condition, the relationship between the 
two members of the novel compound (e.g., dog smile [hondeglimlach]) was explicitly given 
in the preceding context (e.g., a smile to a dog). In a second condition, this relation was only 
implicitly provided in the prior context by the use of a different modifying noun where the 
appropriate relationship was pointed out (e.g., using the word cat [kat] instead of dog [hond]). 
The implicit condition was considered to be crucial for comparing the exemplar matching 
view with the concept formation view. If comprehension of the target compound is not harder 
when the relationship is only implicitly given, this is regarded as positive evidence in favor 
of the concept formation view. The concept formation view assumes the creation of a new 
concept that identifies the specific relation between the two nouns. This novel concept (e.g., 
cat smile [katteglimlach]) may also serve as the basis for the interpretation of novel 
compounds with an identical relation between the compound elements (e.g., dog smile). 
However, the exemplar matching view claims that novel compounds are more difficult to 
interpret in an implicit context than in an explicit context Finally, there was also a neutral 
condition in which no particular relationship between the compound members was specified 
by the preceding context For both views, this condition was supposed to be most difficult 
Gerrig and Murphy (1992) used several dependent measures. The processing of novel 
noun-noun compounds was supposed to be reflected by the reading times of sentences 
containing a novel compound (Exp. 1 and 2). The product of the interpretation process was 
assessed by the time needed to verify a statement about the meaning of a novel noun-noun 
compound (Exp. 2), or the time needed to read a sentence that could only be understood if 
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the novel compound itself had been fully understood (Exp. 3). In Experiment 4 only off-line 
tasks were used. The subjects had to rate the interpretability of novel compounds and had to 
provide a short description of their meaning. 
Overall, no differences in processing times between the explicit and the implicit 
conditions were obtained, even though the neutral condition was slower than the other two. 
In the off-line experiment the explicit condition was compared to the neutral condition. 
Interpretability ratings were shown to be higher for novel compounds when the relevant 
relationship was described in the preceding story, even when there was no referential overlap 
between the compound and the story. Altogether, Gerrig and Murphy (1992) considered these 
results as supportive evidence for the concept formation view. 
By manipulating the prior context, Gerrig and Murphy (1992) intended to study the 
role of context in understanding novel noun-noun compounds. What they did not control for, 
however, was whether the obtained effects could also be explained by a differential fît of the 
novel noun-noun compound in the various story contexts. The different conditions were not 
matched for the predictability of the novel noun-noun compound from the story contexts 
either (cf. Gerrig, 1989). Sometimes the subjects were able to guess the correct meaning 
without any contextual support 
Another difficulty associated with this study is that interpretative processing of novel 
compounds was supposed to be reflected by sentence reading times and sentence verification 
times. It should be noted, however, that sentence reading times or verification times are only 
an indirect reflection of the interpretation of the compound itself. Therefore, they may not be 
the most adequate way to establish the ease with which the novel compounds were 
interpreted. 
The role of context in understanding noun-noun compounds is also illustrated by a 
study by Gerrig (1989) in which he investigated the time course of creating new meanings 
for established noun-noun compounds and agentives. In a series of experiments, he showed 
that the interpretation of established noun-noun compounds may be influenced by the 
surrounding context. Dependent on the preceding context, established noun-noun compounds 
like, for example, foot race [wedloop] or horse race [paardenkoers] may be understood in 
their conventional sense or may be attributed an innovative meaning. The conventional 
meaning of the compounds is assumed to be stored in the mental lexicon, whereas the 
innovative meaning is supposed to be created on the basis of information embodied in the 
representation of the preceding story context Gerrig (1989) obtained evidence that the process 
of sense selection from the mental lexicon and the process of sense creation may operate 
simultaneously. What he omitted to specify, however, was how readers actually arrive at 
creating novel meanings for established words. 
The relation between local and global models 
So far, I have made a division into psycholinguistic models accounting for the 
interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds with mechanisms operating either at the local 
or the global level. Local models on novel compounds focused either on semantic information 
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associated with the compound elements (conceptual models) or on the lexical relationships 
between members of novel and established compounds (analogy models). Global models were 
concerned with the pragmatic constraints on the comprehension of novel noun-noun 
compounds (pragmatic models) or on the role of context in understanding these words 
(contextual models). 
In general, local models have the appeal of being limited to the lexical level. It may 
be easier to test the more restricted, local models for noun-noun interpretation than the rather 
elaborated, global models that allow for many sources of information to come into play. The 
most important drawback of the local models, however, is that they cannot account for the 
fact that interpretations of novel and established noun-noun compounds may differ depending 
on the context in which they are used (cf. Gerrig, 1989; Gerrig & Murphy, 1992). Therefore, 
the role of context in the interpretation process will have to be determined in more detail. 
Global models are concerned with the context or situation in which novel compounds 
are used and with the pragmatics of the interpretation process. In everyday life, novel noun-
noun compounds are not used and interpreted in a vacuum, but as part of the general 
communication between people. Nevertheless, a larger context is not always a prerequisite for 
interpretation. Many novel compounds presented without context are easy to interpret Global 
models, however, cannot account for the interpretation of isolated novel words. 
In view of these considerations, it may be stated that any adequate theory on the 
interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds should include local as well as global 
mechanisms. Local and global models on the interpretation of novel compounds should be 
considered complementary rather than mutually exclusive. Moreover, any integral theory on 
the interpretation of nominal compounds should not only provide a detailed description of 
these different mechanisms, it should also explain how they influence each other during the 
process of interpretation. 
There are different ways in which local models, like the conceptual models, may be 
extended. One possibility is that local mechanisms precede global mechanisms. This means 
that initial interpretations of novel noun-noun compounds will be based on local operations. 
As a next step, these initial interpretations will be checked with the context or situation in 
which they are used. When there is a mismatch between the interpretations based on the 
semantics of the compound elements and the information encoded in the context, initial 
interpretations may be altered as a result of this checking procedure. 
An alternative would be that local and global mechanisms operate more or less 
simultaneously. In this way, only interpretations that fit into the context or situation are 
computed. One of the ways in which local and global mechanisms may interact is pointed out 
in a study by Murphy (1990). Context may help the interpretation of novel noun-noun 
compounds when it highlights the appropriate dimension to be modified in the head noun. The 
relevant slot is activated even before the novel compound is encountered. In a reading 
experiment Murphy (1990, Exp. 4) showed that noun-noun compounds preceded by a context 
in which the slot to be filled was explicitly mentioned, were easier to understand than noun-
noun compounds preceded by a neutral context 
Another scenario of (partial) interaction between local and global mechanisms may be 
that information encoded in the context is used to select the appropriate slot in the head noun 
to be modified from all the slots that are possible candidates for modification. An important 
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distinction between these two options is the moment at which context interferes with the slot 
selection process, i.e., before or after the meanings of the compound elements have been 
activated. 
It is also not difficult to imagine what the role of context may be in analogy models. 
One possibility is that context reduces the set of analogous, lexicalized compounds that is 
activated during the interpretation process. An alternative may be that instead of reducing the 
set of lexicalized compounds to be consulted, context influences the order in which the 
lexicalized compounds of a specific set are evaluated as suitable models for interpretation. 
There are also some indications on the role that the semantics of the compound 
elements (local level) may play in global models. Downing (1977, p. 824), for example, 
showed that one of the conventions to be observed when a novel compound is to be applied 
in situations other than the one in which it was coined, excludes compound elements that are 
definitionally precluded (e.g., circle-square [cirkelvierkant]). This convention can be 
paraphrased in semantic terminology as one or more features of the modifying noun 
contradicting one or more features of the head noun. Another indication is that compound 
elements that have too much in common are not suitable for the creation of novel compounds 
(Downing, 1977, p. 831). This may occur when the set of entities referred to by the first noun 
is equivalent to the set of entities referred to by the second (e.g., lad-boy [knuljongen]) or 
when the set of entities referred to by one member of the compound is a subset of the entities 
referred to by the other member (e.g., book-novel [boekroman]). It does not seem difficult to 
work out this convention in terms of redundancy. 
The majority of contextual studies (e.g., E.V. Clark, 1982; H.H. Clark 1983; E.V. 
Clark & H.H. Clark, 1979; H.H. Clark & Gerrig, 1983; Gerrig, 1989; Gerrig & Murphy, 
1992) did not specify the role of semantics in producing and understanding novel word forms. 
A clear exception is the study of Clark and Clark (1979) on denominal verbs. Clark and Clark 
not only specified the conditions in which denominal verbs could be used and understood 
(e.g., the speaker has to denote a kind of situation that he has good reason to believe the 
listener can readily and uniquely compute on the basis of their mutual knowledge), they also 
showed in which ways the meaning of the novel denominal verb is related to the meaning of 
its parent noun (e.g., the parent noun denotes one role in the situation, and the remaining 
surface arguments of the denominal verb denote the other roles in the situation). 
In this thesis, I will limit myself to the role of the semantics of the compound 
members for the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds. Therefore, my research should 
primarily be situated within the category of the local models. The choice of restricting myself 
to the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds in isolation has been motivated by the 
following argument As the preceding outline of local and global models on the processing 
of novel noun-noun compounds has shown, very little is actually known about the semantic 
processing of these words, either in isolation or in context Novel noun-noun compounds can 
be interpreted both in isolation and in context In order to specify the role of context in more 
detail, more evidence about the processing of novel compounds in isolation is essential. The 
role of context will not be understood when the role of the semantic representations in the 
compound itself is left undetermined. The restriction to the interpretation of novel noun-noun 
compounds in isolation involves the implicit assumption that the interpretation of these words 
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is initially based on the semantics of the compound members. Global mechanisms are 
supposed to be part of a later stage in the interpretation process. 
Isolated novel compounds cover a continuum ranging from very difficult to interpret 
(e.g., stripprei [strip leek]) to very easy to interpret (e.g., krotpand [slum building]). The 
present study differs from other studies in the fact that semantic processing is assessed by 
varying the interpretability of the novel noun-noun compounds. Moreover, experimental tasks 
were used that were expected to reflect the on-line semantic processing of novel compounds 
as accurately and as directly as possible. 
Outline of this thesis 
In this thesis, I address the question how it is possible that most novel noun-noun 
compounds are easily understood in spite of the multiple relationships that are possible 
between the constituent elements. In Chapter 1 a short outline of the different characteristics 
of nominal compounds was given and the stimulus materials were defined. In Chapter 2 two 
categories of psycholinguistic models on the semantic processing of novel noun-noun 
compounds were discussed, namely the local and the global models. It was explained why 
only isolated novel noun-noun compounds will be investigated. 
In the rest of this thesis, the following subjects will be treated. In Chapter 3 two 
experimental tasks that may reflect the interpretation process will be considered. It will be 
shown that the lexical decision task is a good candidate for studying the semantic processing 
of isolated novel nominal compounds. In the Chapters 4 and 5 two lexical mechanisms that 
may account for the interpretability of novel compounds will be investigated, namely 
interactive meaning activation of the two compound members and analogy with established 
compounds. In Chapter 4,1 will examine whether the activation of semantic representations 
of the compound members is interactive or not. Interactive activation of the semantic 
representations of the two compound members may result in the reinforcement of common 
or compatible meaning aspects and the inhibition of mutually inconsistent meaning aspects. 
Interactive activation is supposed to simplify the interpretation process, because the number 
of potentially relevant meaning aspects will be reduced. In a number of priming experiments, 
clear evidence for the interactive activation of the compound members will be obtained. In 
chapter 5 the possible role of established noun-noun compounds in understanding novel noun-
noun compounds will be studied. The experiments reported on in this chapter have been 
designed to test two different levels of analogy: the level of individual established compounds 
and the level of groups of established compounds sharing the second compound noun. It will 
be shown that, even though there is some evidence that lexicalized noun-noun compounds 
become activated during the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds, they do not seem 
to be involved in the process of interpretation itself. In the final chapter (Chapter 6) the major 
results will be recapitulated and related to local and global models on the interpretation of 
novel noun-noun compounds. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 have been published in international 
journals and are integrally included. The various chapters of this thesis can be read on their 
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own, which is why I could not avoid some overlap between them. 
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The interpretation of isolated novel nominal compounds 
(Memory and Cognition, 1991, 19(4), 341-352) 
Riet Coolen, Henk J. van Jaarsveld, and 
Robert Schreuder 
The lexical decision task was used to investigate interpretative processing 
of isolated novel compounds (noun-noun nomináis). On the basis of inteipretability 
ratings, novel compounds were classified as being of either high or low 
interpretability. In a lexical decision task in which novel compounds functioned as 
nonwords, a significant interference effect was found for compounds of high 
interpretability. In a naming task, no differences were found between the two types 
of novel compounds, but lexicalized compounds resulted in shorter latencies than did 
novel compounds. Novel compounds were also shown to be interpreted under 
conditions unfavorable to morphological decomposition, suggesting that the 
interpretation process is beyond strategic control by the subject. Equal semantic 
priming effects were obtained for members of established semantic categories and 
nouns of highly interpretable compounds. Interpretative processes dealing with a 
limited set of basic semantic relations and analogy with lexicalized compounds are 
discussed. 
Theories of language comprehension should not only explain how word meanings are 
accessed, but also how novel meanings are created on the basis of familiar ones (Gerrig, 
1986). Novel compound words provide an excellent testing ground for such theories, because 
they involve both processes. In normal language use, one often comes across compound words 
one has never encountered before. Most of these novel compounds' are formed from familiar 
words for which semantic representations can be accessed. From a psychological point of 
view, processes underlying the creation of meanings for novel compounds are particularly 
interesting, because these compounds may be interpreted differently depending on the 
selection of particular semantic relations between the nouns (Levi, 1978; Li, 1971). For 
instance, a tea lady may denote "a lady one drinks tea with" or "a lady who sells tea" or even 
"a lady one orders tea from". Despite the multiple ambiguity inherent in novel compounds, 
intuition and empirical research (e.g., E.V. Clark & Berman, 1987; Coulmas, 1987; Downing, 
1977; L.R. Gleitman & H. Gleitman, 1970) indicate that most novel compounds are very easy 
to interpret 
An obvious explanation of the ease with which novel compounds are interpreted 
involves the context. Intended interpretations can often be inferred from the linguistic or 
extralinguistic context (Boase-Beier, 1987; E.V. Clark & H.H. Clark, 1979; Gerrig, 1989). In 
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"On Thursday afternoons the baroness enjoyed the company of her tea lady", one will 
interpret tea lady as "a woman one drinks tea with". The sentence "The baroness ordered a 
special brand from her tea lady" will induce a different interpretation. 
Context seems, however, not at all necessary for a fast or "correct" interpretation. 
Some novel compounds can be assigned a likely meaning on the basis of the semantic aspects 
of the constituent nouns alone, without any contextual support Alternative interpretations go 
unnoticed because one interpretation suggests itself as the most likely one. Consider, for 
example, novel compounds such as beard louse, curtain piece, от frog song. A beard louse 
is very likely to be "a louse in a beard"; a curtain piece is almost certainly "a piece of cloth 
for a curtain"; a frog song is most probably "a song sung by frogs". The interpretation 
preferred for a compound in isolation may even be in conflict with an interpretation suggested 
by the context (Boase-Beier, 1987). In the sentence "The biologist wrote a dissertation about 
the beard louse", one is more likely to interpret beard louse as a special subspecies of lice 
rather than a "louse in a beard". These general observations suggest that the interpretation of 
novel compounds is determined jointly by the semantic aspects of the constituent nouns and 
some larger context The relative contribution of each to the interpretation process will depend 
on the interpretability of the compound on its own and the amount of relevant contextual 
information. 
For the investigation of interpretation processes for novel compounds, these 
observations suggest that novel compounds should be studied both in isolation and in context 
By studying compounds in isolation, one may be able to determine the contribution of the 
semantic representations of the constituent nouns to the interpretation process. Moreover, 
empirical evidence about interpretation processes in isolation is essential for specifying the 
role of context in more detail. The role of the context will not be properly understood when 
the role of the semantic representations in the compound itself is left undetermined (see 
Forster, 1976, for a similar argument dealing with the role of context in lexical access). 
Semantic processing of isolated novel compounds may be investigated by a variety of 
tasks. Until very recently, untimed off-line tasks, such as paraphrasing, attribute generation 
or typicality judgements have been used (e.g.. Downing, 1977; L.R. Gleitman & H. Gleitman, 
1970; Hampton, 1988). One of the disadvantages of off-line semantic tasks is the appeal to 
aspects of verbal ability or creativity that are distributed unequally across subjects (Geer, H. 
Gleitman, & L.R. Gleitman, 1972). More importantly, these tasks may give rise to rather 
elaborated processing, including imaging situations or scenarios in which the compound would 
be pragmatically meaningful (see Barsalou, 1983). Turning to tasks that involve on-line 
measurement one obvious option is a speeded semantic classification task (Murphy, 1990) 
in which subjects are required to classify compounds for meaningfulness. Since deciding 
upon meaningfulness may be a very global judgement, one cannot be sure that decision times 
only reflect interpretation processes based on the meanings of the nouns. Considerations that 
are contingent on the interpretation of the compound (e.g., judging the plausibility of the 
object that is described by the compound) may also have an effect on decision processes. 
More accurate assessment of interpretation processes based on the semantic 
representations of only the nouns may be achieved by using tasks that do not require 
interpretation or tasks in which interpretation would be even disadvantageous. In such tasks, 
indications would be obtained for an automatic interpretation of compounds, "triggered" 
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simply by juxtaposing (the semantic representations of) constituent nouns. Thus, nonsemantic 
tasks would provide sensitive indications for the extent and ease with which semantic 
representations are integrated, avoiding additional semantic and/or pragmatic considerations. 
The lexical decision task would seem to be a task that may fulfill these requirements. 
The performance of the lexical decision task does not require semantic processing. Decisions 
may be based solely on the availability of orthographic representations. Semantic aspects of 
stimuli have been shown to affect lexical decision times (James, 1975; Jastrzemski, 1981; 
Whaley, 1978). More importantly, the lexical decision task appears to be very sensitive to 
postlexical semantic integration effects (Forster, 1979). Several studies have reported sizeable 
effects of semantic variables using a lexical decision task, but much smaller effects or even 
a failure to replicate these effects with a naming task (Chumbley & Balota, 1984; Lupker, 
1984; Seidenberg, Waters, Sanders, & Langer, 1984). Clearly, the interpretation of novel 
compounds is postlexical because it requires the prior activation of the meaning of the 
constituent nouns. In view of these characteristics, the lexical decision task may therefore be 
quite promising for uncovering differences in interpretative processing of novel compounds. 
The main purpose of our research has been to validate the lexical decision task as a means 
for investigating interpretative processing of novel compounds. 
In the experiments reported below, we used differences in interpretability between 
novel compounds as independent measures. Isolated novel compounds may be scaled for 
interpretability. Compounds at both ends of the interpretability scale served as stimuli in our 
experiments. We will designate items at the upper end of the scale as high-interpretable (HI) 
compounds and items at the lower end as low-interpretable (LI) compounds. 
In Experiment 1, we used a lexical decision task in which lexicalized compounds 
served as words and HI and LI compounds served as nonwords. It may be assumed that for 
the HI and LI compounds the semantic representations of the constituent nouns will become 
available. If relations are being established between these representations, subsequent decision 
processes may be affected. For the HI compounds, the meaning of the constituent nouns will 
be integrated into a meaningful unit. For these items, a conflict arises between the 
meaningfulness of the compound (which suggests a yes response) and the nonavailability of 
an orthographic representation (which suggests a no response). The resolution of this conflict 
will cause latencies and number of errors to increase, relative to the LI compounds for which 
both meaninglessness and nonavailability of orthographic representations suggest a no 
response. 
In Experiment 2, we used a naming task for the same stimulus materials as in 
Experiment 1. This naming experiment provides evidence that differences between HI and LI 
compounds cannot be attributed to uncontrolled lexical variables. It also supports the 
interpretation of the results of Experiment 1 as due to postlexical integration effects. 
Experiment 3 was conducted to determine whether or not interpretative processing was under 
strategic control of the subject by varying the composition of the stimulus materials. The 
purpose of Experiment 4 was to provide evidence about the extent of the interpretation 
process in a lexical decision task. In the General Discussion section, we offer some 
suggestions with respect to underlying differences between HI and LI compounds and we 
relate our results to recent theorizing about conceptual combinations. 
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Experiment 1 
Method 
Rating studies. A set of 200 novel compounds was especially constructed for the 
purpose of Experiment 1. AH novel compounds consisted of two simple nouns, each of which 
occurred separately in Dutch. One half of the noun-noun compounds was intuitively felt to 
be easy to interpret (for example grieptijd [flu season] or paleiskelner [palace waiter]) and 
the other half of the compounds was felt to be difficult to interpret (for example boomzonde 
[tree sin] or haakverkeer [hook traffic]). Each constituent noun occurred only once in the 
stimulus materials. To avoid segmentation problems, all novel compounds were constructed 
in such a way that boundaries between two constituent nouns were unambiguous. Compounds 
such as plaatstaal, for instance, were not included because they can be segmented in different 
ways (e.g., plaat + staal [sheet of steel] or plaats + taal [local language]).2 
All 200 novel compounds were pretested for interpretablity in two separate rating 
studies. In Rating Study 1, the subjects were asked how easy it was to come up with a 
meaning for the compound. Thirty subjects, all students at Nijmegen University, participated 
in Rating Study 1. Each subject was given a booklet containing the novel compounds and was 
instructed to rate each compound on a 7-point scale (1 = very difficult to interpret, 7 = very 
easy to interpret). Order of presentation of the compounds was random for each subject, and 
no time pressure was applied. 
In Rating Study 2, 200 lexicalized compounds were added to the stimulus set.3 
Interpretability ratings may be affected by the composition of the set of stimulus materials. 
In particular, reliable differences in interpretability for novel compounds may disappear when 
lexicalized compounds are included in the stimulus materials, due to changing criteria for 
meaningfulness. A compound was considered lexicalized if it was listed in Van Dale's (1984) 
Groot Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal, which is the most complete dictionary on the 
Dutch language and the Dutch CELEX database, a computerized lexical database based on 
42 million tokens (Burnage, 1990). Novel compounds, of course, did not appear in either list 
Instructions and procedure were exactly the same as in Rating Study 1. Another group of 30 
students performed Rating Study 2, and none of them had participated in Rating Study 1. 
In Rating Study 1, mean interpretability scores were significantly higher for 
compounds that were considered to be easy to interpret (5.9) than for compounds that were 
difficult to interpret (3.1) in both the subject and item analyses [F,(l,29) = 841.00, MS, = .2, 
ρ < .001; F,(l,198) = 400.49, MS, = 1, ρ < .001]. In Rating Study 2, the subjects found 
lexicalized compounds (6.2) to be easier to interpret than novel compounds (3.9) [F,(l,29) = 
444.06, MS, = .2, ρ < .001; F,(l,398) = 288.44, MS, = 2,p< .001]. The difference between 
both groups of novel compounds was also highly significant [F,(l,29) = 272.94, MS, = .4, ρ 
< .001; F,(l,198) = 406.83, MS, = .9, ρ < .001]. Mean scores were 5.2 for novel compounds 
that were easy to interpret and 2.5 for novel compounds that were difficult to interpret. 
Rating scores for the novel compounds in Ratings Studies 1 and 2 were analyzed 
simultaneously to assess the effect of composition of the set of stimulus materials on 
interpretability judgments. A significant effect for rating study indicated that the inclusion of 
lexicalized compounds resulted in generally lower rating scores for the novel compounds 
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[F,(l,58) = 11.34, MS.= 1, ρ < .01; F,(l,198) = 186.47, MS, = .2, ρ < .001]. However, this 
general decrease did not affect the distinction between novel compounds that were easy or 
difficult to interpret [F,(l,58) = 859.49, MS
e
 = .3, ρ < .001; F,(l,198) = 458.58, MSt = 2, ρ 
< .001]. The interaction between rating study and interpretability of novel compounds was not 
significant. Mean interpretability scores for novel compounds occurring in both studies were 
highly correlated (r = .94, ρ < .001). 
To determine the reliability of the ratings of the novel compounds, split-half analyses 
of the data for both rating studies were carried out The 30 subjects of each study were 
randomly divided into two subgroups of 15 subjects each. The split-half reliabilities were .94 
and .96 for Rating Studies 1 and 2, respectively (p < .001, for both rs). In both studies, 
missing data amounted to less than 0.1% of the total data. 
The results of these rating studies clearly show that novel compounds can be 
distinguished consistently and reliably with respect to interpretability. In both rating studies, 
significant differences between the two groups of novel compounds were found. The inclusion 
of lexicalized compounds led to a general decrease in mean rating scores, but did not affect 
distinctions in interpretability. 
For the lexical decision experiment, 60 lexicalized and 60 novel compounds were 
selected from the larger set used in the rating studies. Lexicalized and novel compounds were 
matched for mean number of letters, as were the HI and LI compounds. All selected novel 
and lexicalized compounds are listed in the Appendix. Of the 60 novel compounds, 30 were 
Ш compounds and 30 were LI compounds. Interpretability scores for individual HI 
compounds in Rating Study 1 were at least 6.0. Mean interpretability scores for all selected 
HI compounds were 6.6 (SD = .49) in Rating Study 1 and 5.8 (SD = .50) in Rating Study 2. 
Selected LI compounds had interpretability scores ranging between 1.0 and 3.5 in Rating 
Study 1. Mean interpretability scores were 2.1 (SD = .55) in Rating Study 1 and 1.7 (SD = 
.57) in Rating Study 2. 
Procedure and Subjects. Stimuli appeared in lowercase letters on a video display unit 
connected to an Olivetti M-24 personal computer. The subjects were seated in a room by 
subdued lighting. Each trial started with the display of an asterisk (*) in the middle of the 
screen, which remained visible for 500 msec. Subsequently, the stimulus item was displayed 
for 4,000 msec or until a response was made. The intertrial interval was 2,000 msec. The 
subjects were instructed as follows: "In this experiment, you will see a number of compounds 
which are all composed of two nouns. Some of them form an existing Dutch compound (for 
example, fietsbel [bicycle bell]); others, however, do not figure in Van Dale and in fact don't 
belong to the Dutch language (for example, breinklus [brain job]). After you have read the 
compound, your task is to push the ja (yes) button when the compound as a whole is an 
existing Dutch word or to push the nee (no) button if the compound as a whole is not an 
existing Dutch word. It is important that you respond as quickly as possible, but you should 
also make as few errors as possible. Before the actual experiment starts a number of practice 
trials will appear on the screen." The instruction did not state that there would be HI 
compounds included in the materials. 
Prior to the presentation of the 120 test items, the subjects were presented with 48 
practice items. Experimental sessions lasted about 20 min. Twenty-five paid subjects, drawn 
from the subject pool of the IWTS, participated in Experiment 1. 
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Results 
Data from 3 subjects, whose error percentages exceeded a preset criterion of 15% for 
the lexicalized compounds, were discarded. In this and the subsequent experiments, the effects 
of very long or short latencies were minimized by establishing a cutoff point equal to 2.0 
standard deviation units from subject and item means. On the basis of the results of the rating 
studies, we regarded classifications of compounds that differed from the experimental 
classification as "errors". Any outlying values were considered errors. Reaction times for 
incorrect responses were not included in the analyses. Since the HI/LI distinction reflects the 
extremes of a continuum of interpretability along which novel compounds can be scaled, 
correlations between reaction times and interpretability ratings are also reported. 
The difference in mean latencies for the lexicalized compounds (742 msec) and novel 
compounds (889 msec) was highly significant [F,(l,21) = 63.81, MS, = 3,905, ρ < .001; 
F,(l,l 18) = 99.79, MS, = 6,560, ρ < .001]. Differences in error percentages for words (6.1 %) 
and nonwords (12.5 %) were also significant [F,(l,21) = 14.35, MS, = 11, ρ < .01; F,(l,118) 
= 8.99, MS, = 7, ρ < .01]. Mean latencies and percentages of errors for all stimulus categories 
are presented in Table 1. 
For the novel compounds, interpretability had a significant effect on latencies [F,(l,21) 
= 46.30, MS, = \,m,p< .001; F,(l,58) = 14.15, MS, = 5,443, ρ < .001]. As expected, more 
errors were made for HI compounds than for LI compounds [F,(l,21) = 49.80, MS, = 8, ρ < 
.001; F.0,58) = 61.62, MS, = 5, ρ <.001]. 
The correlation between mean decision times and mean rating scores was .44 for both 
ratings (p< .001). 
Table 1 
Mean Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Percentages of Errors for 
All Compounds in Experiment 1 and Tor the Subset of the 
Novel Compounds with Less than 25% Errors 
Stimuli 
All items Subset 
Lexicalized Compounds 
742 
6.1 
HI Compounds 
926 911 
22.4 14.6 
LI Compounds 
854 848 
2.8 6.9 
Latencies 
Error Percentages 
Latencies 
Error Percentages 
Latencies 
Error Percentages 
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Discussion 
The differences in decision latencies and error percentages between HI and LI 
compounds indicate that the novel compounds were interpreted. Interpretability of the novel 
compounds interferes with the lexical decision. For HI compounds, a conflict arises between 
the nonavailability of an orthographic representation and the meaningfulness of the compound. 
The resolution of this conflict will cause latencies and number of errors to increase, relative 
to the LI compounds for which both meaninglessness and nonavailability of orthographic 
representations suggest a no response. 
Interpretation of novel compounds is not required by the task and appears to be even 
disadvantageous because it results in significantly longer latencies for the HI compounds. 
Therefore, interpretation of novel compounds in a lexical decision task is supposed to be 
performed automatically (cf. Seidenberg et al., 1984). 
It may be objected that the interference effect observed for the HI compounds might 
also be due to subjects' greater uncertainty about the lexical status of these compounds. The 
distinction between lexicalized compounds and HI compounds may be a difficult one to make 
(after all, HI compounds could well be words). To investigate this alternative account, we 
selected 19 HI compounds for which there is little doubt about their lexical status, as 
indicated by an error percentage of less than 25 %. This subset was compared with a subset 
of 19 equally long LI compounds. If the interference effect for the HI compounds is due to 
uncertainty about the lexical status of HI compounds, the interference effect should be 
substantially smaller for this subset. 
In Table 1, it can be seen that the mean latency for the subset of 19 HI compounds 
(911 msec) was longer than for the subset of 19 LI compounds [848 msec; F,(l,21) = 25.63, 
MS. = 2,356, ρ < .001; F,(l,36) = 8.31, MSC = 4,560, ρ < .01]. Also, more errors were made 
for the HI compounds than for the LI compounds [F,(l,21) = 15.71, MSt = 3, ρ < .005; 
F,(l,36) = 36.94, MS, = 2, ρ < .001]. Although the interference effect for the subset was 
slightly smaller than for the whole set, the decrease was not significant (F < 1). Thus, leaving 
out response latencies for those HI items that yielded most errors did not lead to a reduction 
of the interference effect. This result makes it rather unlikely that uncertainty about lexical 
status may explain the observed differences between HI and LI compounds. However, there 
are other alternative explanations for the interference effect that need to be ruled out 
Experiment 2 
In Experiment 2, subjects performed a naming task for the stimulus materials used in 
Experiment 1. By means of the naming task, we wanted to rule out two alternative 
explanations of the differences between HI and LI compounds found in Experiment 1. One 
alternative account has to do with uncontrolled lexical variables of the nouns making up the 
HI and LI compounds. The comparison between HI and LI compounds involved different 
constituent nouns and certain aspects of these nouns, such as frequency or orthographic 
regularity, may have caused the observed difference between HI and LI compounds. In 
addition, unsuspected nonsemantic differences between the two types of compounds like ease 
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of segmentation into constituent nouns may (partly) explain the difference. 
The second alternative account has to do with differences in semantic relatedness 
between the nouns in the two types of novel compounds. We have argued above that 
differences in interpretability arise postlexically, because integration depends on prior 
activation of the meanings of the nouns involved. However, semantic relations may exist 
between constituent nouns that might give rise to prelexical priming effects (Lupker, 1984; 
Neely, 1991; Schreuder, Flores d'Arcais, & Glazenborg, 1984; Seidenberg et al., 1984). These 
semantic relations may be assumed to be stronger for the HI compounds; a priming effect 
between constituent nouns may be the cause of the interference effect for these items. 
Both alternative accounts suggest that significant differences between Ш and LI 
compounds will also be found in the naming task. Nonsignificant differences between the two 
types of novel compounds will make it rather unlikely that unsuspected nonsemantic aspects 
of the compounds or of the constituent nouns have caused the latency difference in the lexical 
decision task. They will also support a postlexical interpretation of the interpretability 
differences. 
Lexicalized compounds were included in the stimulus materials to obtain insight in 
specific access procedures that might be adopted for the pronunciation of long compound 
words. Both constituent nouns may be accessed before pronunciation starts, but a viable 
alternative processing strategy consists in initial access of the first noun only. Pronunciation 
of this noun may start before an orthographic or phonological representation of the whole 
stimulus has been constructed (Henderson, 1982). Access of the second noun may occur 
subsequendy, possibly in parallel with the pronunciation of the first noun. 
No differences in naming latencies for lexicalized and novel compounds are to be 
expected when the pronunciation of compound words is based on the initial access of the first 
noun only. For both categories, pronunciation may start as soon as the first noun has been 
accessed (cf. Taft, 1985; Taft & Forster, 1976). Shorter naming latencies for lexicalized 
compounds, however, will provide convincing evidence that somehow the whole stimulus was 
processed before pronunciation was initiated. 
Method 
Stimulus materials. The same 60 novel and 60 lexicalized compounds as in 
Experiment 1 were used. To match lexicalized compounds with novel compounds for initial 
phonemes, eight lexicalized compounds were added to the materials. Within the whole set of 
128 compounds, there were three subsets of matched stimuli. One subset consisted of 32 
lexicalized compounds, the second subset of 16 HI compounds and the third of 16 LI 
compounds. Matching involved the first phoneme, mean word length, mean number of 
syllables, and absolute frequency of the first constituent noun (Uit den Boogaart, 1975; Van 
Jaarsveld & Rattink, 1988). 
Procedure and Subjects. The subjects were instructed to name the stimuli as quickly 
as possible. Responses triggered a voice key. Latencies were measured from the onset of the 
stimulus until the onset of the vocal response. Reading errors, hesitations, and untimely 
triggerings of the voice key were registered as errors by the experimenter. All other 
experimental procedures were the same as in Experiment 1. 
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Twenty subjects, drawn from the subject pool of the IWTS, participated in Experiment 
2. None of the subjects had participated in Experiment 1. 
Results 
Two separate analyses of the data were carried out: one analysis for all items that 
were also used in Experiment 1, and a second one for matched subsets of compounds. Mean 
latencies and error percentages for these different sets of data are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Mean Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Percentages of Errors for 
All Compounds in Experiment 2, Subsets of Compounds 
Matched for Initial Phonemes, and Subsets used in the Control 
Experiment 
Latencies 
Error Percentages 
Latencies 
Error Percentages 
Latencies 
Error Percentages 
Stimuli 
All Matched 
Items Phonemes 
Lexicalized Compounds 
533 541 
0.5 0.9 
HI Compounds 
563 573 
3.3 3.1 
LI Compounds 
566 575 
6.8 6.9 
Control 
Subset 
498 
12 
501 
12 
497 
0.5 
The analysis for items that also occurred in Experiment 1 showed that naming 
latencies for lexicalized compounds (533 msec) were shorter than for novel compounds [565 
msec; F,(l,19) = 41.88, MS, = 242, ρ < .001; F,(l,118) = 36.86, MS, = 799, ρ < .001]. Mean 
latencies for HI (563 msec) and LI compounds (566 msec) were not significandy different (F 
< 1). The correlation between mean latencies for novel compounds and their mean rating 
scores (see Experiment 1) was -.08 for both rating versions (both ps > .5) 
The analysis of the errors for the same items showed a significant effect of lexicality 
[F,(l,19) = 30.65, MS, = 2, ρ < .001; F,(l,l 18) = 26.95, MS, = 1, ρ < .001]. More errors were 
made for novel compounds than for lexicalized compounds. Also, more errors were made for 
LI compounds than for HI compounds [F,(l,19) = 7.62, MS, = 1, ρ < .05; F,(l,58) = 4.46, 
MS, = 2,p< .05]. 
Essentially, the same pattern of results was obtained in the analysis of the three 
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matched subsets. Lexicalized compounds (541 msec) were named faster than were novel 
compounds (574 msec). The difference was significant [F,(l,19) = 74.62, MS, = 152, ρ < 
.001; f,(l,62) = 20.15, MS, = 860, ρ < .001]. Mean latencies for HI compounds (573 msec) 
and LI compounds (575 msec) did not differ (F < 1). Correlations between mean latencies 
and rating scores were -.06 and -.01 for Ratings Studies 1 and 2, respectively (bothps > .5). 
The analysis of the errors showed a significant effect of lexicality [F,(l,19) = 16.81, 
MS, = 1, ρ < .001; F,(l,62) » 10.09, MS, = 1, ρ < .01]. More errors were made for novel 
compounds (5.0 %) than for lexicalized compounds (0.9 %). The difference between the error 
percentages for HI compounds (3.1 %) and LI compounds (6.9 %) was significant in the 
subject analysis [/4(1.19) = 5.10, MS, = 1, ρ < .05]. 
Discussion 
As pointed out above, a processing strategy in which pronunciation would be based 
on an initial access of only the first noun predicts no difference between the lexicalized and 
novel compounds. The significant difference between these two categories of compounds in 
both analyses indicates that both nouns were accessed prior to the onset of pronunciation. A 
straightforward explanation of the difference between lexicalized and novel compounds 
involves access of orthographic representations. Lexicalized compounds are pronounced faster 
because orthographic representations for these items can be accessed as single units 
(Butterworth, 1983; Monsell, 1985). 
It may be argued, however, that this result would also have been obtained if, for some 
reason, left members of lexicalized compounds were more easily pronounced than left 
members of novel compounds. To check the validity of this alternative account, we conducted 
a control experiment in which the same stimuli were used. Left and right members of 
compounds were separated by two spaces and subjects were instructed to pronounce only the 
left member. 
In this control experiment, no differences between matched lexicalized and novel 
compounds were observed (F < 1). Neither was there a significant difference between the first 
members of matched HI compounds (501 msec) and LI compounds (497 msec; F < 1). The 
correlations between mean latencies and mean rating scores in Rating Studies 1 and 2 was 
also nonsignificant (rs = .06 and .11, respectively). Percentages of errors were not 
significantly different for different types of compounds. 
In contrast to the lexical decision task, response latencies for HI and LI compounds 
did not differ significantly. It may therefore be assumed that uncontrolled lexical variables 
did not underlie the interference effect observed in Experiment 1. Moreover, this result 
supports our claim that the interference effect is due to postlexical interpretative processing 
of novel compounds rather than to a prelexical priming effect based on semantic relations 
between constituent nouns. 
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Experiment 3 
In Experiment 1, differences were found between HI and LI compounds that point to 
an automatic interpretation of novel compounds. It can be argued, however, that the stimulus 
materials of Experiment 1 fostered a strategic use of semantic interpretation, because this 
information will speed up decisions for the lexicalized and LI compounds, which together 
constitute the majority of the stimuli Strategic control of interpretative processing may be 
demonstrated by influencing subject expectations for novel compounds. When only a small 
proportion of the stimuli consists of novel compounds, no clear advantage results from using 
semantic information. When interpretation is under strategic control, no effects of 
interpretability should be found under these conditions. In the present lexical decision 
experiment, stimulus materials consisted mostly of morphologically simple stimuli. 
Orthographically legal pseudowords were used as nonwords. A small set of compounds was 
included in both the word and the nonword stimuli. The nonword compounds consisted of HI 
and LI compounds. It was assumed that this composition of the set of the stimulus materials 
would obliterate any strategic advantages connected with the interpretation of novel 
compounds. 
Method 
Stimulus materials consisted of 150 words and 150 nonwords. Of the 150 word 
stimuli, 120 were morphologically simple words and 30 were lexicalized compounds from 
Experiment 1. In the set of 150 nonwords, 30 novel compounds (15 HI compounds and 15 
LI compounds) from Experiment 1 were included. The remaining 120 nonwords did not 
contain any suffixes. Both groups of novel compounds were matched with the lexicalized 
compounds for mean number of letters (8.6). 
Stimuli were presented randomly in five blocks of 60 stimuli each. Prior to the test 
materials, 30 practice items were presented. All the other experimental procedures were the 
same as in Experiment 1. Instructions made no reference to the inclusion of compound words 
in the stimulus materials. 
Twenty-two subjects were tested and were paid for their participation. None of them 
had been a subject in either of the other experiments. 
Results 
Mean response latencies and error percentages are presented in Table 3. Mean 
latencies were longer for the HI compounds (893 msec) than for the LI compounds (783 
msec). The difference was significant in both the subject analysis [F,(l,21) = 6.22, MSt = 
8,032, ρ < .05] and the item analysis [F,(l,28) = 8.68, MSt = 10,392, ρ < .01]. Mean 
percentage of errors was higher for HI compounds (57.0 %) than for LI compounds (11.5 %). 
The difference was highly significant [F,(l,21) = 122.54, MS, = 4, ρ < .001; F,(l,28) = 42.04, 
MSt = 18, ρ < .001]. Correlations between latencies and rating scores for the novel 
compounds were .48 and .40 for Rating Studies 1 and 2, respectively (both ps < .05). 
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To compare the results obtained in Experiment 3 with those obtained in Experiment 
1, mean latencies and error percentages were calculated for the items in Experiment 1 that 
were also used in Experiment 3 (see Table 3). The analysis of variance for the combined 
results of the two experiments showed no significant effect for experiment [F,(l,42) = 2.98, 
MS, = 24,862, ρ < .10; F,(l,28) = 3.03, MS, = 5.951, ρ < .10]. The effect of interpretability 
of the novel compounds was significant [F,( 1,42) = 23.41, MS, = 5,057, ρ < .001; F,(1^8) 
= 14.10, MS, = 9,577, ρ < .01], but the interaction between experiment and interpretability 
was not significant (F < 1). 
Table 3 
Mean Latencies (¡n Milliseconds) and Percentages of Errors for 
HI and LI Compounds in Experiment 3 
Experiment 1 Experiment 3 
Mean Percentage Mean Percentage 
Nonwords Latency of Errors Latency of Errors 
Ш Compounds 913 27.0 893 57.0 
LI Compounds 833 2.1 783 US 
Note— Listed mean latencies and percentages of error for Experiment 1 
involve the same items as for Experiment 3. 
Analyses of error percentages for novel compounds in both experiments showed 
significant main effects for experiment [F,(l,42) = 28.13, MS, = 7, ρ < .001; F,(l,28) = 24.32, 
MS, = 12, ρ < .001] and interpretability [F,(l,42) = 196.37, MS, = 3, ρ < .001; F,(l,28) = 
74.79, MS, = 12, ρ < .001]. The interaction was also significant [F,(l,42) = 16.87, MS, = 3, 
ρ < .001; F,(l,28) = 6.65, MS, = 12, ρ < .05]. 
Discussion 
The composition of the stimulus materials made it very unlikely that the subjects 
would develop special strategies to deal with the interpretability of novel compounds. Most 
of the stimuli were morphologically simple in order to discourage decomposition into 
constituent morphemes (Rubin, Becker, & Freeman, 1979; Taft, 1985). In addition, most 
word-nonword decisions could be based on orthographic aspects of the stimuli, making 
semantic considerations irrelevant for the lexical decision. Despite these changes in the 
stimulus materials, the main results of Experiment 3 are a replication of the results of 
Experiment 1, in which significant differences between HI and LI compounds were obtained. 
The analyses of latencies for items that were presented in both experiments did not show 
significant differences between the two experiments. Also, effects of interpretability of novel 
compounds were not significantly different in the two experiments. 
The analysis of error percentages for both experiments showed that more errors were 
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made in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 1. These differences in error percentages are related 
to different characteristics of the set of nonwords in both experiments. The result indicates 
that, in Experiment 3, orthographic aspects of the stimuli played a more prominent role in 
decision processes. In spite of this, the semantically based interference effect for novel 
compounds was still obtained. The results therefore support the conclusion that interpretative 
processing of novel compounds in the lexical decision task is beyond strategic control of the 
subject 
Experiment 4 
The use of the lexical decision task for studying the interpretation of novel compounds 
may seem to have two drawbacks. One is that the task does not provide insights in the actual 
interpretations assigned by the subjects to the novel compounds. Uncertainty about these 
interpretations would seem to be an unavoidable consequence of the on-line measurement of 
interpretation processes, but it should be noted that similar uncertainty about assigned 
interpretations is connected with other types of semantic materials (e.g., metaphors). In their 
study about metaphoric processing, Glucksberg, Gildea, and Bookin (1982) asked their 
subjects to judge sentences for literal truth. Some sentences (e.g., "Some jobs are jails.") that 
were literally untrue produced a metaphoric interference effect, consisting in a lengthening 
of the verification times. The metaphoric truth expressed in these sentences interfered with 
judgments of literal truth. In the Glucksberg et al. study, it remained unclear how subjects 
actually comprehended the metaphorical sentences. Different subjects may have constructed 
different underlying grounds for the same metaphor. Similarly, in our experiments different 
subjects may have interpreted the same novel compound in different ways. 
The second drawback has to do with the extent of the semantic interpretation. When 
lexical decisions were made, some kind of relatedness between the nouns may have been 
noticed but no particular interpretation may have been assigned to the novel compound at that 
time. Semantic representations for the nouns may have become available and integration 
processes have been initiated while the lexicon is still being searched for a representation of 
the novel compound. Consultation of the lexicon may stop and lexical decisions may be made 
while at the same time interpretation processes have proceeded far enough to cause 
interference without having resulted in an assigned meaning for the compound. Experiment 
4 was conducted to obtain indications about the extent of semantic interpretation. 
There is no obvious procedure available for measuring the extent of semantic 
interpretation of novel compounds, but a comparison between priming effects for members 
of established semantic categories and members of novel compounds may provide a 
reasonable indication. In the Experiment 4, we used a lexical decision task in a standard 
priming paradigm. Related and unrelated prime-target pairs involving members of semantic 
categories were included in the stimulus materials, as were pairs of nouns that had been 
constituents of HI compounds in Experiments 1-3. 
Priming effects for members of semantic categories that are not related associatively 
have been found in a lexical decision but not in a naming task (Lupker, 1984), indicating that 
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priming effects for these materials are to be located postlexically. For novel compounds, the 
combined results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that differences in interpretability between 
compounds also arise postlexically. For both types of stimulus materials, semantic processing 
subsequent to lexical access apparently affects the lexical decision. When prime and target 
are related, there will be a bias to decide that the target is a word, and yes responses will be 
facilitated. For members of established semantic categories, relatedness will be based on the 
similarity of the semantic representations. Assessment of this similarity requires at least 
processing of important or salient aspects of the semantic representations of the members. For 
members of novel compounds, semantic representations of the constituent nouns will have to 
be processed in considerable depth to determine how the semantic interpretation of the first 
noun fits into the semantic representation of the second noun. When this integration succeeds, 
relatedness between the nouns, as mediated by the interpretation of their combination, may 
be as strong as between members of established categories. Thus, extensive interpretation of 
novel compounds suggests that priming effects for members of established categories and for 
members of novel compounds may be of comparable magnitude. Relatedness between prime 
and target may create for both types of materials an equal bias to decide that the target is a 
word. 
Method 
Stimulus materials. Prime-target word stimuli were divided into four classes of 30 
items each. One class was constituted by related items and consisted of frequent members of 
different semantic categories (Hudson, 1982). Six pairs from five categories (animals, metals, 
body parts, pieces of clothing, and vehicles) were used. Items in related pairs were 
semantically, but not associatively, related (De Groot, 1980). The second class contained 
unrelated pairs consisting of random pairings of category members of different categories used 
in the first class. The third class consisted of prime-target combinations that together had 
constituted HI compounds used in Experiment 1. First nouns functioned as primes and second 
members as targets. Primes and targets were not associatively related (De Groot, 1980). The 
fourth class consisted of random, unrelated pairings of the first and second members of the 
HI compounds. Examples of all four classes of word pairs are presented in Table 4. 
Nonword targets were regular pseudowords according to Dutch orthography. They 
were constructed by changing one or two letters of randomly selected nouns. For half of the 
120 nonword stimuli, primes were infrequent members of the semantic categories used for 
the word stimuli. For the other half, the primes were randomly selected nouns that were 
similar to the primes for the compound stimuli. 
Word stimuli were divided into two lists. A particular target was paired with a related 
prime in one list and paired with an unrelated prime in the other list This arrangement was 
applied for the category pairs and the compound pairs separately. Thus, each subject was 
presented half of the word stimuli and saw each target only once. Nonword stimuli were the 
same for all subjects. 
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Table 4 
Sample of Word Pairs used in Experiment 4 
Relatedness 
Related Unrelated 
Category Pairs 
muis-zebra (mouse-zebra) mond-zebra (mouth-zebra) 
neus-voet (nose-foot) hond-voet (dog-foot) 
Compound Pairs 
herberg-kok (hostelry-cook) gordijn-kok (curtain-cook) 
citroen-markt (lemon-market) baard-markt (beard-market) 
Note-- Pairs in parentheses are the English translations of the Dutch pairs. 
Procedure and Subjects. General experimental conditions were the same as in 
Experiments 1 and 2. Each trial started with a 1-sec presentation of an asterisk. Immediately 
thereafter, the prime was presented for 500 msec. After a blank screen of 40 msec, the target 
was displayed one line under the prime. The target remained on the screen for a maximum 
of 1,500 msec or until the subject responded. Intertrial intervals were 3 sec. Prior to the 
presentation of the 120 experimental items, subjects were given 34 practice trials. Subsequent 
to errors made by the subjects, filler items were introduced in the stimulus materials. 
Thirty subjects drawn from the subject pool of the IWTS were run. Fifteen subjects 
were randomly assigned to each of the two lists. None of the subjects had participated in any 
of the previous experiments. 
Results 
Mean latencies and percentages of errors for different experimental conditions are 
presented in Table 5. Semantic category stimuli were responded to faster than were compound 
stimuli [F,(l,29) = 76.39, MS, = 373, ρ < .001; F,(l,58) = 6.99, MS, = 5,517, ρ < .05]. 
Latencies for related pairs were shorter than for unrelated pairs [F,(l,29) = 8.36, MSt = 884, 
ρ < .01; F,(l,58) = 18.35, MSt = 633, ρ < .001]. The interaction between type of category and 
relatedness was not significant 
The error analysis showed a significant effect for type of category in the subject 
analysis [F,(l,29) = 33.19, MS, = .4, ρ < .001]. More errors were made for the compound 
stimuli than for the semantic category stimuli. Differences between related and unrelated 
conditions were also significant [F,(l,29) = 9.10, MS, = 1, ρ < .01; F,(l,58) = 8.81, MS, = 
l,p< .01]. More errors were made in the unrelated conditions. The interaction between type 
of category and relatedness was not significant 
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Table 5 
Mean Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Percentages of Errors Tor 
Related and Unrelated Targets in Semantic Category Pairs and 
Compound Pairs in Experiment 4 
Relatedness 
Type of 
Stimulus 
Semantic Category 
Compounds 
Related 
Mean Percentage 
Latency of Errors 
500 1.1 
539 5.8 
Unrelated 
Mean Percentage 
Latency of Errors 
523 5.6 
555 10.7 
A separate analysis for the semantic category targets showed a relatedness effect of 
23 msec [F,(l,29) = 5.35, MS, = 1,249, ρ < .05; F/1,29) = 13.18, MS, = 635, ρ < .01]. More 
errors were made for unrelated items than for related items [F, (1,29) = 9.72, MS, = A, ρ < 
.01; F,(l,29) = 4.63, MS, = 1, ρ < .05). 
For the compound targets, a significant relatedness effect of 16 msec was observed 
[F,(l,29) = 4.64, MS, = 343, ρ < .05; F,(l,29) = 5.88, MS, = 631, ρ < .05]. Significantly more 
errors were made for the unrelated targets [F, (1,29) = 4.66, MS, = 1, ρ < .05; F, (1,29) = 
4.31, MS, = l , p < . 0 5 ] . 
Discussion 
As was argued above, semantic relatedness between prime and target will result in a 
bias for related pairs to decide that the target is a word. The strength of this bias will vary 
with the relatedness between prime and target. When prime and target are weakly related, 
small or insignificant priming effects will be observed. When prime and target are strongly 
related, priming effects will increase. We used priming effects between members of 
established categories as a measure to assess the relatedness between the nouns of HI 
compounds as mediated by the interpretation of the combination. Priming effects were not 
significantly different for members of established categories and members of novel 
compounds. This result suggests that interpretative processing for novel compounds is not 
limited to a mere global assessment of semantic relatedness. Rather superficial processing 
would have led to much smaller priming effects for members of novel compounds. Equal 
priming effects therefore indicate that the nouns were integrated in a meaningful 
interpretation. The relatedness between the constituent nouns arises exactly because this 
interpretation has been achieved. As was pointed out in the introduction, many novel 
compounds are inherendy ambiguous because the two nouns can be related in different ways. 
The equal priming effects obtained in Experiment 4 are clear testimony of how fast and 
efficient the integration process is. 
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General Discussion 
Our experiments dealt with the interpretative processing of novel compounds in a 
lexical decision task, whose performance does not require interpretation. The results of our 
experiments show that interpretations for novel compounds are created on the basis of the 
meaning of constituent nouns without any contextual support and without any deliberate effort 
at interpretation by the subject In the lexical decision task in Experiment 1, significant 
differences were found between HI and LI compounds that functioned as nonwords. 
Interpretative processes were shown to be insensitive to strategic control by the subject, 
because differences between HI and LI compounds were also found when the stimulus 
materials included only a small number of interpretable compounds (Experiment 3). This 
result indicates that a likely meaning for a novel compound may become available 
automatically without requiring conscious attempts at interpretation by the subject. Experiment 
4 demonstrated that interpretative processing was rather extensive and certainly went beyond 
a mere global assessment of semantic relatedness between the nouns. 
Before discussing the implications of our results for theories about the interpretation 
of novel compounds in more detail, we should point out that our results are also relevant for 
issues having to do with access of morphologically complex words. Several models (e.g., 
Butterworth, 1983; Schreuder, 1990; Taft, 1985) have been proposed to account for the access 
of these words. The augmented access model, developed by Caramazza, Laudanna, and 
Romani (1988) on the basis of experimental results with inflected words, would seem rather 
successful in accounting for our results. In this model, morphological complex words are 
assumed to cause activation of whole-word representations and activation of constituent 
morphemes. The faster recognition of lexicalized compounds is explained by the model's 
assumption that access to whole-word representations usually proceeds faster than does access 
to constituent morphemes. Central to the model is the distinction between two levels of 
processing in lexical access. At one level, access representations are specified; at the other 
level, lexical/linguistic information is represented. Information relevant for the combinability 
of morphemes becomes available with lexical/linguistic information. The experiments of 
Caramazza et al. involved inflections only. Significant differences were found between 
nonwords that were morphologically legal or illegal. Illegal nonwords can be rejected at the 
first level, the level at which access representations are made available. The rejection of legal 
nonwords requires processing at the second level, where it is determined that the legal 
combination does not constitute a word. Applying the model to novel compounds, it will be 
clear that the rejection of legal combinations of nouns in the lexical decision task engages the 
second level of processing. As Caramazza et al. note, the information needed to determine 
legal combinability is rather complex and will include orthographic, morphological, and 
syntactic aspects. Our results show that semantic information will also have to be added. 
Our results are of special interest for methodological issues in the study of novel 
compounds. Rating results showed judgments of interpretability to be reliable and to be 
virtually independent of composition of the set of stimulus materials. Taken together, our 
results with on-line interpretation provide clear evidence that the lexical decision task provides 
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a sensitive measure for interpretative processing of novel compounds in isolation. In the 
introduction, we have argued that a task that does not require interpretation will have certain 
advantages over semantic tasks, such as speeded judgments for meaningfulness. In semantic 
tasks, decision processes may be more complicated due to additional considerations that are 
only indirectly related to the actual interpretation process. Discrepancies between lexical 
decision times and reaction times obtained in speeded semantic classification tasks support 
this suggestion. In an experiment in which subjects had to classify adjective-noun and noun-
noun combinations for meaningfulness. Murphy (1990, Experiment 1) obtained mean latencies 
that were about twice as long (1,857 msec for noun-noun combinations) as the latencies we 
obtained in the lexical decision task. Using the same task with our materials, we obtained 
latencies of about 1,100 msec for HI compounds. Our results indicate that the basic 
interpretation of novel compounds may be completed much faster than one is led to believe 
on the basis of results in semantic tasks. 
Theoretically more interesting are the kind of processes that allow such a fast and 
efficient interpretation of isolated novel compounds. Obviously, these processes are related 
to systematic differences between HI and LI compounds. We performed two post hoc analyses 
that reveal different characteristics of the two types of compounds. 
One analysis has to do with aspects of semantic relations between the two nouns. 
Several authors (Levi, 1978; Li, 1971) have noted that a limited number of basic semantic 
relations seem to underlie the interpretation of the majority of novel compounds. Two 
predictions can be formulated. It may be expected that in paraphrases of the meanings of 
particular HI compounds fewer of these basic relations will be found, indicating greater 
agreement between subjects in the interpretation of these items. For both HI and LI 
compounds, paraphrases are also to be expected that do not express one of these basic 
semantic relations. The proportion of such idiosyncratic interpretations may be expected to 
be significantly larger for LI compounds. 
To test these hypotheses, we used a paraphrasing task. Twenty-eight novel compounds 
that had been used in the on-line experiments were randomly selected and presented to 20 
subjects. Fourteen of these compounds were HI compounds, the other 14 were LI compounds. 
The subjects were instructed to say out loud the first interpretation that came to mind. The 
experimenter wrote down the subjects' paraphrases. The written-out paraphrases were 
classified by three independent judges. For this classification, a taxonomy of relations was 
adopted from Levi (1978). A scoring form was used on which 10 categories (ABOUT [court 
tragedy], BE [slum building], CAUSE [thorn wound], FOR [donkey cot], FROM [melon 
pulp], HAVE [wrinkled countenance], IN [beard louse], MAKE [frog song], USE [lumber 
bag], and RESIDUAL) were entered. Each judge assigned each paraphrase to one of these 
categories. It should be noted that we did not intend this classification schema to be an 
exhaustive description of all novel compounds (cf. Downing, 1977). 
Agreement between judges was calculated as the percentage of identical classifications. 
Percentages of agreement for different combinations of the three judges were 58.4, 68.8 and 
60.9. To calculate differences between HI and LI compounds in diverseness of interpretation, 
we devised a skewness measure based on the sum of the cumulative frequencies of the 
scoring categories ordered by frequency. Maximal uniformity of classification results when 
all 20 paraphrases of each compound are assigned to the same category by each judge. This 
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maximal cumulative frequency was set to 1.0. Minimal uniformity (set equal to 0.0) results 
when the 20 paraphrases are equally divided among the 10 categories. Thus, the skewness 
measure converted the sum of the cumulative frequencies for every compound by each of the 
judges into a value between 1.0 and 0.0. 
The analysis of variance on the skewness measures showed a significant effect for type 
of compound (F(l,78) = 41.62, MS, = 299, ρ < .001]. Mean scores were higher for the HI 
compounds (.59) than for the LI compounds (.32). Differences in diverseness of interpretation 
may also be expected to show in the frequencies of the residual category. More extensive use 
was made of this category for the LI (23.8 %) than for the HI compounds (8.9 %). These 
results confirm the expected greater diversity in interpretation for the LI compounds. 
The results of the paraphrasing task indicate that differences in interpretability can 
(partly) be attributed to the appropriateness of a set of basic underlying semantic relations. 
For the interpretative processing of novel compounds, this suggests that fast and efficient 
interpretation may be achieved by considering a small stock of frequent semantic relations to 
relate the nouns in the compounds. More complicated interpretation processes will ensue when 
none of these basic relations leads to a meaningful interpretation. 
The second post hoc analysis of characteristics of HI and LI compounds suggests an 
additional underlying mechanism for the selection of an appropriate relation between the 
nouns. We determined for all novel compounds the number of lexicalized compounds with 
the same first or second member, using the CELEX database (Burnage, 1990) that contained 
virtually all lexicalized Dutch compounds. Informal inspection of these data showed that the 
interpretability of isolated novel compounds may be determined by the availability of 
lexicalized compounds that can serve as a model for the interpretation. A representative 
example from our data is provided by the pair baardluis (beard louse [HI compound]) and 
wimpelvlo (banner flea [LI compound]). Both these compounds would seem to be 
interpretable by invoking an IN relation. The difference in interpretability may be explained 
by the fact that there are lexicalized compounds in Dutch that contain the same words or 
semantically related words (like baardschimmel [beard eczema] or hoofdluis [head louse]) and 
that contain the same relation as beard louse. There exists only one lexicalized Dutch 
compound (watervlo [water flea]) that contains the word vlo (flea), in which the other 
member, moreover, is not related to banner. In experiments currently in progress in our 
laboratory, we are investigating the role of lexicalized compounds in the interpretation of 
novel compounds in more detail and have found that the number of lexicalized compounds 
contributes to the interference effect in lexical decision tasks. Thus, the high interpretability 
of particular compounds may be due to the availability of familiar lexicalized compounds with 
semantically related nouns. Relations within these lexicalized compounds may be among the 
first ones that are considered in the interpretation process; when these relations hold, 
interpretation of the novel compound will be fast and effortless. 
Relating our results to recent research concerned with conceptual combinations, it 
should be noted that a very small portion of this research has been concerned directly with 
noun-noun compounds. In adjective-noun combinations (Medin & Shoben, 1988; Smith, 
Osherson, Rips, & Keane, 1988), as in conjunctive and disjunctive concepts (Hampton, 1987, 
1988), different combinatorial processes may be engaged. We believe that our results are also 
relevant for research of these combinations in that they may offer a promising methodological 
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approach to the experimental study of these combinations. 
The recent study of Murphy (1990) is concerned with interpretative processing of 
noun-noun concepts and can be related to central concerns of our experiments. We have 
already pointed to important methodological differences between Murphy's experiments and 
ours. Divergences may also be discerned at a more theoretical level. To account for the 
interpretation of novel compounds. Murphy (1988; Cohen & Murphy, 1984) proposes the 
concept specialization model. According to this model, the head (second) noun of the 
compound can be represented as a schema. Slots in these schemata can be filled by first 
nouns, which provide a specialization of the concept expressed by the head noun. On the basis 
of our post hoc analyses of differences between HI and LI compounds, we believe that 
interpretation involves selection from a small set of frequent semantic relations, perhaps 
guided by the analogy of lexicalized compounds with the same nouns as the novel 
compounds. While both approaches need elaboration in specifying exactly how a particular 
slot or relation is selected, they seem to differ in the role assigned to world knowledge. 
According to Murphy's model, understanding novel compounds is a heavily knowledge-
dependent process. Our results suggest that understanding is based primarily on important 
aspects of the semantic representations of the nouns involved. 
This brings us back to the problem we started out with: the contribution of the context 
to the interpretation of compounds. Undoubtedly, a comprehensive theory about the 
interpretation of novel compounds will ultimately have to account for the effects of context 
Because hardly anything is known about interpretation processes for novel compounds, it 
seems advisable to concentrate initially on the interpretability of compounds in isolation. An 
account of the various ways in which context might affect interpretative processes will, in any 
case, have to incorporate a component in which the contribution of the semantic 
representation of the nouns is specified. The results of our experiments show that the lexical 
decision task may be a suitable instrument for the investigation of that component 
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Notes 
1. For the sake of brevity, we use compound for the more restricted set of nominal 
compounds (noun-noun compounds). Research will have to show whether results obtained 
with this type of compound are generalizable to other types, such as adjective-noun 
compounds (Selkirk, 1982). 
2. Unlike English novel compounds, nouns in Dutch compounds can simply be 
juxtaposed, unless one of the compounds is a foreign loan word. As Dutch novel and 
lexicalized compounds are written as one unit, their orthography does not provide a clue as 
to their lexical status. In Dutch compounds, binding morphemes like e, en, er or s occur. The 
occurrence of these binding morphemes may affect the acceptability of the compounds. Some 
compounds sound odd when the binding morpheme is left out Phonological and 
morphological aspects seem to be the main factors for insertion of a binding morpheme. 
3. Lexicalized compounds were all endocentric in nature. Entities denoted by 
endocentric compounds are a proper subset of entities denoted by their head noun (i.e., the 
second constituent). Examples of endocentric compounds are beehive, which is a kind of hive, 
and armchair, which is a kind of chair. Another, less frequent, type of compounds comprises 
exocentric compounds, where the entity denoted is a hyponym of some unexpressed semantic 
head (e.g., a redskin is a person with a red skin). 
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Appendix 
Stimuli from Experiment 4 
Lexicalized Compounds 
atoombom (atomic bomb), berghut (mountain hut), bierkrat (beer crate), bontmuts (fur hat), 
briefkaart (postcard), dienstplicht (military service), fakkeltocht (torchlight procession), 
fruitschaal (fruit bowl), geldsom (cash sum), hartklep (heart valve), hoofdhaar (head hair), 
hooischuur (hay bam), kabelbaan (cable lift), kantlijn (margin line), kerkorgel (church organ), 
kluisdeur (safe door), kniekous (knee sock), kofferbak (trunk), korenveld (cornfield), 
kroegbaas (innkeeper), kruitlucht (gunpowder smell), kwarktaart (cheesecake), lintworm 
(tapeworm), maandblad (monthly magazine), meubelzaak (furniture shop), modderpoel 
(quagmire), molenwiek (windmill arm), muilkorf (muzzle), muzieknoot (musical note), 
nekkramp (spotted fever), plaatsnaam (place name), postzak (mailbag), psalmbundel (psalm 
book), raamkozijn (window frame), rietsuiker (cane sugar), roomsoes (cream puff), rotsblok 
(boulder), rugkwaal (backache), rumfles (rum bottle), schildklier (thyroid gland), slootwater 
(ditchwater), sneeuwvlok (snowflake), snoekbaars (pike perch), spoorbiels (railroad tie), 
staalplaat (steelplate), stemband (vocal cord), strandhoed (beach cap), tafellamp (table-lamp), 
tentzeil (tent cloth), torenflat (high-rise flat), treinramp (railroad disaster), tuinhuis (garden 
house), vaatdoek (dishcloth), veerboot (ferryboat), wagenwiel (car wheel), wereldbeker 
(World Cup), winkelruit (shop window), zomer jas (summer jacket) 
HI Compounds 
baardluis (beard louse), borstwrat (chest wart), bosbever (wood beaver), brugverkeer (bridge 
traffic), citroenmarkt (lemon market), dekenhoes (blanket cover), doornwond (thorn wound), 
douchekuip (shower tub), dropkleur (liquorice colour), ezelhok (donkey cot), gordijnlap 
(curtain piece), grieptijd (flu season), herbergkok (hostelry cook), hofdrama (court tragedy), 
kamerhaard (chamber stove), kikkerlied (frog song), kogelgevaar (bullet danger), krotpand 
(slum building), kuifmode (quiff fashion), lastkameel (packcamel), meloenmoes (melon pulp), 
merkworst (brand sausage), negergrap (negro joke), paleiskelner (palace waiter), parfumvleug 
(perfume scent), plafondplug (ceiling plug), rimpelgelaat (wrinkled countenance), rommeltas 
(lumber bag), smaragdspeld (emerald pin), theedame (tea lady) 
LI compounds 
beugeltrui (clamp jumper), bodemsleutel (soil key), boezemglas (bosom glass), boomzonde 
(tree sin), cijferverf (figure paint), eeuwtop (century top), forelzolder (trout attic), heuphoef 
(hip hoof), kloostervonk (monastery spark), kiosklerk (chock clerk), kroonkantine (crown 
canteen), lakenbiet (sheet beet), mantelwoede (cloak rage), mistwimper (fog lash), 
museumwoud (museum forest), parkietvezel (parakeet fibre), paussoort (pope type), puntwelp 
(dot cub), schaarhaak (scissors hook), speenvork (nipple fork), spierkompas (muscle 
compass), spleetkano (crack canoe), stijlketel (style kettle), stripprei (strip leek), stropgesp 
(halter buckle), teenteil (toe tub), tongdoel (tongue target), velgbeuk (rim beech), wimpelvlo 
(banner flea), zalmsoda (salmon soda) 
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Processing novel compounds: Evidence for interactive 
meaning activation of ambiguous nouns 
(Memory and Cognition, 1993, 21(2), 235-246) 
Riet Coolen, Henk J. van Jaarsveld, and 
Robert Schreuder 
In three experiments, the meaning activation of ambiguous nouns in 
novel nominal compounds was investigated. Ambiguous nouns were unbalanced 
homographs occurring as the second members of the compound. Meaningful 
interpretations of the compounds were based on either the dominant or the 
subordinate meaning of the ambiguous noun. In Experiment 1, visually presented 
novel compounds serving as primes were followed at varying intervals by targets 
associatively related to distinct meanings of the ambiguous noun. In a lexical 
decision task, facilitation effects were found only for targets related to the 
meaning that was relevant for the interpretation of the compound. Experiment 2 
showed that interactive activation could not be attributed to differences in 
semantic relatedness between the first members of compounds and targets. 
Experiment 3 demonstrated equal intralexical relatedness between members for 
both types of compounds. It is proposed that interactive activation may facilitate 
the interpretation of the novel compound. Compatible meaning aspects of the 
nouns may become more strongly activated, and incompatible meaning aspects 
may not become activated. The selection of meaning aspects relevant for 
interpretation would thereby be simplified. 
Novel nominal compounds that consist of simple juxtapositions of two or more 
nouns, examples of which can be found in English or Dutch, do not provide explicit cues 
on how to integrate the nouns into some meaningful interpretation of the compound.1 
Relational ambiguity arises because of the absence of such cues (Wisniewski & Gentner, 
1991). Constituent nouns of the same compound may be related in different ways, 
resulting in quite different interpretations of the novel compound (Boase-Beier, 1987; 
Downing, 1977; L.R. Gleitman & H. Gleitman, 1970; Lees, 1970; Levi, 1978). For 
example, shell pattern may refer to "a pattern of shells" or "a pattern on shells". 
Integrating the nouns into a meaningful representation for the compound as a whole is 
undoubtedly a central part of the interpretation process. A theory about the interpretation 
of novel compounds will therefore have to address the issue of how the relational 
ambiguity is resolved. 
The interpretation of novel compounds requires the prior activation of the semantic 
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representations of the constituent nouns. Not all meaning aspects of these nouns, however, 
are equally important for the interpretation of the compound. On the contrary, in both 
nouns, particular meaning aspects or components will have to be selected on which a 
meaningful integration of the meanings can be based. The selection of relevant meaning 
aspects of the nouns involves mapping two semantic representations to determine which 
aspects fit together. Meaningful relationships between the constituent nouns are formed on 
the basis of compatible meaning aspects. Different interpretations of the same novel 
compound will make different meaning aspects of the nouns highly relevant, as can be 
seen in the above example. 
Contextual information often plays an important role in the interpretation of novel 
compounds. Information in the larger context will make clear how the novel compound is 
to be understood. For example, shell pattern will be interpreted differently in the 
sentences, "The stones were arranged in a shell pattern" and "Some pearl oysters have a 
beautiful shell pattern". The larger context of the compound contributes to its 
interpretation by providing cues for the selection of relevant meaning aspects (Murphy, 
1990). 
Many novel compounds, however, are readily interpretable in isolation (Downing, 
1977; L.R. Gleitman & H. Gleitman, 1970). For novel compounds like melon pulp or wig 
fashion, one interpretation seems to suggest itself as self-evident. No contextual 
information seems necessary to induce this interpretation, and the resolution of the 
relational ambiguity in these compounds does not seem to pose any problems. Novel 
nominal compounds that can easily be interpreted without any contextual information are 
particularly interesting because they suggest that resolution of the relational ambiguity is 
achieved exclusively on the basis of the semantic representations of the constituent nouns 
(Coolen, Van Jaarsveld, & Schreuder, 1991). 
Semantic representations of the constituent nouns will become available either 
simultaneously or in rapid succession. Because of temporal overlap (Kiger & Glass, 1983) 
in the access of the semantic representations, activation of these representations may be 
interactive. More particularly, the activation of common or compatible meaning aspects 
may be reinforced, and the activation of mutually inconsistent meaning aspects may be 
inhibited. An interactive activation of semantic representations will aid the resolution of 
relational ambiguity, because the number of potentially relevant meaning aspects that have 
to be considered for interpretation will be reduced. Meaning aspects for which the 
activation is enhanced may be taken up more readily in the interpretative process, whereas 
meaning aspects that are inhibited may not be considered at all. 
An alternative hypothesis is that the activation of semantic representations of the 
nouns is not interactive. Aspects of the semantic representations will become available 
regardless of their relevance for interpretation. Interpretative processes will have to 
consider meaning aspects of the constituent nouns more elaborately because activation of 
the semantic representations itself does not provide cues for interpretation. By limiting 
ourselves to compounds that are readily interpretable without context, our experiments 
were aimed at providing insight into the selection processes of relevant meaning aspects. 
Interactive or independent activation of the semantic representations of constituent 
nouns can be tested by investigating the processing of ambiguous nouns in novel 
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compounds. Interactive activation of meaning aspects may extend to different unrelated 
meanings of ambiguous nouns, of which only one is relevant for a meaningful 
interpretation of the compound. When both meanings of the ambiguous noun are found to 
be activated initially, meaning activation may be considered to be independent When only 
the meaning relevant for interpretation is activated, there is evidence that the activation is 
interactive. 
It will have been noticed that these rival hypotheses are closely related to different 
models that have been proposed for the effects of contexts on the activation of different 
meanings of ambiguous lexical items (Gorfein, 1989; Simpson, 1984, 1991; Small, 
Cornell, & Tanenhaus, 1988). According to the context-dependent model, context may 
result in activation of only the contextually relevant meaning. Autonomous models, 
however, propose that the initial activation of multiple meanings is independent of context 
It will be seen that the interactive activation hypothesis for novel compounds is similar to 
the context-dependent model and that the independent activation hypothesis resembles the 
autonomous model. 
Many studies concerned with the effects of sentence context on the activation of 
multiple meanings of lexical ambiguities have shown results that are consistent with the 
autonomous model (e.g., Onifer & Swinney, 1981; Seidenberg, Tanenhaus, Leiman, & 
Bienkowski, 1982; Swinney, 1979). Results of these studies generally indicate an initial 
activation of all meanings of the ambiguous word, followed by a rapid selection of the 
appropriate meaning. Activation of contextually irrelevant meanings is found even in 
contexts that clearly bias one particular meaning (see, e.g., Tanenhaus, Leiman, & 
Seidenberg, 1979). 
Several studies of on-line processing of lexical ambiguity, however, also support 
context-dependent access. Schvaneveldt, Meyer, and Becker (1976) presented their subjects 
with triplets of nouns in a lexical decision task. The second word of each triplet was 
lexically ambiguous, and the first and third nouns were related to either the same meaning 
or to different meanings of the ambiguous second noun. Responses to the third noun were 
facilitated when it was related to the same meaning as the first noun. Decision times for 
the third noun, however, did not differ from unrelated controls when the first and third 
noun were related to different meanings. This result indicates that the first noun may have 
led to selective access of the meanings of the second noun. The observations of 
Schvaneveldt et al. are of particular interest because their experimental materials resemble 
novel compounds in important respects. 
Context-dependent access has also been found in studies in which ambiguous 
words were embedded in sentence contexts. Simpson (1981) showed context-dependent 
retrieval in sentences that were strongly biased toward a particular meaning. Unfortunately, 
in his study (as in the Schvaneveldt et al, 1976, study), the intervals between the 
ambiguous word and related targets may have been too long to determine whether 
irrelevant meanings were initially activated (but see Simpson & Kellas, 1989, for a recent 
replication with shorter delays). Using a delay of 0 msec between ambiguous words and 
targets, Seidenberg and his associates (Seidenberg et al., 1982) demonstrated selective 
access for contextually relevant meanings when the preceding sentence contained words 
that were associatively or semantically related to that meaning. Tabossi (1988) obtained 
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evidence for context-dependent access when the sentence context made particular aspects 
of dominant meanings highly salient. Simpson & Krueger (1991) have found selective 
access for dominant and subordinate meanings in strongly biasing contexts. It is at present 
unclear whether semantic characteristics of word and sentence contexts in which evidence 
for context-dependent activation has been obtained also extend to highly interpretable 
novel compounds. 
For the purpose of our experiments, we constructed novel compounds whose 
obvious interpretation involved different meanings of ambiguous second nouns (e.g., cedar 
root or sine root). There was no meaningful interpretation that was based on the 
alternative meaning. Ambiguous second nouns were unbalanced homographs (cf. Duffy, 
Morris, & Rayner, 1988; Hogaboam & Perfetti, 1975; Rayner & Duffy, 1986). In 
unbalanced homographs, one meaning is more frequent (the dominant meaning) than the 
other meaning (the subordinate meaning). Unambiguous nouns occurred as first nouns.2 
We investigated the activation of distinct meanings of lexical ambiguities in a 
semantic priming paradigm (Simpson, 1984) by using a lexical decision task. Novel 
compounds served as primes, and associates of distinct meanings of the ambiguous 
compound member served as targets. We refer to targets related to dominant meanings as 
dominant targets and to targets related to subordinate meanings as subordinate targets. 
Mean latencies for dominant and subordinate targets preceded by dominant or subordinate 
compounds were compared with response latencies for the same targets preceded by 
unrelated control compounds. These control compounds also consisted of an unambiguous 
first noun and an ambiguous second noun, but they were difficult to interpret (e.g., gill 
scale). It will be noted that this procedure contrasts with most sentence studies, in which 
facilitation effects are determined by comparing mean latencies for related targets with 
control targets that involve different words. To investigate activation patterns for dominant 
and subordinate meanings over time, prime-target pairs were presented at three different 
stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs; 340, 540 and 1,240 msec). 
In formulating predictions of the two hypotheses, the nature of the lexical 
ambiguities needs to be taken into account. As mentioned above, ambiguous nouns were 
unbalanced homographs. Dominant meanings of unbalanced homographs are integrated 
faster in preceding sentence contexts than subordinate meanings (Rayner & Frazier, 1989; 
Simpson, 1984). When unbalanced ambiguities are presented in isolation, dominant 
meanings appear to be activated earlier than do subordinate meanings (Burgess & 
Simpson, 1988; Simpson & Burgess, 1985; Simpson & Krueger, 1991). Apparently, the 
time course of the activation of distinct meanings varies as a function of their relative 
frequency. When these results extend to the processing of ambiguous nouns in novel 
compounds, facilitation effects for dominant targets may be expected at shorter SOAs than 
for subordinate targets, due to the earlier availability of dominant meanings. 
According to the interactive activation hypothesis, only the meaning of the 
ambiguous noun that is relevant for a meaningful interpretation will be activated. Thus, for 
compounds with interpretations based on the dominant meaning of the ambiguous noun 
(hence dominant compounds), only the dominant meaning will be activated; for 
compounds whose interpretation involves the subordinate meaning of the ambiguous noun 
(hence subordinate compounds), only the subordinate meaning will be activated. The 
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interactive activation hypothesis therefore predicts that the presentation of dominant 
compounds as primes (e.g., cedar root) will only cause facilitation only for dominant 
targets (e.g., carrot), and subordinate compounds (e.g., sine root) will cause facilitation 
effects only for subordinate targets (e.g., extract). Because of differences in the time 
course of activation of dominant and subordinate meanings, facilitation effects for targets 
preceded by dominant compounds may be found at shorter SOAs than for targets preceded 
by subordinate compounds. 
The independent activation hypothesis predicts that initial activation of dominant 
and subordinate meanings will not be different for dominant and subordinate compounds. 
No differences in facilitation effects for dominant or subordinate targets are expected, 
therefore, when they are preceded by dominant or subordinate compounds. Facilitation 
effects for dominant targets may be expected at shorter SOAs than those for subordinate 
targets. These earlier facilitation effects for dominant targets should, however, be the same 
for dominant or subordinate compounds. At longer SOAs, facilitation effects will only be 
obtained for targets related to the relevant meaning of the ambiguous noun. 
Experiment 1 
Method 
Stimulus materials. For the construction of the novel compounds, 127 ambiguous 
nouns (noun-noun homographs) and 422 unambiguous nouns were selected. Each 
ambiguous noun had at least two separate entries in Groot Woordenboek der Nederlandse 
Taal (Van Dale, 1984), a comprehensive dictionary of the Dutch language. 
With these nouns, SOI novel nominal compounds were made up. A compound was 
considered to be novel when it was not listed in the dictionary of Van Dale (1984) and the 
Dutch CELEX database based on 42 million tokens.3 Each novel compound consisted of 
two members: the first member was an unambiguous noun, and the second member was 
one of the 127 ambiguous nouns. Two types of experimental compounds were constructed: 
dominant compounds whose interpretations were based on the dominant meaning of the 
ambiguous noun (e.g., cederwortel [cedar root]) and subordinate compounds involving the 
subordinate meaning of the ambiguous noun (e.g., sinuswortel [sine root]). Some 
homographs were used for more than one instance of each compound type. From this large 
pool of novel compounds, 36 experimental stimuli were selected on the basis of the joint 
results of an association test for the constituent nouns and interpretability ratings for the 
compounds. Both tests are described below. 
An association test was used to determine the frequency of different meanings of 
the constituent nouns. All nouns used for the construction of the novel compounds were 
presented to 42 paid subjects who were students at Nijmegen University. The subjects 
were instructed to write down the first association that came to mind for each noun. Order 
of presentation was random. Eighteen ambiguous nouns were selected that clearly had a 
dominant meaning (more than 70 % of the associates were related to this meaning) and a 
subordinate meaning (no more than 30 % of the responses). For the 18 selected ambiguous 
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nouns, the mean relative frequencies of dominant and subordinate meanings were 82.8 % 
(SD = 7.5) and 12.3% (SD = 8.2), respectively. 
All 501 constructed compounds were rated for interpretability on a 7-point scale (1 
= very difficult to interpret; 7 = very easy to interpret) by another group of 22 paid 
subjects. Novel compounds were presented in random order, and no time pressure was 
applied. On the basis of the mean rating scores, 1 dominant and 1 subordinate compound 
were selected for each of the 18 experimental homographs. The mean interpretability score 
for selected dominant and subordinate compounds was 5.4 (SD = .8) for both. 
Selected experimental compounds were between 7 and 15 letters long. Dominant 
and subordinate compounds were matched for mean letter length, for frequency, and for 
word length of the first noun. Mean letter length for dominant compounds was 10.4 (SD = 
1.9); for subordinate compounds, it was 10.3 (SD = 2.0). Mean frequency of the first noun 
was 381 (SD = 366) for the dominant compounds and 380 (SD = 368) for the subordinate 
compounds (Bumage, 1990). Corresponding figures for the mean number of letters were 
5.7 and 5.6, respectively (SD = 1.0 for both). Results of the association test were used to 
ascertain that first and second nouns of particular compounds had no associates in 
common. 
A paraphrasing task was used to establish whether the interpretation of dominant 
and subordinate compounds involved the intended meaning of the ambiguous noun. Two 
lists of stimulus materials were constructed by assigning 9 dominant compounds and 9 
subordinate compounds to each list. The 18 compounds in each list involved different 
homographs. Sixteen subjects were instructed to say out loud the first interpretation that 
came to mind for each compound. Eight subjects were given one set; the remaining 8 were 
given the other set The results showed that 90 % of the paraphrases for dominant 
compounds involved the dominant meaning of the ambiguous noun. For the subordinate 
compounds, 78 % of the paraphrases involved the subordinate meaning of the homograph. 
To establish activation of different meanings, we used a priming paradigm. 
Dominant and subordinate compounds as primes were followed by targets associatively 
related to the dominant or subordinate meaning of the ambiguous noun in the compound 
(dominant and subordinate targets). Dominant and subordinate targets were the most 
frequently produced associates for the distinct meanings of the homographs in the 
association task. Examples of different compound-targets combinations are presented in 
Table 1. 
For the unrelated compound-target combinations, dominant and subordinate targets 
were paired with a set of control compounds that involved a different set of 18 unbalanced 
homographs (e.g., gill scale). As for the experimental compounds, ambiguous nouns 
served as second members of the compounds. The mean interpretability score for the 
control compounds was 2.2 (SD = 1.2). Unrelated control and experimental compounds 
were matched for mean number of letters (10.4; SD = 1.9). They were also matched for 
the mean frequency (381; SD = 383) and the mean number of letters (6.2; SD = 1.2) of 
the first noun. A list of all experimental compound-target combinations, together with 
control compounds, is presented in the Appendix. 
To determine whether associative relations between the ambiguous nouns and 
different targets were sufficiently strong to produce priming effects, a separate semantic 
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priming experiment was conducted with a lexical decision task. Second members of the 
experimental and control compounds served as primes, followed by dominant and 
subordinate targets. Presentation conditions for this experiment were identical to those 
described in the Procedure section below. The SOA between prime and target was 340 
msec. Two lists of stimuli were constructed. Within each stimulus list, half of the 
experimental homographs were followed by dominant targets, and the remaining 
experimental homographs were followed by subordinate targets. When a homograph was 
followed by a dominant target in one list, the same homograph was followed by a 
subordinate target in the other list For the unrelated condition, homographs from the 
control compounds were used as primes. In each list, every target occurred only once. 
Filler items were inserted to reduce the proportion of related prime-target pairs. Only half 
of the word targets were related to their primes. For the nonword trials, ambiguous nouns 
were used as primes, and orthographically legal pseudowords were used as targets. Within 
each list, half of the targets consisted of nonword items. These items were the same for 
both stimulus lists. Fifteen paid subjects were randomly assigned to each of the two 
stimulus lists. 
Table 1 
Examples of Prime-Target Word Pairs in Experiment 1 (English 
Translations of the Dutch Words Appear in Parentheses) 
Dominance 
Dominant 
Subordinate 
Control 
Prime 
Example 
cederwortel 
(cedar root) 
sinuswortel 
(sine root) 
kieuwschaal 
(gill scale) 
Dominant 
peen 
(carrot) 
peen 
(carrot) 
peen 
(carrot) 
Target 
Subordinate 
trekken 
(extract) 
trekken 
(extract) 
trekken 
(extract) 
A significant main effect for relatedness was observed in the subject analysis 
[F,(l,29) = 25.10, MS, = 1,334, ρ < .001] and in the item analysis [F,(l,34) = 17.11, MS, 
= 1,167, ρ < .001]. Shorter latencies were observed for related targets (512 msec) than for 
unrelated targets (546 msec). The effect for target (dominant or subordinate) was not 
significant [F,(l,29) = 1.83, MS, = 665, ρ > .10; F, < 1]. The interaction between 
relatedness and target was significant [F,(l,29) = 19.65, MS, = 440, ρ < .001; F¡(1,34) = 
4.07, MS, = 1,167, ρ < .05]. Separate analyses revealed that the relatedness effect (49 
msec) was highly significant for dominant targets [F,(l,29) = 35.16, MS, = 1,082, ρ < 
.001; F,(l,17) = 20.96, MS, = 1,055, ρ < .05]. The facilitation effect of 17 msec for the 
subordinate targets was only significant in the subject analysis [F, (1,29) = 5.86, MS, = 
691, ρ < .05; F,(l,17) = 2.05, MS, = 1,279, ρ > .10]. The results indicate that associative 
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relatedness between the selected homographs and their dominant or subordinate targets 
was sufficiently strong to produce significant priming effects when they were presented as 
prime-target pairs. 
Design. Stimulus onset asynschrony (SOA) between prime and target was set at 
three different intervals (340, 540, and 1,240 msec) and was a between-subject factor. All 
other experimental manipulations were within-subject factors. 
Six lists of stimulus materials were used in each SOA condition. Each list 
contained six dominant, six subordinate and six control compounds. In each list, a 
particular ambiguous homograph occurred only once. Within one list, half of the 
experimental and control compounds were followed by dominant targets, and half were 
followed by subordinate targets. Across lists, all dominant and subordinate targets were 
preceded only once by their associated dominant, subordinate, or control compounds. 
Each subject was presented with 144 trials. At each trial, a novel compound was 
presented as prime, followed by a word or nonword as target In 72 trials, targets were 
words; in the other 72 trials, targets were nonwords. Of the 72 word trials, 18 involved 
experimental dominant and subordinate compounds and their controls. The remaining 54 
word trials were filler items. 
Of the 72 nonword trials, 36 compound primes had an unambiguous second noun, 
the remaining 36 had an ambiguous noun as second member. Nonword items were the 
same in each stimulus list To induce subjects to interpret the novel compounds, only one-
sixth of all compounds were difficult to interpret 
Subjects. In total, 270 paid subjects were drawn from the subject pool of the 
Interfaculty Research Unit for Language and Speech (IWTS) at Nijmegen University. The 
subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three SOA conditions. Within a particular 
SOA condition, 15 subjects were randomly assigned to each of the six stimulus lists. None 
of the subjects had participated in any of the other experiments. 
Procedure. Stimuli appeared in lowercase letters on a video display unit connected 
to an Olivetti M-24 personal computer. The subjects were seated in a room illuminated by 
subdued light. Each trial started with the display of an asterisk (*) two positions to the left 
of where the first letter of the prime was to appear. After 1 sec, the asterisk disappeared, 
and the novel compound was displayed for 300, 500, or 1,200 msec. After a blank screen 
of 40 msec, the target string appeared one line under the prime. It remained on the screen 
for a maximum of 1,500 msec, or until the subject pressed one of the response keys. The 
intertrial intervals were 3 sec. The subjects were instructed to read the novel compound 
carefully and to decide as quickly as possible whether the target was a word. 
Because a wrong decision may affect the decision time for the subsequent stimulus, 
an extra filler stimulus was presented after each lexical decision error. For these purposes, 
16 extra fillers were added to the stimulus set of 144 test trials. These optional fillers 
involved no repetition of any other item. The subjects were given 48 practice trials with 
the same characteristics as the experimental and filler items. Experimental sessions lasted 
about 25 min. 
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Results 
In this and subsequent experiments, the effects of very long latencies were reduced 
by establishing a cutoff point equal to 2.0 standard deviation units from subject and item 
means. Any oudying values were considered as errors and were left out Outlying values 
amounted to 2.1 % of all data. Stimuli for which oudying values were obtained were not 
repeated in the experiment. Reaction times (RTs) for incorrect responses were not included 
in the analyses. Mean lexical decision latencies and error percentages for compound-target 
combinations in different experimental conditions are presented in Table 2. 
Tabi« 2 
Mean Decision Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Error Percentages 
(between Parentheses) in Experiment 1 for Related and Unrelated 
Word Pairs at Three Different SOAs (in Milliseconds) 
Prime 
Target 
Related 
Dominant Subordinate 
Unrelated 
Control 
Dominant 
Subordinate 
SOA = 340 
529 (2.6) 
550(1.1) 
537(1.1) 
546 (2.2) 
546 (3.7) 
553 (4.1) 
Dominant 
Subordinate 
SOA = 540 
530 (2.6) 
554 (3.3) 
545 (2.2) 
540 (4.4) 
550 (1.9) 
554 (4.4) 
Dominant 
Subordinate 
SOA = 1,240 
515 (3.0) 530 (3.3) 537 (1.9) 
546 (1.9) 528 (1.5) 547 (4.4) 
Mean reaction times were analyzed by a 2 (dominant or subordinate target) χ 3 
(dominant, subordinate, or control compound) χ 3 (SOAs of 340, 340, and 1,240 msec) 
analysis of variance (ANOVA). Target and compound were within-subject factors, and 
SOA was a between-subject factor. ANOVAs on subject and item means were carried out 
for RTs and percentages of error. 
An overall ANOVA for the correct RTs showed that the main effect for target was 
significant in the subject analysis [F,(l,267) = 21.96, MS, = 1,971, ρ < .001], but not in 
the item analysis [F,(l,34) = 1.37, MS, = 7,233, ρ > .10]. Type of compound was 
significant both in the subject and the item analysis [F,(2,534) = 5.80, MS, = 2,317, ρ < 
.01; F,(2,68) = 5.17, MS, = 713, ρ < .01]. The main effect of SOA was not significant in 
either the subject or item analysis (F,(2,267) = 1.47, MS, = 13,225, ρ > .10; F,(2,68) = 
1.92, MS, = 2,167, ρ > .10]. The interaction between target and compound was significant 
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in the subject and item analysis [F,(2,534) = 10.64, MS, = 2,352, ρ < .001; F,(2,68) = 
6.22, MS, = 713, ρ < .01]. No other two-way interaction was significant The three-way 
interaction of SOA χ target χ compound was also not significant in both analyses. 
The analysis of the error data showed a significant main effect for compound in the 
subject analysis [F,(2,534) = 4.32, MS, = .1, ρ < .05; F, < 1]. More errors were made for 
targets preceded by control compounds (3.4 %) than for targets preceded by dominant (2.4 
%) or subordinate compounds (2.5 %). No other main effect or interaction was significant 
Planned pairwise comparisons were used to determine facilitation effects for 
dominant and subordinate targets separately for all three SOAs. An overview of these 
facilitation effects is presented in Table 3. To determine facilitation effects, mean latencies 
for dominant and subordinate targets preceded by dominant or subordinate compounds 
were compared to latencies for the same targets preceded by control compounds. 
Table 3 
Priming Effects for RT (in Milliseconds) and Error Percentages 
(between Parentheses) for Different Prime-Target Pairs at Three 
Different SOAs (in Milliseconds) in Experiment 1 
Prime 
Target Dominant Subordinate 
SOA =340 
Dominant 17" (1.1) 9 (2.6") 
Subordinate 3 (3.0") 7 (1.9) 
SOA = 540 
Dominant 20* (-0.7) 5 (-0.3) 
Subordinate 0 (1.1) 14' (0) 
SOA = 1,240 
Dominant 22" (-1.1) 7 (-1.4) 
Subordinate 1 (2.5) 19" (2.9") 
'p < .05. 'p < .06 (both in the subject analysis). 
SOA 340. A significant facilitation effect of 17 msec was obtained for dominant 
targets preceded by dominant compounds in the subject analysis [F,(l,89) = 4.00, MS, = 
2,623, ρ < .05]. The effect was marginally significant in the item analysis [F¡(1,17) = 4.26, 
MS, = 651, ρ < .06]. Response latencies for dominant targets preceded by subordinate 
compounds were not faster than latencies for the same targets preceded by control 
compounds [F, < 1; F,(l,17) = 1.59, MS, = 486, ρ > .10]. No facilitation effect was 
observed for the subordinate targets preceded by subordinate compounds [F,(l,89) = 1.03, 
MS, - 2,651, ρ > .10; F, < 1] or dominant compounds [F, < 1; F¡ < 1]. 
More errors were made for dominant targets preceded by control compounds than 
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by subordinate compounds [F,(l,89) = 4.63, MS, = .1, ρ < .05; F,(l,17) = 1.76, MS, = .8, 
ρ > .10]. Subordinate targets resulted in more errors when preceded by control compounds 
than by dominant compounds [F,(l,89) = 4.76, MS, = .1, ρ < .05; F,(l,17) = 5.79, MS, = 
.3, ρ < .05]. 
SOA 540. A significant facilitation effect of 20 msec was obtained for dominant 
targets preceded by dominant compounds in the subject analysis [F,(l,89) = 7.26, MS, = 
2,364, ρ < .01]. As for the 340-msec SOA, this effect was again marginally significant in 
the item analysis [F,(l,17) = 4.31, MS, = 790, ρ < .06]. No facilitation effect was observed 
for dominant targets when they were preceded by subordinate compounds [F, < 1; F, < 1]. 
The facilitation effect of 14 msec for subordinate targets preceded by subordinate 
compounds was marginally significant in the subject analysis [F,(l,89) = 3.80, MS, = 
2,051, ρ < .06; F,(l,17) = 2.08, MS, = 883, ρ > .10]. Subordinate targets preceded by 
dominant compounds did not show a significant priming effects [F, < 1; F, < 1]. No 
significant differences in error percentages were observed. 
SOA 1,240. A significant facilitation effect of 22 msec was obtained for dominant 
targets preceded by dominant primes [F,(l,89) = 7.70, MS, = 2,368, ρ < .01; F,(l,17) = 
10.12, MS, = 403, ρ < .01]. Dominant targets preceded by subordinate compounds did not 
show a facilitation effect [F, < 1; F, < 1]. Subordinate targets preceded by subordinate 
compounds yielded a facilitation effect of 19 msec [F,(l,89) = 4.19, MS, = 2,542, ρ < .05; 
F,(l,17) = 9.35, MS, = 324, ρ < .01]. No facilitation was observed for these targets when 
they were preceded by dominant compounds [F, < 1; F, < 1]. 
Subordinate targets preceded by control compounds resulted in more errors than 
did the same targets preceded by subordinate compounds [F,(l,89) = 4.14, MS, = .1, ρ < 
.05; f ,(1,17) = 2.29, MS, = .8, ρ > .10]. 
Discussion 
Different predictions were made from the interactive and independent activation 
hypotheses. The interactive activation hypothesis assumes that only the meaning of the 
ambiguous noun that is relevant for interpretation of the compound will be activated. 
Facilitation effects are therefore predicted for dominant targets preceded by dominant 
compounds and for subordinate targets preceded by subordinate compounds. The 
independent activation hypothesis supposes that dominant and subordinate meanings will 
be activated for both dominant and subordinate compounds. 
The overall pattern of facilitation effects for the RT data in Table 3 clearly is 
consistent with the interactive activation hypothesis. Only relevant meanings of the 
ambiguous compound members appear to be accessed. At the SOAs of 340, 540, and 
1,240 msec, facilitation effects were obtained for dominant targets when they were 
preceded by dominant compounds but not when they were preceded by subordinate 
compounds. For subordinate targets, significant priming effects were observed when they 
were preceded by subordinate compounds (SOAs of 540 and 1,240 msec) but not when 
they were preceded by dominant compounds. 
It may be argued that this interpretation of the facilitation pattern in the RT data 
needs to be qualified because of the error data. In particular, at the 340-msec SOA, no 
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significant priming effect for the RT was observed for dominant targets when they were 
preceded by subordinate primes, but this condition resulted in significantly fewer errors 
than for the corresponding control condition. The same result was obtained for the 
subordinate targets when they were preceded by dominant primes. If error rates had been 
equal for related and control conditions, RTs might have been faster for the related 
conditions than for the unrelated controls, and significant priming effects in these 
conditions might have been obtained. Thus, the results for the 340-msec SOA may 
indicate a speed-accuracy tradeoff. However, we regard this possibility as rather unlikely. 
For the three SOA conditions together, the data do not indicate a systematic speed-
accuracy tradeoff. At the 540-msec SOA, no significant differences in error percentages 
were observed. At the 1,240-msec SOA, only one significant difference in error 
percentages was obtained, and this involved a different condition from the ones that 
showed significant error reductions at the 340-msec SOA. We see no obvious reasons to 
assume a speed-accuracy tradeoff for only the 340-msec SOA condition. 
Other objections may be put forward against the interpretation of the RT results 
presented above. It may be argued that a visual presentation of compounds that are 
between 7 and 15 letters long makes it rather difficult to assess activation of different 
meanings prior to target presentation (Tabossi, 1991). Activation of both meanings of an 
ambiguous noun has been shown to last for only a short period of time (Lucas, 1987; 
Seidenberg et al., 1982). Especially for the shorter compounds, an SOA of 340-msec may 
have been too long to demonstrate initial activation of both meanings of the ambiguous 
compound members. 
As Simpson and Krueger (1991) have pointed out, this objection implies a rather 
unlikely time course of activation for subordinate meanings. After initial activation of 
subordinate meanings at some SOA shorter than 340 msec, these meanings would become 
deactivated at the 340-msec SOA, with subsequent reactivation at the 540-msec SOA. In 
addition, it should be noted that an SOA of 340 msec comes close to the minimum 
amount of time needed to visually process the compounds. O'Regan, Lévy-Schoen, Pynte, 
and Brugaillère (1984) have shown that the mean gaze duration for French nouns of 7 to 
11 letters long ranges between 400 and 500 msec when these words are fixated on the 
third letter (see also O'Regan, 1984). 
A second objection has to do with differential intralexical priming effects for the 
first members of the compounds and different targets. The results of the association task 
described in the Methods section of Experiment 1 were used to ascertain that first nouns 
were not related associatively to targets. Still, dominant targets may be more strongly 
related semantically to the first members of dominant compounds than to the first 
members of subordinate compounds. Such differences in semantic relatedness could 
explain why facilitation effects for dominant targets were observed for dominant 
compounds but not for subordinate compounds. Similar differences may have affected 
subordinate targets and subordinate compounds. 
Experiment 2 was conducted to determine if such unexpected differences in 
semantic relatedness between first members and targets could explain our results. In a 
semantic priming paradigm, first members of dominant and subordinate compounds were 
presented as primes, followed by the same dominant and subordinate targets used in 
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Experiment 1. Latencies for dominant targets preceded by first members of dominant 
compounds should not differ from latencies for the same targets when they are preceded 
by first members of subordinate compounds. The same prediction holds for subordinate 
targets. If, however, semantic relatedness is different for first members, both types of 
novel compounds, and different targets, larger priming effects may be expected for 
dominant targets when they are preceded by first members of dominant compounds. 
Similarly, priming effects may be larger for subordinate targets when they are preceded by 
first members of subordinate compounds. 
Experiment 2 
Method 
Materials and Design. Two lists of 144 stimuli were constructed. In each stimulus 
list, the first members of the 18 dominant compounds and 18 subordinate compounds used 
in Experiment 1 served as primes, followed by the same targets that were used in 
Experiment 1. The first members of the dominant and subordinate compounds were paired 
with dominant and subordinate targets in different lists. In each list, half of the 36 
experimental prime-target combinations were concordant (first members of dominant 
compounds followed by dominant targets or first members of subordinate compounds 
followed by subordinate targets), and the other half were discordant (first members of 
dominant compounds followed by subordinate targets or first members of subordinate 
compounds followed by dominant targets). Thus, in each stimulus list, each prime and 
target occurred only once. An additional set of 36 word trials was used as filler material. 
For the construction of the 72 nonword trials, the materials were the same as in 
Experiment 1, with only the first noun of the novel compounds serving as primes. Filler 
word trials and nonword trials were the same for both stimulus lists. A set of 48 practice 
items was also constructed. 
Procedure and Subjects. Experimental procedures were the same as in Experiment 
1. SOA was set at 340 msec. Experimental sessions lasted about 20 minutes. 
Thirty subjects of the subject pool of the IWTS at Nijmegen University participated 
in this experiment. None of them had participated in any of the previous experiments. 
Subjects were paid for their participation. Fifteen subjects were randomly assigned to each 
of the two stimulus lists. 
Results and Discussion 
The ANOVA for the latencies showed no significant main effects for the first 
nouns of different types of compounds [F, < 1; F, < 1] and for dominant or subordinate 
targets [F, < 1; F, < 1]. The interaction between these factors also did not reach 
significance [F,(l,29) = 1.13, MSt = 522, ρ > .10; F, < 1]. Mean latencies and error 
percentages are presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
Mean Decision Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Percentages of Errors 
(between Parentheses) for Dominant and Subordinate Targets Preceded 
by First Members of Dominant and Subordinate Compounds in 
Experiment 2 
Target 
Prime Dominant Subordinate 
Dominant 529 (5.2) 526 (4.1) 
Subordinate 531 (3.7) 532 (5.6) 
In the analyses of error percentages, the effects of first nouns of compound 
[F,(l,29) = 2.22, MS, = .2, ρ > .10; F, < 1], target [F, < 1; F, < 1], and their interaction 
[F, < 1, F,(l,34) = 2.03, MSC = 1.5. ρ > .10] were not significant. 
The results show that selective activation of only the relevant meaning of the 
ambiguous compound members in Experiment 1 cannot be attributed to differences in 
semantic relatedness between first members of dominant and subordinate compounds and 
their targets. 
A salient aspect of the results of Experiment 1 is that subordinate meanings tended 
to become available later in time than did dominant meanings. Significant priming effects 
for dominant meanings were already obtained at the 340-msec SOA, but significant 
priming effects for subordinate meanings were only obtained with a delay of at least 540 
msec. This result is in line with other studies (Burgess & Simpson, 1988; Simpson & 
Burgess, 1985; Simpson & Krueger, 1991) that have shown that the time course of 
activation of different meanings of homographs is frequency dependent. When meanings 
differ markedly in frequency, dominant meanings appear to be activated sooner than 
subordinate meanings. 
At the 340-msec SOA, dominant targets were facilitated when they were preceded 
by dominant compounds but not when they were preceded by subordinate compounds. 
Since both classes of novel compounds were matched for interpretability and overall letter 
length, as well as for frequency and word length of the first compound member, this 
differential priming effect can only be attributed to interpretative processing. Apparently, 
dominant compounds are already interpreted at the SOA of 340 msec, but interpretation of 
subordinate compounds is still in progress. Subordinate compounds appear to be 
interpreted at the 540-msec SOA, because at this SOA, subordinate targets were facilitated 
when preceded by subordinate compounds but not when preceded by dominant 
compounds. 
An alternative explanation of the differential speed of interpretation of dominant 
and subordinate compounds may be proposed that has to do with relations between the 
constituent nouns in both types of novel compounds. Both meanings of the ambiguous 
noun may be activated simultaneously, but dominant compounds will be interpreted faster 
than subordinate compounds when first members of dominant compounds are more 
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strongly related to the ambiguous second noun than to first members of subordinate 
compounds. Thus, instead of earlier availability of dominant meanings, stronger 
intralexical relations between members of dominant compounds may have caused a faster 
interpretation of dominant compounds. 
Experiment 3 was conducted to determine whether dominant and subordinate 
compounds differed in the semantic relatedness between first and second members. In this 
experiment, first members of different compounds served as primes, and ambiguous 
second nouns served as targets. According to the alternative explanation described above, 
mean latencies for targets involving dominant compounds should be shorter than mean 
latencies for targets involving subordinate compounds. If, on the other hand, early 
activation of dominant meanings of the ambiguous nouns underlies the fast interpretation 
of dominant compounds, mean latencies for targets involving dominant compounds should 
not differ from latencies for targets involving subordinate compounds. 
Experiment 3 
Method 
Materials and Design. The first members of experimental dominant and 
subordinate compounds in Experiment 1 served as primes, and the second members (i.e., 
the ambiguous nouns) served as targets. Targets were, of course, the same for prime-target 
combinations involving dominant and subordinate compounds. Two stimulus lists were 
constructed. When a target was paired with the first member of a dominant compound in 
one list, it was paired with the first member of the corresponding subordinate compound 
in the other list Thus, in each list, every target occurred only once. Within each list, 9 
prime-target combinations were based on dominant compounds, and 9 were based on 
subordinate compounds. In each stimulus list, prime-target combinations were included 
that consisted of first members of the 18 control compounds as primes and their 
corresponding homographs as targets. 
An additional set of 36 word trials was constructed on the basis of filler 
compounds with two unambiguous constituent members used in Experiment 1. First 
members served as primes, and second members served as targets. For the 72 nonword 
trials, the novel compounds and targets were the same as in Experiment 1. First members 
of the novel compounds served as primes. Each list contained the same filler word trials 
and nonword trials. 
Procedure and Subjects. Experimental conditions were the same as in Experiment 
1, except that first members of novel compounds functioned as primes and their second 
members as targets. SOA was set at 340 msec. Extra filler items were introduced, 
contingent upon errors. Experimental sessions lasted about 20 minutes. 
Thirty subjects of the subject pool of the IWTS at Nijmegen University participated 
in this experiment. None of them had participated in any of the previous experiments. The 
subjects were paid for their participation. Fifteen subjects were randomly assigned to each 
of the stimulus lists. 
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Results and Discussion 
Mean latencies for second members of dominant compounds (529 msec) did not 
differ from mean latencies for second members of subordinate compounds [537 msec; F, < 
1; F¡ < 1]. Error percentages for second members of dominant compounds (6.7 %) and 
subordinate compounds (5.2 %) also did not differ [F, < 1; Ft < 1]. 
These results show that the faster interpretation of dominant compounds cannot be 
attributed to differences in semantic relatedness between first and second members of 
dominant and subordinate compounds. Therefore, it may be concluded that dominant 
compounds are interpreted before subordinate compounds as a result of the early activation 
of dominant meanings of ambiguous compound members relative to the subordinate 
meanings. 
General Discussion 
Although the majority of studies of the processing of lexical ambiguity have shown 
activation of different meanings to be context-independent (Onifer & Swinney, 1981; 
Seidenberg et al., 1982; Simpson, 1984; Swinney, 1979), Experiment 1 does not stand 
alone in providing evidence for context-dependent access. Tabossi (1988) obtained support 
for selective access of dominant meanings in sentence contexts that made particular 
features of these meanings highly salient In a recent study, Kellas, Paul, Martin, and 
Simpson (1991) reported results that extend these findings to subordinate meanings. They 
obtained selective priming effects for dominant, as well as for subordinate, meanings of 
homographs in sentence contexts that made particular features of these meanings highly 
salient 
Both Tabossi (1988) and Kellas et al. (1991) attribute selective access to specific 
semantic characteristics of the sentence contexts they used. When the preceding context 
imposes sufficiently strong constraints on the meaning of upcoming words, effects of 
selective access will be observed. Tabossi suggests that one way in which contexts may 
impose such constraints is by priming semantic features of the upcoming word (see also 
Schwanenflugel & LaCount, 1988). Even though presentation conditions of words in 
sentences differ from those of words in novel compounds, similar mechanisms may be 
involved to explain selective access in both cases. In the case of novel compounds, these 
mechanisms will operate under specific time constraints. 
As noted earlier, the semantic representations of the nouns in novel compounds 
will be activated (partly) simultaneously. Because of this temporal overlap, mutual 
constraints on the activation of particular meaning aspects may become operative. The 
notion of temporal overlap in accessing semantic representations was originally proposed 
by Kiger and Glass (1983) to explain the occurrence of backward priming effects. Peterson 
and Simpson (1989) have recently provided a more elaborate account of backward priming 
mechanisms that may also apply to the processing of compound nouns. In their study, they 
used unidirectional prime-target pairs that were backwardly related (e.g., baby-stork) in a 
cross-modal naming and lexical decision experiment When the interstimulus interval (ISI) 
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was 0 msec, priming effects were observed in the naming and lexical decision task, but 
evidence for backward priming was obtained with an ISI of 200 msec only in the lexical 
decision task. 
To explain their results, Peterson and Simpson (1989) reasoned as follows. If the 
target is presented before processing of the prime is complete (0-msec ISI), the target 
could guide further processing of the prime and determine the development of the final 
representation of the prime. Peterson and Simpson specifically suggest that relevant 
aspects of the target could affect the evolving representation of the prime in such a way 
that it would be compatible with the target The modified concept of the prime could in 
tum facilitate the ongoing processing of the target, resulting in a backward priming effect 
However, if the target is presented after the processing of the prime is complete (200-msec 
ISI), the evolving representation of the prime will not be influenced by the target The 
evidence for backward priming at the 200-msec ISI in the lexical decision task will be 
attributed to postlexical decision processes, which do not play a role in the naming task. 
It will be seen that this account may also be applied to the processing of the 
semantic representations of constituent nouns in novel compounds. Interactive activation 
will enhance the activation of compatible meaning aspects and may prevent activation of 
incompatible meaning aspects. These interactions between evolving semantic 
representations may explain why only meanings that are relevant for meaningful 
interpretation are activated. Inspection of the stimulus materials listed in the Appendix 
support this suggestion. Consider, for example, the dominant compound zenuwbuil (nerve 
swelling), in which the meaning aspect "part of body" is highly compatible for the two 
nouns. For the subordinate compound tapijtstaai (carpet sample) the meaning aspect "soft" 
of carpet may prevent the activation of the dominant meaning of staal (steel) because it 
contains the opposite feature "hard". 
Priming effects may not only reflect activation processes but also integrative 
processes between prime (compound meaning) and target that affect decision processes 
(Neely & Keefe, 1989). Larger priming effects may be expected when prime and target 
are integrated more easily. It is difficult to rule out completely such an account of our 
results, but one prediction of this account was not confirmed. When priming effects were 
based on the integration between the interpreted compound and the target priming effects 
should also have been found at the 340-msec SOA for the subordinate targets when they 
were preceded by subordinate compounds. Contrary to this account no significant priming 
effect was observed; therefore, an activation account may be preferred. 
It should be noted that priming effects in Experiment 1 in the 340-msec SOA 
condition were considerably smaller than in the validation experiment that was described 
in the Methods section of Experiment 1. Although a comparison between the results of 
these experiments should proceed carefully because of the different characteristics of the 
stimulus materials, we suggest that interactive activation may account for this reduction in 
the size of the priming effect The relatedness between the ambiguous second noun and 
the target may have weakened because of the modifying effects of the first noun with 
respect to the ambiguous noun. 
The results of Experiment 1 suggested that dominant meanings may become 
available sooner than subordinate meanings. Similar differences in activation may apply to 
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dominant and nondominant aspects within a particular meaning. Dominant meaning 
aspects of particular meanings may become available sooner than nondominant meaning 
aspects (but see Whitney, McKay, Kellas, & Emerson, 1985). 
The selection of a meaningful semantic relationship between compound members 
may depend on the dominance of compatible meaning aspects. Dominant meaning aspects 
will be considered earlier in the interpretation process than will subordinate ones, and 
meaningful relations involving dominant meaning aspects will be computed before 
semantic relationships in which subordinate meaning aspects are involved. Interpretations 
of novel compounds that are easy to interpret in isolation will therefore involve mainly 
dominant meaning aspects of both compound members, whereas interpretations of novel 
compounds that are difficult to interpret without context will be based on nondominant 
meaning aspects. When compatible meaning aspects are of low dominance, more than one 
plausible interpretation of the same compound may be derived. Consistent with these 
speculations. Coolen et al. (1991) showed that paraphrases of meanings of isolated novel 
compounds that were difficult to interpret displayed more diversity than did paraphrases of 
novel compounds that were easy to interpret. 
Interactive activation can be incorporated in Murphy's (1988, 1990) concept 
specialization model for the interpretation of novel compounds. This model supposes that 
the modifying concept (the first member of the compound) fills a slot in the conceptual 
schema of the head noun (the second member of the compound). For the selection of 
particular slots, it is assumed that world knowledge is consulted, but the model does not 
specify exactly how world knowledge is involved in this process. In particular, it does not 
answer the question how the relevance of specific pieces of world knowledge is 
determined. Our results suggest that the selection of particular slots is based on the 
relative dominance of meaning aspects of the constituent nouns. The selection process may 
therefore be regarded as more intimately linked to the semantic representations of the 
constituent nouns than envisioned in the concept specialization model. As the results of 
Murphy (1990) indicate, context can make particular meaning aspects of the constituent 
nouns more salient and may in this way contribute to the interpretation of novel 
compounds. For highly interpretable compounds, however, contextual information is less 
important, because these compounds are based on dominant meaning aspects of the 
constituent nouns. The enhanced activation of relevant meaning aspects caused by 
interactive processing of the semantic representations of the nouns may well be the basis 
for the high interpretability of these compounds. 
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Notes 
1. We use the term compound as a shorthand for the more restricted set of novel 
noun-noun compounds. In our experiments, Dutch materials and subjects were used. 
Unlike English novel compounds, most Dutch novel compounds are written without 
spacing or hyphenation, which makes them in orthographic respects indistinguishable from 
lexicalized compounds. 
2. We assume that our results will extend to the processing of ambiguous first 
nouns, but it cannot be ruled out that additional research may uncover some differences in 
the processing of first and second nouns due to their different semantic roles in the 
interpretation of the compounds. In the novel compounds we constructed, the second noun 
is always the semantic head of the compound, and the First noun is the modifying element 
(e.g., a cedar root is a kind of root). This class of nominal compounds is usually referred 
to as endocentric (Bauer, 1983). 
3. CELEX Dutch Database Rel. N2.7, Centre for Lexical Information, Nijmegen, 
The Netherlands. 
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Appendix 
Stimuli From Experiment 1: The First Line of Each Contains the 
Dutch Words That Were Used and the Second Line the English 
Equivalents. 
Dominant 
designbloem 
design flower 
zenuwbuil 
nerve swelling 
junkcel 
junky cell 
firmadas 
company tie 
cabaretkas 
cabaret cash/ 
register 
campusmunt 
campus token 
avenuepand 
avenue building 
zwaardstaai 
sword steel 
valiumtroep 
valium trash 
cederwortel 
cedar root 
cursusvak 
course subject 
Prime 
Subordinate 
banketbloem 
pastry flour 
soepbuil 
soup bag 
merged 
marrow cell 
oeverdas 
bank badger 
kamillekas 
camomile 
greenhouse 
klavermunt 
clover mint 
blousepand 
blouse panel 
tapijtstaai 
carpet sample 
circustroep 
circus troupe 
sinuswortel 
sine root 
bagagevak 
luggage shelf 
Control 
magneetorde 
magnetic order 
genadehit 
mercy song/horse 
egelpot 
hedgehog pot/lesbian 
graadpop 
degree doll/pupa 
lijsterkei 
thrush genius/boulder 
kievitpalm 
lapwing palm 
sjalotkruk 
shallot stool/handle/crutch 
profeetroos 
prophet rose/dandruff 
segmenteend 
segment duck/Citroën 
kieuwschaal 
gill scale/bowl 
mantelbus 
coat bus/tin 
Target 
Dominant Subordinate 
blad 
leaf 
bult 
lump 
gevangenis 
prison 
sjaal 
scarf 
geld 
money 
geld 
money 
huis 
house 
ijzer 
iron 
rotzooi 
trash 
peen 
carrot 
beroep 
profession 
meel 
farina 
zak 
sack 
; deling 
division 
dier 
animal 
groente 
vegetables 
peper 
pepper 
jas 
coat 
monster 
specimen 
soldaten 
soldiers 
trekken 
extract 
hokje 
box 
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portieklijst 
porch frame 
kanonschroot 
cannon scrap 
terre urlijst 
terror list 
decorschroot 
scenery lath 
komplotmotief mozaïekmotief 
conspiracy motivemosaic pattern 
exportpier 
export pier 
oaseherder 
oasis shepherd 
coconmot 
cocoon moth 
enquêtekwartier 
poll quarter 
gazonpier 
lawn worm 
hasjherder 
sniffer sheepdog 
bajesmot 
prison riot 
heroinekwartier 
heroin quarter 
medaillepool 
medal pole 
applauskroos 
applause duckweed/core 
spinaziekraan 
spinach tap/crane 
tunnelknol 
tunnel turnip/horse 
albumklomp 
album clog/clod 
brembuis 
broom tube/telly 
rubriekadvocaat 
colum lawyer/eggnog 
schilderij 
painting 
hoop 
heap 
reden 
reason 
zee 
sea 
schaap 
sheep 
beest 
beast 
uur 
hour 
serie 
series 
hout 
wood 
patroon 
pattern 
worm 
worm 
hond 
dog 
ruzie 
quarrel 
wijk 
district 
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The role of analogy in the interpretation of novel 
compounds 
(Journal of Psycholinguistic Research, 1994, 23(2), 111-137) 
Henk J. van Jaarsveld, Riet Coolen, and 
Robert Schleuder 
It was investigated whether the on-line interpretative processing of novel 
nominal compounds is affected by analogous lexicalized compounds. In 
Experiment 1. novel compounds were presented as nonwords in a lexical decision 
task. Constituent nouns of novel compounds were of high or low productivity as 
measured by the number of lexicalized compounds of which they were pan. 
Effects of productivity and of compound interpreiability on decision latencies 
were found to be additive, suggesting that the activated lexicalized compounds do 
not contribute to the interpretation of novel compounds. In Experiment 2, a 
semantic priming paradigm was used in a lexical decision task. Lexicalized 
compounds were presented as targets and novel compounds as primes. Second 
nouns of lexicalized and novel compounds were identical and fust nouns of the 
two types of compounds were semantically related. Target compounds differed in 
frequency. Equal priming effects were obtained for high- and low-frequency 
target compounds, indicating that novel compounds do not activate more strongly 
the most similar lexicalized compound. The role of analogous interpretative 
processing is considered in the context of alternative models for the interpretation 
of novel compounds. 
To interpret a novel nominal compound, the language user will have to relate the 
meanings of the constituent nouns in some meaningful way. In some languages, like Dutch 
or English, novel compounds are formed by a simple concatenation of two or more nouns. 
Because the compound itself' does not provide information as to how to integrate the 
nouns, the language user will somehow have to resolve the relational ambiguity that is 
said to be inherent to novel compounds (Wisniewski & Gentner, 1990). Constituent nouns 
may be related in different ways, resulting in different interpretations of the same novel 
compound. A waiter tip can refer to "a tip from a waiter" or "a tip for a waiter" and a pub 
joke may be "a joke about a pub" or "a joke to be told in pubs". The resolution of the 
relational ambiguity is undoubtedly a central aspect of the interpretative process of novel 
compounds. Three different types of models may be distinguished on the basis of the 
information that is assumed to play a role in this process. 
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One major type of model is formed by contextual models (e.g., H.H. Clark, 1983; 
E.V. Clark & H.H. Clark. 1979; H.H. Clark & Gerrig, 1983; Gerrig, 1989), in which it is 
assumed that the larger context provides indications for the resolution of the relational 
ambiguity. The use of contextual information undoubtedly plays an important role in 
explaining why the interpretation of novel compounds usually does not pose any problems. 
Contextual models do not, however, offer a ready explanation of the large differences in 
interpretability that exist between novel compounds presented in isolation. It is easily 
observed (cf. Coolen, van Jaarsveld, & Schreudcr, 1991) that a larger context is not 
always necessary for interpretation. Without any context, novel compounds like thistle 
pasture or swamp worm are readily interpreted as "a pasture with thistles" and as "a worm 
that lives in swamps." Other novel compounds like armor honor or domain hoof, however, 
are not so easily interpreted and contextual information will be needed in order to interpret 
them. These differences in interpretability between isolated novel compounds seem to pose 
fewer problems for two other types of models. 
A second type of model is constituted by the feature or schema models. According 
to these models (e.g., Cohen & Murphy, 1984; Murphy, 1988, 1990; Smith, Osherson, 
Rips, & Keane, 1988), interpretative processes are based on the semantic representations 
of the constituent nouns and associated encyclopedic knowledge. These representations 
will be searched for aspects that meaningfully relate the nouns. Differences in 
interpretability between isolated compounds will have to do with the relative salience of 
particular meaning aspects (slots in a schema-type theory (Murphy, 1990) or attributes in a 
feature theory (Smith et al., 1988)). Compounds that are high interpretable are likely to be 
based on more salient meaning aspects of the two nouns, whereas low-interpretable 
compounds will be based on less salient meaning aspects. 
A third type of model consists of analogy models. According to these models 
(Derwing & Skousen, 1989; Ryder, 1990; Skousen, 1989), the meanings of lexicalized 
compounds are taken as examples or models for the interpretation of novel compounds. 
For instance, different interpretations of the novel compound mud man will ensue when 
either garbage man or milkman are taken as the basis for an analogous interpretation. Mud 
man will be interpreted as "a man who collects mud", when garbage man is taken as an 
analogy. When milk man is taken as the analogous compound, mud man will be 
interpreted as "a man who delivers mud." Thus, analogy models assume that the relational 
ambiguity in novel compounds is resolved on the basis of analogy with the semantic 
representations of lexicalized compounds. Identical or similar semantic relations between 
the nouns of novel compounds are assumed for meaning integration as prevail within 
analogous lexicalized compounds. 
Analogy models can also explain differences in interpretability between isolated 
novel compounds. For high-interpretable novel compounds, lexicalized compounds will be 
available that serve as obvious analogy bases. Low-interpretable compounds, however, will 
be novel compounds for which analogous lexicalized compounds are not available. The 
aim of the experiments reported below has been to investigate analogy models. In 
particular, the experiments sought to determine whether lexicalized compounds function as 
models in the interpretative processing of novel compounds. 
Experimental tests of analogy models require an explicit notion of analogy to 
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establish exactly which lexicalized compounds are to be regarded as analogous for some 
novel compound. Quite different definitions of analogy may be found in the linguistic 
literature. Bauer (1983), for example, defined an analogical formation as "a new formation 
clearly modelled on one already existing lexeme, and not giving rise to a productive 
series" (p. 96). Examples of such analogical formations that cannot be accounted for by 
rules are ambisextrous or wargasm. Most studies (e.g.. Höfler, 1970; Motsch; 1977; Paul, 
1973; Plank, 1981) that considered the role of analogy in morphology have not gone 
beyond illustrating its (potential) relevance by means of selected examples. 
An exception is Ryder's recent (1990) study, which provided an elaborate and 
insightful discussion of different levels of analogy (or linguistic templates as she called 
them) that may play a role in the interpretation of novel compounds. These levels of 
analogy differ in abstractness and can be illustrated by different interpretations that may be 
assigned to the novel compound water sock (Ryder, 1990, pp. 152-153). 
At the most concrete level of analogy, one specific lexicalized compound may 
serve as an example for interpretation. Thus, water sock may be interpreted on the basis of 
analogy with the lexicalized compound wind sock and would be assigned an interpretation 
like "something shaped like a sock that water can flow through or by, that indicates the 
speed and direction of the flow." 
A second level of analogy is provided by some larger set of lexicalized compounds 
that have the same first or second noun as the novel compound. When the meanings of 
most lexicalized compounds in this set are derived in some predictable and consistent way 
from the meanings of their constituent nouns, analogous interpretation may be based on 
this prevalent semantic relation. Thus, for a novel compound the same relation between its 
nouns may be assumed as prevails within the larger set of lexicalized compounds. When 
this level of analogy is operative, water sock may be interpreted analogous to the sense of 
water balloon or water bed and will be assigned the interpretation "a sock filled with 
water." We will refer to this second level as the level of component nouns and to the first 
level as the level of specific compounds. 
A third level of analogy is provided by groups of compounds that share a more 
general interpretative rule, like natural element + clothing article = clothing to be worn in 
contact with that element as protection from it. At this level, analogous compounds for 
water sock are raincoat or snowsuit. Accordingly, water sock would receive an 
interpretation like "sock to be worn to keep dry in wet ground." The second and third 
levels of analogy are distinguished by their component nouns. Analogous interpretation at 
the second level is based on lexicalized compounds that have the same first or second 
noun as the novel compound. Analogous interpretation at the third level may be based on 
lexicalized compounds that are constituted of nouns that are semantically related to the 
nouns of the novel compound. 
At the most abstract level, analogy may be based on the general interpretation 
scheme of all endocentric compounds, i.e., that the first noun has some semantic relation 
to the second noun and specifies in some way a subcategory of the entities that are 
denoted by the second noun. 
Ryder (1990) obtained empirical support for the operation of different levels of 
analogy by means of a paraphrasing task. Different analogies, e.g., location y + χ = χ 
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located in/at y or y + container χ = χ that characteristically holds y were selected to 
underlie the construction of novel compounds (e.g., river man or dish pan). Paraphrases 
that were generated for these novel compounds appeared to be consistent with the intended 
analogies. As Ryder noted, however, the selected analogies almost always involved a 
central semantic schema. Her results were therefore also compatible with a feature or 
schema model. 
To our knowledge, the only other empirical study that has been concerned with the 
effects of analogy in the interpretation of novel compounds is the developmental study of 
Clark and Berman (1987) in which also a paraphrasing task was used. Their study was 
concerned with different types of linguistic knowledge that might affect children's ability 
to understand and produce novel nominal compounds in Hebrew. Clark and Berman 
speculated that the familiarity of head nouns as indicated by their occurrence in lexicalized 
compounds might be one type of relevant knowledge. According to Ryder's (1990) 
classification, this may be considered as analogy at the level of component nouns. Half of 
the head nouns of the novel compounds that Clark and Berman presented were head nouns 
in lexicalized compounds which were likely to be well known to the children. The other 
half of the head nouns occurred rarely in lexicalized compounds. The results did not show 
differences between novel compounds that contained familiar and unfamiliar heads, 
suggesting that analogy at the level of component nouns does not affect the interpretability 
of the novel compounds. 
The results of paraphrasing tasks involve the products of the interpretative process 
and do not provide direct insight in the underlying mechanisms of the interpretative 
process itself. As pointed out above, post hoc linguistic analyses of paraphrases may show 
results to be compatible with analogy and schema or feature models. More sensitive tests 
of analogy models may be provided by tasks that measure interpretation on-line. In these 
tasks, indications may be obtained for the activation of analogous lexicalized compounds 
during or subsequent to the interpretative processing of novel compounds. Using on-line 
measures, our experiments were directed at testing the relevance of the more concrete 
levels of analogy for the interpretative processing of novel compounds. In Experiment 1, 
analogous interpretative processing at the level of component nouns was investigated. 
Experiment 2 was concerned with the most concrete level of specific compounds. 
Experiment 1 
Similar to the design of the Clark and Berman (1987) study, we manipulated the 
size of the set of lexicalized compounds in which the constituent nouns of novel 
compounds occurred to investigate analogous interpretative processing at the level of 
component nouns. Novel compounds were constructed with nouns that occurred in many 
or only a few lexicalized compounds.2 We will refer to these nouns as high- and low-
productive nouns. The consistency of the semantic relations between compound nouns 
within the set of lexicalized compounds was not systematically varied, because it may be 
assumed that the initial activation of lexicalized compounds will be independent of 
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characteristics of the whole set (cf. the discussion of Ryder's (1990) level of constituent 
nouns above). Interpretability of constructed novel compounds was also varied. Novel 
compounds with high- and low-productive nouns were either of high or low 
interpretability as assessed by an off-line rating task in which the compounds were 
presented in isolation. As pointed out above, to explain differences in interpretability 
between isolated novel compounds an analogy model assumes that for high-interpretable 
compounds some appropriate model is found within the set of analogous lexicalized 
compounds. For low-interpretable compounds, however, no obvious model is available. 
Of special interest is the interaction between the compound interpretability and the 
productivity of the constituent nouns. To see this, we need to consider the component 
processes in analogous interpretation in more detail. To determine whether some 
lexicalized compound is a suitable model, its semantic representation will have to be 
retrieved. The relation specified between the nouns in the lexicalized compound will be 
applied to the novel compound (that is the core of the analogous interpretation) and the 
result of this process will be evaluated with respect to meaningfulness. When the outcome 
of this evaluation process is unsatisfactory (according to some criterion), the process will 
be repeated for some other lexicalized compound. When the outcome is, however, 
satisfactory, the nouns of the novel compound will be related in the same way as the 
nouns for the lexicalized compound and interpretative processing of the novel compound 
will stop. It is difficult to imagine that this highly complex process of evaluating the 
applicability of the relations between the nouns in different lexicalized compounds 
proceeds in parallel; i.e., some sequential search and evaluation process has to be assumed. 
Based on this view of analogous processing, larger effects of productivity are to be 
expected for low-interpretable compounds than for high-interpretable compounds. For 
novel compounds of low interpretability consisting of high-productive nouns, a large set of 
lexicalized compounds will have to be searched and evaluated before it is established that 
the set does not contain a suitable model. The set of lexicalized compounds that is to be 
consulted will be smaller on average for low-interpretable compounds containing low-
productive nouns. Differences in set size between novel compounds with high- and low-
productive nouns will be less pronounced for high-interpretable compounds. For these 
compounds some suitable analogous model will be readily found in both the large and 
small sets of lexicalized compounds. Search for high-interpretable compounds will 
therefore not be as exhaustive as it is for the low-interpretable compounds. It will be noted 
that this prediction for an interaction between interpretability and productivity holds 
independent of whether the set of activated lexicalized compounds contains consistent or 
variable relations between their constituent nouns. The prediction also holds for different 
ordering principles of evaluating lexicalized compounds as suitable models for 
interpretation. The order in which activated lexicalized compounds are evaluated may be 
based on, for instance, frequency of occurrence or degree of semantic similarity between 
the novel compound and the lexicalized compound. It will be seen that these different 
ordering principles do not lead to different predictions for the interaction between 
interpretability and productivity. 
To measure on-line analogous interpretative processing of novel compounds, we 
used a lexical decision task. Familiar lexicalized compounds were used for the yes 
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responses and novel compounds for the no responses. In an earlier study (Coolen et al., 
1991), we have found that the interpretability of novel compounds affects task 
performance. Latencies for correct no responses were longer for novel compounds of high 
interpretability than for novel compounds of low interpretability. Also, high interpretability 
caused larger percentages of errors. To explain these results, we proposed that the 
meaningful interpretation of the high-interpretable compounds interferes with the required 
(correct) no response. It is likely that the productivity of the constituent nouns of the novel 
compounds will cause an increase of this interference effect Novel compounds with high-
productive nouns will activate more lexicalized compounds than novel compounds with 
low-productive nouns. The former will be judged to be more word-like and will therefore 
be more difficult to reject as nonwords (cf. Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 
1977). As explained above, analogous interpretative processing predicts that additional 
interference effects due to productivity will be larger for novel compounds of low 
interpretability. 
Method 
Stimulus materials. To determine the productivity of compound nouns, the Dutch 
CELEX database (Rel. N2.7) was consulted. As a measure for the productivity of 
compound nouns, the number of nominal compounds containing a particular noun in first 
or second position was computed. Nouns were considered to be high productive when they 
figured in either the first or the second position in at least 10 lexicalized compounds. 
Low-productive nouns figured in less than 5 nominal compounds in a particular position. 
A large set of novel compounds3 was constructed on the basis of high- and low-
productive nouns. Constructed novel compounds were rated for interpretability. Thirty 
subjects, all students at Nijmegen University, were instructed to rate 201 compounds for 
interpretability on a 7-point scale (1 = very difficult to interpret and 7 = very easy to 
interpret). Order of presentation was random for each subject and no time pressure was 
applied. Selected novel compounds were either of high or low interpretability. 
Four classes of experimental novel compounds resulted by orthogonally combining 
the two levels of the factors productivity and interpretability. Each class contained 18 
items. Novel compounds in the four classes were matched for mean frequency and mean 
number of letters for the first and second nouns separately. The mean interpretability 
scores for high-interpretable compounds with high- and low-productive nouns were 6.5 
and 6.4, respectively. Corresponding figures for the low-interpretable compounds were 2.2 
and 2.0. The mean productivity scores of the first nouns of high-interpretable/high-
productive compounds, high-interpretable/low-productive compounds, low-
interpretable/high-productive compounds and low-interpretable/low-productive compounds 
were 16, 2, 17 and 1, respectively. Corresponding figures for the second nouns were 22, 2, 
20 and 1. 
A set of 72 lexicalized noun-noun compounds was selected from the CELEX 
database to serve as yes responses. One half of the lexicalized compounds consisted of 
high-productive nouns and the other half of low-productive nouns, according to the same 
criteria used for the novel compounds. Each compound noun occurred in the stimulus 
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materials only once. All novel compounds are listed in Appendix A. 
Procedure and Subjects. Stimuli appeared in lower case letters on a video display 
unit connected to an Olivetti M-24 personal computer. Each trial started with the display 
of an asterisk (*) on the position where the third letter of the compound would appear and 
remained visible for 1,000 msec. Subsequently, the stimulus item was displayed for 1,000 
msec or until a response was made. The intertrial interval was 2,000 msec. The subjects 
were instructed as follows: "... you will be presented compounds which are all composed 
of two nouns. Some of them form an existing Dutch compound (for example, fietsbel 
[bicycle bell]); others, however, do not figure in Van Dale and are not part of the Dutch 
language (for example, breinklus [brain job]). After you have read the compound, you are 
to push the yes-button if the compound is an existing Dutch word and to push the no-
button if the compound is not an existing Dutch word. It is important that you respond as 
quickly as possible, but you should also make as few errors as possible." Order of 
presentation of the test items was random. Prior to the presentation of the 144 test items, 
the subjects were presented a set of 24 practice items that had the same characteristics as 
the test items. Experimental sessions lasted about IS min. Thirty paid subjects, drawn 
from the subject pool of the Interfaculty Research Unit for Language and Speech (IWTS), 
participated in the experiment 
Results 
In this experiment and in Experiment 2, the effects of very long and short latencies 
were minimized by establishing a cutoff point equal to 2.0 standard deviation units from 
subject and item means. Any outlying values were not included in the analyses. 
The analyses were based on correct no responses to novel compounds. Data from 8 
subjects, whose error percentages exceeded a preset criterion of 10 % for the lexicalized 
compounds, were discarded. 
Table 1 
Mean Decision Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Percentages of Errors 
(between Parentheses) for Novel Compounds of 
High or Low Interpretability and with High· or Low-Productive 
Nouns in Experiment 1 
Interpretability 
High 
Low 
Productivity 
High Low 
972 (48.2) 912 (26.8) 
894 ( 3.5) 862 ( 2.0) 
The difference in mean latencies for high-interpretable compounds (942 msec) and 
low-interpretable compounds (878 msec) was highly significant [/·",( 1,21) = 36.81, MS, = 
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2,508, ρ < .001; F,(l,68) = 13.15, MSt = 5,592, ρ < .001]. A significant main effect was 
also obtained for productivity [F,(l,21) = 11.98, MS. = 2,489, ρ < .005; F,(l,68) = 6.74, 
MS
e
 = 5,592, ρ < .05]. Mean latencies for compounds with high-productive nouns (933 
msec) were longer than for compounds with low-productive nouns (887 msec). The 
interaction between compound interpretability and productivity of constituent nouns was 
not significant [both Fs < 1]. Mean decision latencies and error percentages for different 
experimental conditions are shown in Table 1. 
Significantly more errors were made for high-interpretable compounds (37.5 %) 
than for low-interpretable compounds [2.8 %; F,(l,21) = 118.44, MS, = 7, ρ < .001; 
F,(l,68) = 120.35, MSt = 9, ρ < .001]. Error percentages for compounds with high-
productive nouns (25.9 %) and compounds with low-productive nouns (14.4 %) also 
differed significantly [F,(l,21) = 25.53, MS, = 3, ρ < .001; F,(l,68) = 12.10, MSt = 9, ρ < 
.001]. The interaction between interpretability and productivity was also significant 
[F
s
(l,21) = 10.04, MS, = 5, ρ < .01; F,(l,68) = 7.18, MS. = 9, ρ < .01]. As can be seen in 
Table 1, the pattern of this interaction is contrary to the prediction of an analogy model. 
Differences between high- and low-productive nouns were larger for high-interpretable 
compounds (21.4 %) than for low-interpretable compounds (1.5 %). 
Discussion 
The significant main effect of interpretability indicates that the novel compounds 
have been interpreted. This result is a replication of the results obtained by Coolen et al. 
(1991, Experiment 1) and may be assigned the same interpretation. Because the 
interpretation of the novel compounds interfered with task performance, it may be 
assumed that this interpretation was achieved automatically. As the large percentages of 
error rates indicate, the task was difficult to perform. We should stress, however, that this 
task difficulty was related to specific characteristics of the novel compounds. In particular, 
the meaningfulness of the high-interpretable compounds interfered with the required no 
response. 
We also obtained a main effect for productivity of the constituent nouns. Latencies 
for compounds with high-productive nouns were longer than for compounds with low-
productive nouns. As both types of compounds were matched for frequency and length of 
their constituent nouns, the result indicates that novel compounds activated lexicalized 
compounds with the same nouns. Novel compounds with high-productive nouns activated 
more lexicalized compounds than novel compounds with low-productive nouns. The 
former were regarded as more word-like and were more difficult to reject as nonwords.4 
Although novel compounds appeared to activate lexicalized compounds with the 
same nouns, the interaction between productivity and interpretability was found not to be 
significant We reasoned that if interpretative processes of novel compounds used 
lexicalized compounds as models for interpretation, effects of productivity should have 
been larger for the low-interpretable compounds. For these compounds, no appropriate 
analogous model is to be found (the compound is uninterpretable) within the small or 
large sets of lexicalized compounds. For the high-interpretable novel compounds, however, 
some appropriate model is available in the small and large sets of lexicalized compounds 
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which would be found rather quickly. The effect of productivity or set size of analogous 
compounds will therefore in general be smaller for high-interpretable compounds. The 
nonsignificant interaction between productivity and interpretability suggests, however, that, 
at the level of component nouns, analogous lexicalized compounds did not contribute to 
the interpretation of novel compounds. It should be noted that our results are in agreement 
with the results obtained by Clark and Berman (1987). In a paraphrasing task, they did not 
find differences in interpretability between novel compounds containing heads that 
occurred in familiar compounds and novel compounds containing unfamiliar heads. 
Experiment 2 
Although the results of Experiment 1 seemed to rule out analogous processing of 
novel compounds at the level of component nouns, they left open the possibility of 
analogous processing at the level of specific compounds due to the way productivity was 
operationalized. Productivity was defined as the number of lexicalized compounds that 
contain the same nouns as the novel compound in either the first or the second position. 
This global measure of productivity allowed for the possibility that only a few of the 
lexicalized compounds were in fact closely related to the novel compounds. A subset of 
the activated lexicalized compounds will have the same second noun as the novel 
compound, but the first nouns of these compounds may not be related to the first noun of 
the novel compound. The activated lexical compounds may therefore not be appropriate 
models. The same may be true for lexicalized compounds with the same first noun as the 
novel compound. If analogous processing of novel compounds only occurs at the level of 
specific compounds, indications for analogous processing may only be found when the set 
of activated lexicalized compounds contains a member that is semantically closely related 
to the novel compound, i.e., a member that has an identical second noun as the novel 
compound and a first noun that is semantically related to the first noun of the novel 
compound or vice versa. If it is assumed that the sets of activated lexicalized compounds 
in Experiment 1 contained only a few of such compounds, attempted analogous processing 
at the level of specific (most related) compounds would in general lead to an exhaustive 
search of the set of lexicalized compounds for both high- and low-interpretable novel 
compounds. Such an exhaustive search would explain the nonsignificant interaction 
between productivity and interpretability found in Experiment 1. 
In our second experiment, we investigated analogous processing at the level of 
specific compounds. We deliberately constructed novel compounds on the basis of 
semantic similarity to some specific lexicalized compound. We defined a most similar 
lexicalized compound as a compound with the same second noun as the novel compound 
and a first noun that was related semantically or associatively to the first noun of the 
novel compound. The second nouns rather than the first nouns of the novel and lexicalized 
compounds were kept identical in this definition, because the second nouns are the 
semantic heads of the compounds (Selkirk, 1982). Analogous interpretations based on 
lexicalized compounds with identical second nouns might therefore more strongly suggest 
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themselves than interpretations based on lexicalized compounds with identical first nouns. 
An analogy model at the level of specific nouns assumes that, subsequent to the 
presentation of a novel compound, the semantic representation of the most similar 
lexicalized compound will be retrieved and the semantic relation between its constituent 
nouns will be applied to the novel compound. Due to this semantic processing, the most 
similar lexicalized compound will become strongly activated. This increased activation 
may be investigated by means of a semantic priming paradigm in which novel compounds 
serve as primes and lexicalized compounds as targets. After the presentation of the novel 
compounds, facilitation effects are to be expected for the most similar lexicalized 
compounds that played a role in analogous interpretation. The feasibility of this approach 
to test the validity of analogy models is supported by experimental evidence which has 
indicated that morphologically complex words activate related forms (Kempley & Morton, 
1982; Schreuder, 1990; Stanners, Neiser, Hemon, & Hall, 1979). 
The analogy model at the level of specific nouns assumes that the most similar 
lexicalized compound will be activated more strongly than other compounds with the same 
second noun. To assess this differential activation of the most similar lexicalized 
compounds, we manipulated their frequency. Target lexicalized compounds were of high 
and low frequency. Previous research has shown larger priming effects for low-frequency 
words than for high-frequency words (e.g., Becker, 1979; Neely, 1991) and we expected 
similar effects for our materials. Effects of the previous activation of the most similar 
lexicalized compound due to the analogous processing of the novel compound should be 
larger for the low-frequency targets. As control primes, we used low-interpretable novel 
compounds with the same second noun as the lexicalized compound and a first noun 
unrelated to the first noun of the lexicalized compound. Examples of the stimulus 
materials used are presented in Table 2. 
The choice of this design and the interpretation of the priming effects may require 
some elaboration. First, on the basis of the significant effect for productivity obtained in 
Experiment 1, it may be assumed that the novel compound will not only activate the most 
related lexicalized compound, but also other lexicalized compounds with the same second 
noun (e.g., rustpauze [resting pause]). However, it will be noted that the design does not 
assess the differential activation of the most similar lexicalized compound by comparing 
facilitation effects for the most related lexicalized compound and some other lexicalized 
compound with the same second noun. The latter type of compound does not constitute an 
appropriate baseline condition, because larger facilitation effects for the most related 
compound might well be due to lexical priming based on the first nouns of the 
compounds. Second, it should be noted that larger priming effects for low-frequency 
targets may not only be due to the analogous processing of the novel compound, but may 
also be predicted on the basis of the first noun of the novel compound only. This noun 
will activate the first noun of the lexicalized compound which, in its tum, will activate the 
compounds of which it is a constituent. To rule out this interpretation, a control 
experiment is necessary in which the lexicalized compounds are preceded by the first noun 
of the novel compound. It is clear, however, that novel compounds with the same second 
nouns as the lexicalized compounds are more conductive for the priming of lexicalized 
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compounds than their first noun only. The requirement of the control experiment is 
therefore dependent on the outcome of this experiment When no differential priming 
effects were found with our materials, a separate control experiment will be unnecessary. 
Table 2 
Examples of Analogous and Control Compounds for Prime-Target 
Combinations in Experiment 2. English Translations 
of the Dutch Compounds Appear between Parentheses 
Prime Target 
Frequency of target (novel compound) (lexicalized compound) 
High hoestpauze 
(coughing pause) 
Control erkerpauze 
(bay pause) 
Low hoestiest 
(coughing test) 
Control erkertest 
(bay test) 
The suitability of the semantic priming paradigm, as illustrated in Table 2, requires 
that the novel compounds as primes are processed semantically and not as two separate or 
unrelated nouns. In a previous study (Coolen et al., 1991), we have shown that novel 
compounds are interpreted even when this interpretation is disadvantageous to performance 
as in a lexical decision task. The results of another study (Coolen, van Jaarsveld, & 
Schreuder, 1993) corroborated this interpretation. In this later study, we adopted a 
semantic priming paradigm in which novel compounds were used as primes (similar to 
this experiment). The novel compounds contained ambiguous nouns of which the dominant 
or subordinate meaning was relevant for interpretation. Targets were nouns that were 
related to either the dominant or subordinate meaning of the ambiguous nouns. Results 
showed selective activation of relevant dominant meanings at a time interval of 340 msec 
between prime and target Indications for selective activation of subordinate meanings 
were obtained at the larger interval of 540 msec. The selective activation of different 
meanings clearly indicated interpretative processing of the novel compounds, even when 
the compounds were presented as primes and did not require interpretation for task 
performance. On the basis of these results, 340 and 540 msec were selected as stimulus 
onset asychronies (SOAs) between primes and targets. 
adempauze 
(breathing pause) 
adempauze 
(breathing pause) 
ademtest 
(breathing test) 
ademtest 
(breathing test) 
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Method 
Stimulus materials. For the selection of the lexicalized compounds the CELEX 
database (Rel. N2.7) was used, which is the most extensive lexical database available for 
the Dutch language (Bumage, 1990). It is based on a language corpus of 42 million 
tokens. From this database, 20 pairs of Dutch noun-noun compounds were selected. The 
compounds of each pair had the same first noun (e.g., adempauze [breathing pause] and 
ademtest [breathing test]). The two compounds making up each pair were of high 
frequency (HF) (> 30) and low frequency (LF) (< 10). Mean frequencies for HF and LF 
compounds were 79.6 and 2.5, respectively [f(38)= 6.43, ρ < .001]. HF and LF compounds 
were matched for the number of lexicalized compounds with the same second noun (cf. 
Experiment 1). High-frequency compounds satisfied the criterion of being the most 
frequent compound within the set of compounds with a particular first noun. They were 
also the most frequent compounds within the set of compounds with a particular second 
noun. For example, the high-frequency compound adempauze was the most frequent 
compound with adem as the first noun and the most frequent compound with pauze as the 
second noun. This condition did not hold for the low-frequency compounds. 
To check the familiarity of their meanings, the 40 selected compounds were 
presented in a paraphrasing task to IS paid subjects. The subjects were instructed to write 
down a paraphrase for each compound. They were also asked to indicate on a 5-point 
scale how confident they were about the correctness of their paraphrases (1 = very unsure; 
5 = very sure). Virtually all paraphrases were correct The mean confidence scores were 
higher for the 20 HF compounds (4.5) than for the 20 LF compounds (4.2) [f(38)= 1.96, ρ 
< .05]. 
A set of 40 analogous novel compounds was constructed by substituting 
semantically or associatively related nouns for the first nouns of the 40 selected HF and 
LF compounds. For example, on the basis of the lexicalized compounds adempauze 
[breathing pause] and ademtest [breathing test], the novel compounds hoestpauze 
[coughing pause] and hoesttest [coughing test] were constructed. As an informal check 
whether assigned interpretations of the analogous novel compounds were similar to the 
meanings of the lexicalized compounds on which they were based, a paraphrasing test was 
conducted for the novel compounds, using six subjects. The results confirmed that the 
assigned interpretations of the novel compounds were similar to the meaning of the 
lexicalized compounds from which they had been derived. 
A set of 40 control novel compounds was also constructed (cf. Table 2). The 
second nouns of these compounds (e.g., erkerpauze [bay pause] and erkertest [bay test]) 
were the same as for the analogous and the lexicalized compounds. In contrast to the 
analogous compounds, the first nouns of the control compounds and the lexicalized 
compounds were not related semantically or associatively. A list of the experimental 
materials is presented in Appendix B. 
To test the intuitively determined relatedness between the first nouns of the 
analogous compounds and the lexicalized compounds, a semantic priming experiment was 
conducted using a lexical decision task. Only the first nouns of both types of compounds 
were presented. For the related word trials, the first nouns of the novel compounds (e.g., 
hoest) functioned as primes and the first nouns of the lexicalized compounds (e.g., adem) 
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served as targets. Unrelated word trials consisted of the first nouns of the control 
compounds (e.g., erker) as primes, followed by the first nouns of the lexicalized 
compounds as targets. For the nonword trials, simple nouns were used as primes and legal 
pseudowords as targets. Two lists of stimuli were constructed. When a target word was 
preceded by a related prime in one stimulus list, it was followed by an unrelated prime in 
the other list In each list, all targets occurred only once. Within each list, half of the 
targets consisted of nonword items. These items were the same for both stimulus lists. 
Twenty-four paid subjects participated in this priming experiment. Twelve subjects were 
randomly assigned to each of the stimulus lists. The presentation conditions for this test 
were identical to the ones described in the Procedure and Subjects section below. The 
SOA between prime and target was 340 msec. 
The results showed the mean latencies for the related targets (495 msec) to be 
shorter than for the unrelated targets (527 msec). The difference was significant [F,(l,23) 
= 6.82, MS. = 1,746, ρ < .02; F,(l,19) = 11.05, MSt = 895, ρ < .01]. This result indicated 
that the relatedness between first nouns of analogous and lexicalized compounds was 
sufficiently strong to produce a priming effect when presented in isolation. 
In the main priming experiment in which novel and lexicalized compounds served 
as stimulus materials, related word trials consisted of 40 novel compounds as primes, 
followed by 40 lexicalized compounds as targets. Unrelated word trials consisted of 40 
control novel compounds as primes, followed by 40 lexicalized compounds as targets. Half 
of the lexicalized compounds in the related and unrelated trials were of high frequency 
(HF compounds). The other half was of low frequency (LF compounds). Forty nonword 
trials consisted of a set of 40 novel compounds as primes and 40 low-interpretable novel 
compounds as targets. In half of the nonword trials, the first nouns of the primes were 
semantìcally or associatively related to the first nouns of the targets. Twenty filler word 
trials were constructed with similar characteristics as the experimental trials. 
Four stimulus lists were used. Each list consisted of 10 related word trials, 10 
unrelated word trials, 20 filler word trials, and 40 nonword trials. Filler word and nonword 
trials were the same for all stimulus lists. Across lists, lexicalized HF and LF compounds 
were preceded by analogous and control compounds only once. Within each list, every 
compound noun occurred only once. Two time intervals between prime and target (SOA) 
were used: 340 msec and 540 msec. SOA was a between-subject factor. All other factors 
were within-subject 
Procedure and Subjects. Stimuli were presented in lowercase letters on a video 
display unit connected to an Olivetti M-24 personal computer. The subjects were seated in 
a room illuminated by subdued light. Each trial started with the display of an asterisk (*) 
that was projected two positions to the left of where the first letter of the prime was to 
appear. After 1 sec, the asterisk disappeared, and the prime was displayed for 300 or 500 
msec. After a blank screen of 40 msec, the target string (a lexicalized compound or a 
nonword) appeared one line under the prime (a novel compound). The target remained on 
the screen for maximally 2 sec or until the subject pressed one of the response keys. The 
intertrial interval was 3 sec. The subjects were instructed to read the prime carefully and 
to decide as quickly as possible whether the target was a word. Prior to the experimental 
items, 32 practice items were presented. Experimental sessions lasted about 20 min. 
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Two groups of 60 paid subjects drawn from the subject pool of the Interfaculty 
Research Unit for Language and Speech (IWTS) participated in the experiment At each 
SOA, 15 subjects of each group were assigned to each of the four stimulus lists. 
Results 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the latency data for the combined SOAs 
showed a significant main effect for SOA [F
s
(l,118) = 9.74, MS, = 13,548, ρ < .01; 
F,(l,38) = 33.57, MS, = 1,529, ρ < .001]. Mean latencies were longer at the 340-msec 
SOA (660 msec) than at the 540-msec SOA (624 msec). A significant priming effect was 
found for analogous compounds [F,(l,l 18) = 18.11, MS, = 3.278, ρ < .001; F,(l,38) = 
9.44, MS, = 2,165, ρ < .01]. Longer mean reaction times were obtained for unrelated 
compounds (653 msec) than for analogous compounds (630 msec). The main effect of 
frequency of the target was also significant [F,(l,118) = 22.4, MS, = 2,989, ρ < .001; 
F,(l,38) = 32.39, MS, = 7,693, ρ < .001]. Mean latencies for LF compounds (681 msec) 
were longer than for HF compounds (602 msec). None of the interactions was significant 
Mean decision latencies and error percentages for the different prime-target combinations 
at the SOAs of 340 msec and 540 msec are presented in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Mean Decision Latencies (in Milliseconds) and Percentages of Errors 
(between Parentheses) for Lexicalized 
Compounds of High or Low Frequency Preceded by Analogous 
and Control Compounds at Two Different SOAs (in 
Milliseconds) 
Frequency of Target 
Prime High Low 
SOA = 340 
Analogous 603 (4.0) 699 (12.3) 
Control 631 (4.0) 719 (16.7) 
SOA = 540 
Analogous 573 (1.3) 655 (10.7) 
Control 604 (1.3) 674 (13.7) 
An ANOVA of the error data for the combined SOAs showed significant main 
effects for SOA [F.U.I 18) = 4.19, MS, = 0.4, ρ < .05; F,(l,38) = 7.41, MS, = 0.8, ρ < .01] 
and frequency of the target [F,(l,118) = 79.98, MS, = 0.4, ρ < .001; F,(l,38) = 13.53, MS, 
= 8, ρ < .01]. More errors were made at the 340-msec SOA (9.3 %) than at the 540-msec 
SOA (6.8 %). The percentage of errors was larger for LF compounds (13.3 %) than for 
HF compounds (2.6 %). Analogy of the prime did not reach significance [F,(l,118) = 
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2.00, MS. = 0.5, ρ > .10; F,(l,118) = 3.34, MS, = 0.9, ρ > .05]. None of the interactions 
was significant 
Discussion 
The major aim of the experiment was to provide evidence for analogous 
interpretative processing of novel compounds based on specific lexicalized compounds. 
The most obvious candidates at this level are lexicalized compounds which are 
semantically most similar to novel compounds. We defined most similar lexicalized 
compounds as lexicalized compounds with the same second noun as the novel compound 
and with a first noun that is semantically or associatively related to the first noun of the 
novel compound. An analogy model at the level of specific compounds will assume that 
these most similar lexicalized compounds will be activated most strongly as a result of 
interpretative processing of novel compounds. To assess the activation of lexicalized 
compounds, the frequency of the targets was varied. Larger priming effects were expected 
for low-frequency lexicalized compounds than for high-frequency lexicalized compounds. 
Although a significant priming effect was obtained, this effect did not differ for 
low- and high-frequency target compounds. The obtained priming effect may be 
interpreted as based exclusively on the first nouns of the compounds. This interpretation 
is, however, not very plausible in view of the significant effect of productivity obtained in 
Experiment 1. This result indicated that lexicalized compounds with the same first or 
second noun as the novel compound were activated. The most related compound is one of 
these compounds. Thus, when it is assumed that the novel compound activated lexicalized 
compounds with the same second noun, the absence of a significant interaction between 
frequency and relatedness indicated that the most similar lexicalized compound was not 
activated more strongly than the other lexicalized compounds. Otherwise, a stronger 
facilitation effect for the low-frequency targets should have been observed. As noted 
above, the experiment did not compare directly the activation of the most related 
lexicalized compound with other lexicalized compounds because differential facilitation 
effects may be attributed to differences in lexical priming between the first nouns in the 
two types of compounds. Most importantly, the absence of a significant interaction 
between frequency and relatedness argues against analogous processing at the level of 
specific compounds. 
General Discussion 
Our results may be summarized as follows. Following Ryder (1990), we described 
in the introduction four levels of analogy that differed in abstractness. Our experiments 
were directed at demonstrating the activation of lexicalized compounds during 
interpretative processing of novel compounds at the more concrete levels involving 
specific compounds and sets of compounds that contained the same component nouns. To 
investigate analogous processing at the level of component nouns, the set size of novel 
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compounds with particular nouns was varied in Experiment 1. A significant interaction 
between set size and interpretability of novel compounds was predicted. The results of this 
experiment showed that the set size of analogous lexicalized compounds affected decision 
times, which suggested that novel compounds did activate analogous lexicalized 
compounds. However, the set size did not interact with the interpretability of the novel 
compounds, indicating that the activated lexicalized compounds did not affect 
interpretative processing of the novel compounds. Experiment 1 left open the possibility of 
analogous processing at the level of specific compounds as the set of activated lexicalized 
compounds may have contained only a few closely related lexicalized compounds. For 
Experiment 2, we defined specific, most related compounds as lexicalized compounds that 
had the same second noun as the novel compound and a first noun that was semantícally 
related to the first noun of the novel compound. In a priming paradigm, we presented 
lexicalized compounds as targets and novel compounds as primes. To assess the 
differential activation of the most related compounds, the frequency of these lexicalized 
compounds was varied. Analyses showed that priming effects did not differ for high- and 
low-frequency lexicalized compounds. This result indicated that the interpretation of novel 
compounds was not guided by semantícally most related lexicalized compounds. In 
combination, both experiments suggested that it is rather unlikely that the interpretative 
processing of novel compounds uses lexicalized compounds as models, either the 
semantícally most related lexicalized compounds or other lexicalized compounds with the 
same component nouns. 
Although our experiments did not support the predictions of an analogy model at 
the more concrete levels of analogy, it is worthwhile to consider more generally the 
prospects of supportive evidence for these types of models. Specifically, one might suggest 
that analogous interpretation only operates at the more abstract levels and that evidence for 
analogy models will therefore be limited to these abstract levels. Ryder (1990) identified 
the latter as similar abstract relations between semantícally related items and the most 
general interpretation scheme for novel compounds as specifying is some subcategory of 
the second noun. It seems rather unlikely that analogous interpretation would operate only 
at the more abstract levels. Models that assume analogous processing only at rather 
abstract levels will have considerable difficulty specifying some plausible mechanisms for 
the activation of analogous compounds that would not implicate lower levels of analogy. 
Moreover, predictions of these abstract analogy models are likely to be compatible with 
nonanalogy models (cf. the discussion of Ryder's results in the introduction). 
Analogous interpretative processing may not be a viable option for novel 
compounds, because of the semantic variation within sets of analogous compounds. 
Borrowing the notion "cue reliability" from Bates and MacWhinney (1987), Ryder (1990) 
distinguished different degrees of meaning variability within sets of analogous compounds. 
Absolute cue reliability is exemplified by a set of lexicalized compounds in which the 
component nouns make a regular contribution to the compound meaning, regardless of the 
noun that they are paired with. For example, lexicalized compounds with box as a second 
noun are interpreted as "a box used to hold/store x." Relative cue reliability may be 
obtained when the conjunction of the component nouns with particular types of other 
nouns leads to predictable interpretations. Compounds with man as a second noun and 
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with a first noun that refers to some location χ (e.g., mountain man) have the predictable 
interpretation "man coming from x." A set of compounds with the same component nouns 
is of low cue reliability when the semantic relationships between the constituent nouns of 
the compounds is highly variable and when it is not possible to discern any pattern above 
the level of individual compounds (e.g., fibreboard, billboard, cupboard). 
When a novel compound is to be interpreted, it will not be immediately obvious 
whether its corresponding set of analogous lexicalized compounds is of absolute, relative 
or even low reliability. Thus, for every novel compound the cue reliability of the set will 
have to be determined. If it turns out that the set does not have absolute cue reliability (as 
will be the case most often), complex decisions will have to be made about the analogy to 
apply. In these decisions the semantic characteristics of the constituent nouns will most 
likely be taken into account. These characteristics are also assumed to play an important 
role in interpretative processes in feature or schema models. More efficient interpretative 
processing is represented by feature or schema models, because they assume that 
interpretative processing is limited to the semantic representations of the constituent nouns 
only, and does not extend to the semantic representations of analogous compounds. 
To explain apparent effects of analogous compounds, feature or schema models 
may point to particular meaning aspects that are recurrently used for meaningful 
subclassifications of entities that are denoted by semantic classes of head nouns. For 
example, generally useful subclassifications of animals or plants are provided by their 
origin or appearance (Downing, 1977), because these characteristics are often correlated 
with other important attributes. In this view, analogous compounds are the result of these 
recurrent subclassifications based on important meaning aspects, but they are not the cause 
of these subclassifications. 
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Notes 
1. In our experiments we used Dutch novel ала lexicalized compounds. Dutch and 
English compounds have similar characteristics. In both languages, the second noun is 
semantically the head of the compound. Unlike English compounds, there are no 
orthographic distinctions between novel and lexicalized Dutch compounds. Virtually all 
Dutch compounds are written without spacing or hyphenation. 
2. Obviously, analogous interpretation presupposes that the meanings of lexicalized 
compounds do not have to be computed. It seems therefore that analogy models will have 
to commit themselves to a full listing hypothesis (Butterworth, 1983; Caramazza, 
Laudanna, & Romani, 1988), according to which the meanings of lexicalized compounds 
are represented as single units. 
3. We considered a compound to be novel when it was not listed in the CELEX 
database or in Van Dale's (1984) Groot Woordenboek der Nederlandse Taal. 
4. This result is also relevant for defining the notion of neighbourhood density. 
Following Coltheart et al. (1977), the neighborhood density of a word or pseudoword is 
usually defined as the number of words that can be generated from a given word or 
pseudoword by changing only one letter. Research has consistently shown (e.g., Andrews, 
1989) that larger densities have negative effects on lexical decision times for pseudoword 
targets. Our results suggest that it may be necessary to take morphological relatedness into 
account in defining the neighborhood of a word. 
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Appendix A 
Stimuli from Experiment 1 
High-Interpretable Compounds with High-Productive Nouns 
videobon (video coupon), haringmes (herring knife), zwavelgas (sulphur gas), examenlast 
(examination burden), gevelbalk (front beam), moerasworm (swamp worm), pianoclub 
(piano club), benzineklep (petrol lid), koortszalf (fever ointment); citroenzeep (lemon 
soap), kermisworst (fun-fair sausage), salontegel (salon tile), havenactie (dock action), 
modespeld (fashion pin), orgelmeubel (organ casing), toneelbiljet (theatre ticket), 
graanschuit (grain barge), molendoip (mill village) 
High-Interpretable Compounds with Low-Productive Nouns 
pizzakok (pizza cook), veulennek (foal neck), distelwei (thistle pasture), podiumplek (stage 
spot), bendebuit (gang loot), kelneifooi (waiter tip), kroeggrap (pub joke), pensionmenu 
(guest house menu), whiskyroes (whisky fuddle), diamantgrot (diamond cave), 
moslimbruid (muslim bride), villagazon (villa lawn), firmatrots (company pride), 
sausaroma (sauce aroma), hobbygarage (hobby garage), paleisbutler (palace servant), 
pauzerumoer (interval noise), balietaak (counter job) 
Low-Interpretable Compounds with High-Productive Nouns 
gummibui (rubber mood), kompasbad (compass bath), mosselbom (mussel bomb), 
zwaardberg (sword mountain), heidebuis (heath tube), ridderader (knight vein), neveleend 
(mist duck), kredietluis (credit louse), genadelint (mercy ribbon), routinezuil (routine 
pillar), premieketel (bonus kettle), baaidrente (beard interest), kroontrein (crown train), 
koorvezel (chorus fibre), alarmlinnen (alarm linen), staartgroeve (tail quarry), kabelzwaluw 
(cable swallow), hamermuur (hammer wall) 
Low-Interpretable Compounds with Low-Productive Nouns 
astersok (aster sock), harnaseer (armor honor), krekelhel (cricket hell), domeinhoef 
(domain hoof), kwaalvonk (disease spark), matraspuin (mattrass rubble), regioheup (region 
hip), fonteinlans (fountain lance), cadeauboeg (present bow), herbergkaak (inn jaw), 
snavellinde (bill lime), emmerzwaan (bucket swan), tabelwoede (chart rage), brokveter 
(limp lace), kliervijver (gland pond), accentkajuit (accent saloon), prooimoskee (prey 
mosque), okseldoel (armpit target) 
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Appendix В 
Stimuli from Experiment 2: The First Member of Each Pair of Lexicalized 
Compounds is a High-Frequency Compound, the Second Member is Low-Frequency 
Compound (English Translations of the Dutch Words Appear between Parentheses) 
Analogous 
hoestpauze 
(coughing pause) 
hoesttest 
(coughing test) 
petroleumpomp 
(petroleum pump) 
petroleumbon 
(petroleum coupon) 
junglebrand 
(jungle fire) 
junglevaren 
(jungle fem) 
ciderazijn 
(cider vinegar) 
ciderconcem 
(cider concern) 
stroompedaal 
(electricity pedal) 
stroomgeiser 
(electricity water heater) 
pistoolkolf 
(pistol-butt) 
pistoolhagel 
(pistol buckshot) 
Prime 
Control 
erkerpauze 
(bay pause) 
erkertest 
(bay test) 
mandarijnpomp 
(mandarin pump) 
mandarijnbon 
(mandarin coupon) 
vlechtbrand 
(braid fire) 
vlechtvaren 
(braid fern) 
pluisazijn 
(fluff vinegar) 
pluisconcern 
(fluff concern) 
orgaanpedaal 
(body organ pedal) 
orgaangeiser 
(body organ water heater) 
portretkolf 
(portrait-butt) 
portrethagel 
(portrait buckshot) 
Target 
Lexicalized 
adempauze 
(breathing pause) 
ademtest 
(breathing test) 
benzinepomp 
(gas pump) 
benzinebon 
(gas coupon) 
bosbrand 
(forest fire) 
bosvaren 
(male fem) 
wijnazijn 
(wine vinegar) 
wijnconcern 
(wine concern) 
gaspedaal 
(gas pedal) 
gasgeiser 
(gas water heater) 
geweerkolf 
(rifle-butt) 
geweerhagel 
(rifle buckshot) 
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kristal scherf 
(fragment of crystal) 
kristalmozaïek 
(crystal mosaic) 
maïsschuur 
(com warehouse) 
maisjenever 
(com gin) 
vuistboei 
(fist cuffs) 
vuistbeitel 
(fist chisel) 
bierdamp 
(beer vapour) 
bierfilter 
(beer filter) 
tempeluil 
(temple owl) 
tempelorgel 
(temple organ) 
theekan 
(teapot) 
theefilter 
(tea filter) 
slibpoel 
(pool of silt) 
slibsloot 
(ditch of silt) 
briefzegel 
(letter stamp) 
briefloket 
(letter office window) 
nieuwsfolder 
(news brochure) 
nieuwsstunt 
(news stunt) 
heesterscherf 
(fragment of shrub) 
heestermozaïek 
(shrub mosaic) 
buisschuur 
(tube warehouse) 
buisjencver 
(tube gin) 
dekenboei 
(blanket cuffs) 
dekenbeitel 
(blanket chisel) 
wensdamp 
(wish vapour) 
wensfilter 
(wish filter) 
bundeluil 
(bundle owl) 
bundelorgel 
(bundle organ) 
brugkan 
(bridge pot) 
brugfilter 
(bridge filter) 
nerfpoel 
(pool of wood grains) 
nerfsloot 
(ditch of wood grains) 
angstzegel 
(fear stamp) 
angstloket 
(post office window) 
struikfolder 
(bush brochure) 
struikstunt 
(bush stunt) 
glasscherf 
(fragment of glass) 
glasmozaïek 
(glass mosaic) 
graanschuur 
(grain warehouse) 
graanjenever 
(Dutch gin) 
handboei 
(handcuffs) 
handbeitel 
(hand chisel) 
waterdamp 
(water vapour) 
waterfilter 
(water filter) 
kerkuil 
(bam owl) 
kerkorgel 
(church organ) 
koffiekan 
(coffeepot) 
koffiefilter 
(coffee filter) 
modderpoel 
(pool of mud) 
moddersloot 
(ditch of mud) 
postzegel 
(stamp) 
postloket 
(fear office window) 
reclamefolder 
(advertising brochure) 
reclamestunt 
(advertising stunt) 
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sandaalveter 
(sandal lace) 
sandaalgesp 
(sandal buckle) 
granietgroeve 
(granite quarry) 
granietbeitel 
(granite chisel) 
baarddos 
(beard head) 
baardföhn 
(beard drier) 
streekkampioen 
(regional champion) 
streekpremière 
(regional premiere) 
perzikschil 
(peach peel) 
perzikjenever 
(peach gin) 
hormoonveter 
(hormone lace) 
hormoongesp 
(hormone buckle) 
bloesemgroeve 
(blossom quarry) 
bloesembeitel 
(blossom chisel) 
emmerdos 
(bucket head) 
emmerföhn 
(bucket drier) 
effectkampioen 
(effect champion) 
effectpremière 
(effect premiere) 
kompasschil 
(compass peel) 
kompasjenever 
(compass gin) 
schoenveter 
(shoelace) 
schoengesp 
(shoe buckle) 
steengroeve 
(stone quarry) 
steenbeitel 
(stone chisel) 
haardos 
(head of hair) 
haarföhn 
(hair drier) 
wereldkampioen 
(world champion) 
wereldpremière 
(world premiere) 
citroenschil 
(lemon peel) 
citroenjenever 
(lemon gin) 
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Concluding remarks 
The main objective of the present study was to investigate how we are able to interpret 
novel noun-noun compounds in spite of the multiple relationships that are possible between 
the members of these complex words. I have focused on the local aspects of the interpretation 
process by investigating the role of the compound members in the interpretation of isolated 
novel noun-noun compounds. 
In the first part of this chapter, the major experimental findings reported in this thesis 
will be recapitulated and related to two types of local models, the conceptual models and the 
analogy models. It will be shown that, in general, the results of the experiments are more or 
less in line with the conceptual models, but that they do not support the analogy models. 
In the second part of this chapter, the outcomes of this study will be evaluated with 
respect to global models. In particular, the possible role of context in the interpretation 
process will be reconsidered in the light of the present results. 
The chapter will be concluded with suggestions for future research on the semantic 
processing of novel noun-noun compounds. 
Local models 
Local models on noun-noun compounds may be characterized by their aim to account 
for the interpretation of these words on the basis of lexical information. Not only does the 
research reported in this thesis enable us to consider the plausibility of these models, it also 
provides us with more detailed information about local mechanisms that may underlie the 
interpretation process. Two subcategories of local models will be considered here: the 
conceptual and the analogy models. I will first take a closer look at the conceptual models 
in view of the outcomes of experiments that have been conducted. Next, the analogy models 
will be examined. 
A major assumption of conceptual models is that the interpretation of novel noun-noun 
compounds may be accounted for by the semantic information associated with the individual 
compound members. This particular assumption was corroborated by the experiments reported 
in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Clear evidence has been obtained that the semantics of the 
compound members actually play an essential role in the interpretation of novel noun-noun 
compounds. 
In a lexical decision experiment (Chapter 3, Exp. 1), in which subjects had to decide 
whether a word existed or not, longer reaction times and more errors were observed for novel, 
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high-interpretable (HI) compounds than for novel, low-interpretable (LI) compounds. It was 
shown that the interpretability of the novel HI compounds interfered with the lexical decision 
to be made. The meaningfulness of the HI compounds (suggesting a yes response) conflicted 
with the non-availability of an orthographic representation (requiring a no response). This 
conflict did not arise for LI compounds for which both meaninglessness and non-availability 
of orthographic representations suggested a iw response. 
All novel compounds in the lexical decision experiment were presented without any 
contextual information. The interference effect for HI compounds therefore showed that 
interpretations of the novel compounds had been computed on the basis of the semantic 
representations of the compound elements. Additional evidence for the primary role of the 
semantics of the compound elements for the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds 
came from a naming experiment (Chapter 3, Exp. 2). No significant differences in response 
latencies for novel HI and LI compounds were observed. Hence, the interference effect 
observed in the lexical decision task (Chapter 3, Exp. 1) has to be qualified as a postlexical 
effect 
The results of Experiment 1 (Chapter 3) also revealed another aspect of the 
interpretation process. It was shown that novel compounds were interpreted, even though 
semantic processing of these words was not required to perform the lexical decision task. 
Given the long reaction times and large numbers of errors for the HI compounds, 
interpretative processing was even disadvantageous here. In view of these observations, it may 
be concluded that interpretative processing of the novel compounds is an automatic process. 
This conclusion was endorsed by another lexical decision experiment (Chapter 3, Exp. 3), in 
which the majority of nonwords consisted of orthographically legal pseudowords and only a 
small proportion of the nonwords were novel compounds. Despite these changes in the 
stimulus materials, a significant interference effect for the HI compounds was obtained which 
indicated that interpretative processing of novel compounds in the lexical decision task is 
beyond strategic control of the subject 
Even though the major role of the semantic representations of compound elements for 
the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds is in line with the conceptual models, the 
notion of automaticity seems difficult to fit into a knowledge-dependent framework like the 
concept specialization model. Murphy (1988, 1990) supposed that the selection of the 
appropriate slot in the head noun to be filled in by the first noun of the compound, is mainly 
guided by world knowledge. However, the results of experiments reported in Chapter 3 are 
more in agreement with a interpretation process that (in its first stages) does not refer to any 
information outside the two nouns being combined. The automaticity of (at least part of) the 
interpretation process is an important aspect in which the present findings disagree with the 
concept specialization model. 
The assumption of a combinatorial process not referring to outside knowledge may be 
linked to a local mechanism like interactive meaning activation. In Chapter 4 (Exp. 1), it was 
shown that for novel compounds with an ambiguous noun as a second member (e.g., 
cederwortel [cedar root], sinuswortel [sine root]), only that meaning of the ambiguous noun 
was activated that was relevant for the interpretation of the novel compound as a whole. Other 
studies on ambiguous nouns presented in isolation (e.g., Simpson & Burgess, 1985) showed 
that both meanings of ambiguities were initially activated. Selective activation of the relevant 
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meaning of ambiguous compound members in novel noun-noun compounds may therefore be 
considered as clear evidence for interactive meaning activation. A straightforward explanation 
of interactive meaning activation in compounds may be found in a temporal overlap in 
accessing semantic representations of the first and the second compound members. Temporal 
overlap allows mutual constraints on the activation of particular meaning aspects to become 
operative. Interactive meaning activation will enhance the activation of compatible meaning 
aspects and may prevent or inhibit the activation of incompatible meaning aspects. As a 
consequence, the number of potential relationships between the two compound members will 
decrease. 
Selective activation of only the relevant dominant or subordinate meaning of the 
ambiguous compound members was observed almost immediately (340 and 540 msec after 
the presentation of the novel compound). The early interactions between evolving semantic 
representations of the compound members are hard to reconcile with the unconstrained, and 
therefore time-consuming, knowledge-dependent processes underlying the concept 
specialization model. They are more in agreement with a combinatorial process based on the 
semantics of the compound members. 
The second subcategory of local models, the analogy models, may be evaluated on the 
basis of the experiments reported in Chapter 5 of this thesis. These experiments were designed 
to test two different levels of analogy: the abstract level of sets of established compounds 
sharing the second compound noun and the concrete level of individual established 
compounds. 
The first experiment (Chapter 5, Exp. 1) was concerned with analogous processing 
based on different sets of established compounds. In a lexical decision task, longer reaction 
times were observed for novel compounds consisting of high-productive constituent nouns 
than for novel compounds with low-productive constituent nouns. Productivity of the 
constituent nouns was established by the number of lexicalized compounds of which they 
were part The results indicated that in the mental lexicon there is a connection between the 
nouns that make up a novel noun-noun compound and the sets of lexicalized compounds 
containing one of these nouns as a compound member. Longer response latencies were also 
obtained for the high-interpretable than for the low-interpretable compounds. Effects of 
productivity and compound interpretability, however, were found to be additive, suggesting 
that the sets of activated lexicalized compounds do not contribute to the interpretation of 
novel compounds. 
The activation of specific, lexicalized compounds when interpreting novel compounds 
was investigated by means of a priming paradigm (Chapter 5, Exp. 2). Novel compounds 
functioned as primes and very similar, lexicalized compounds functioned as targets. Second 
nouns of lexicalized and novel compounds were identical and first nouns of the two types of 
compounds were semantically related (e.g., the established compound adempauze [breathing 
pause] was followed by the novel compound hoestpauze [coughing pause]). No differential 
priming effects were obtained for high- and low-frequent target compounds, which indicated 
that very similar lexicalized compounds do not play a role in the interpretation of the novel 
compounds. 
Besides the lack of experimental evidence in favor of an analogy mechanism, its 
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prospects are not very encouraging either. On the one hand, the specific level of analogy does 
not form a promising base for analogous processing because this lower level of analogy is 
very likely to be included in the higher levels. On the other hand, the higher, more abstract 
levels of analogy do not seem to be a viable option either. Sets of analogous compounds 
sharing a first or second compound member may vary widely in meaning. This may result 
in rather complicated decision processes in order to determine which analogy has to be 
applied. 
Global models 
The outcomes of the experiments in this thesis may not only be related to the local 
models discussed in Chapter 2, they also enable us to specify the time course of local and 
global mechanisms during the interpretation process. In the first part of this chapter, it has 
been argued that the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds is initially based on the 
semantics of the compound elements. This means that global mechanisms like context only 
become involved at a later stage of the interpretation process. 
These conclusions run counter to a proposal by Murphy (1990), in which he claimed 
that a global aspect like context affects the way a novel compound is understood even before 
it has been encountered. According to Murphy, context may help the interpretation of novel 
noun-noun compounds by highlighting the dimension in the head noun to be modified. 
Another possibility I have mentioned earlier is that context helps to select the 
appropriate relationship among the different (compatible) meaning aspects of the compound 
members. This is not a very plausible alternative either, because it cannot explain how novel 
compound should be interpreted when presented in isolation. 
A more plausible option is that global mechanisms become involved at a later stage 
in the interpretation process. This means that initial interpretations based on the semantics of 
the compound elements are checked with the context or situation in which they are used. 
When there is no fit between the interpretation that has been computed and the information 
encoded in the context, the original interpretation has to be revised. This revision may vary 
from the selection of another semantic relationship between the compound members to more 
general inference processes. This proposal is not only in accordance with an initial 
combinatorial process based on the semantics of the compound elements, it can also account 
for the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds both in isolation and context 
Future research 
Empirical research on the semantic processing of novel noun-noun compounds has 
only just started. Different issues have to sorted out in more detail before a coherent theory 
on the interpretation of these complex words can be formulated. Novel nominal compounds 
may be studied in isolation or within a specific context. The role of context, however, cannot 
be assessed when the role of the semantics of the compound members is left undetermined. 
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In this study, it has been shown that the interpretation of novel noun-noun compounds 
in isolation is an automatic process that involves the semantics of the compound members. 
Moreover, meaning activation of ambiguous nouns in novel nominal compounds was shown 
to be interactive. No indications were found for an analogy mechanism underlying the 
interpretation process. Future research will have to specify according to which principles the 
meanings of the compound members are mapped onto each other (cf. Moerdijk, 1987, 1988) 
and how the appropriate semantic relationship between the two compound members is 
selected. 
Another local aspect of the interpretation process to be worked out in more detail is 
the elaboration process mentioned by Murphy (1988). After selecting the appropriate 
relationship (or slot in the head noun), people may go on to an additional stage in which the 
initial interpretation is augmented and refined by means of their knowledge of the world. It 
will have to be specified how and when this type of information is added to the initial 
interpretation of the novel compound. 
A different question to be answered is the time course of the local and global 
mechanisms involved in the interpretation process. It will have to be determined to what 
extent the local processing mechanisms are autonomous. The results of the experiments in this 
thesis are in accordance with a serial model in which the initial interpretation based on the 
semantics of the compound members is checked with the context. Interpretations of novel 
compounds presented in isolation and in contexts may be very different. By tracking the 
availability of information essential for a particular interpretation, more insight may be 
obtained in the way these levels interact. 
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Samenvatting 
De semantische verwerking van geïsoleerde, nieuwe, 
nominale samenstellingen 
Een opmerkelijk aspect van ons taalgebruik is dat we in staat zijn om nieuwe woorden 
te begrijpen die we nog nooit eerder gezien of gehoord hebben. Over het algemeen hebben 
we geen enkele moeite om de betekenis van nieuwe woordvormingen zoals nominale 
samenstellingen (bijv. granenbiscuit, lotiondoekje of titelrace) af te leiden. Dit geldt zowel 
voor nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen in een bepaalde context als voor nieuwe, nominale 
samenstellingen in isolatie. Om de betekenis van een nominale samenstelling te achterhalen, 
dienen de twee leden waaruit de samenstelling is opgebouwd aan elkaar te worden 
gerelateerd. Een belangrijk kenmerk van nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen is hun relationele 
ambiguïteit De leden van een nieuwe, nominale samenstelling kunnen namelijk op 
verschillende manieren aan elkaar gekoppeld worden. Zo kan een nieuwe samenstelling als 
boerengroente geïnterpreteerd worden als "groente die door boeren gegeten wordt", "groente 
die door boeren geproduceerd wordt", "groente die door boeren verkocht wordt" etc. In dit 
proefschrift is onderzoek gedaan naar de semantische verwerking van nieuwe, nominale 
samenstellingen zonder context, met name naar het oplossen van de relationele ambiguïteit 
tussen de leden van geïsoleerde, nieuwe samenstellingen. 
In hoofdstuk 1 komen verschillende kenmerken van samenstellingen aan de orde. Op 
basis van syntactische, semantische en morfologische kenmerken wordt een afbakening 
gemaakt van de subset van samenstellingen die in dit proefschrift onderzocht worden. Het 
hoofdstuk wordt besloten met een toelichting op de begrippen "nieuw" versus "bestaand" en 
"semantisch transparant" versus "opaak". 
Het stimulusmateriaal in dit proefschrift bestaat uit geïsoleerde, nieuwe, nominale 
samenstellingen die zijn opgebouwd uit twee enkelvoudige, zelfstandige naamwoorden zonder 
bindfoneem. Deze nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen zijn endocentrisch van aard: het eerste 
lid van de samenstelling geeft een nadere specificatie van het tweede lid. De twee zelfstandige 
naamwoorden waaruit de samenstelling is opgebouwd worden aan elkaar geschreven. De 
betekenis van de samenstelling als geheel kan worden gerelateerd aan de betekenis van de 
samenstellende leden (tenminste wanneer de samenstelling gemakkelijk te interpreteren is). 
Geen van de nieuwe samenstellingen komt voor in Van Dale's Groot Woordenboek der 
Nederlandse Taal, noch in de Nederlandse CELEX database. 
In Hoofdstuk 2 worden een aantal psycholinguïstische studies met betrekking tot de 
semantische verwerking van nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen besproken. Er wordt een 
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onderscheid gemaakt tussen locale en globale modellen. Locale modellen trachten de 
semantische verwerking van nieuwe samenstellingen te verklaren op grond van lexicale 
informatie. Globale modellen, daarentegen, veronderstellen dat de omstandigheden en de 
context of situatie waarin een nieuwe samenstelling gebruikt wordt van wezenlijk belang zijn 
voor de interpretatie. 
Binnen de categorie van locale modellen kan een onderscheid gemaakt worden tussen 
conceptuele modellen en analogiemodellen. Conceptuele modellen beschouwen een nieuwe 
samenstelling als een complex concept dat is samengesteld uit twee enkelvoudige concepten. 
Deze enkelvoudige concepten worden gerepresenteerd als gestructureerde lijsten met 
verschillende slots (of dimensies) en fillers (of waarden). De slots komen overeen met de 
eigenschappen van een woord (bijv. KLEUR of VORM) en de fillers met de specifieke 
invulling van deze eigenschappen (bijv. blauw voor KLEUR). Conceptuele modellen 
veronderstellen dat de interpretatie van nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen direct gerelateerd 
is aan de semantiek van de samenstellende leden. 
Een tweede subcategorie van locale modellen wordt gevormd door analogiemodellen. 
Hierin speelt de betekenis van bestaande samenstellingen een belangrijke rol. Aangenomen 
wordt dat nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen geïnterpreteerd worden naar analogie van 
bestaande, nominale samenstellingen. 
Globale modellen kunnen worden onderverdeeld in pragmatische en contextuele 
modellen. Pragmatische modellen richten zich voornamelijk op de verschillende beperkingen 
die ten grondslag liggen aan het gebruik en de interpretatie van nieuwe, nominale 
samenstellingen. Contextuele modellen gaan ervan uit dat de interpretatie van nieuwe, 
nominale samenstellingen voornamelijk bepaald wordt door de context of situatie waarin deze 
gebruikt worden. 
Locale en globale modellen hebben beiden hun eigen nadelen. Locale modellen kunnen 
niet verklaren waarom de interpretaties van nieuwe en bestaande samenstellingen verschillend 
zijn afhankelijk van de context waarin ze gebruikt worden. Globale modellen, daarentegen, 
hebben geen verklaring voor de interpretatie van nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen in isolatie. 
Locale en globale modellen sluiten elkaar niet uit, maar ze vullen elkaar aan. Een integrale 
theorie met betrekking tot de semantische verwerking van nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen 
dient zowel locale als globale mechanismen te bevatten. 
In dit proefschrift heb ik mij beperkt tot de semantische verwerking van nieuwe, 
nominale samenstellingen in isolatie. Deze keuze is gebaseerd op de volgende redenering. 
Nieuwe samenstellingen kunnen zowel in isolatie als in context geïnterpreteerd worden. Er 
is weinig bekend over de semantische verwerking van nieuwe samenstellingen met of zonder 
context. Echter, om de exacte rol van de context te kunnen bepalen, zal eerst meer 
duidelijkheid moeten worden verkregen over de rol die de leden van de samenstelling spelen 
in het interpretatieproces. Een dergelijk uitgangspunt gaat ervan uit dat de interpretatie van 
nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen in eerste instantie gebaseerd is op de semantiek van de 
leden en dat globale mechanismen pas later in het interpretatieproces een rol gaan spelen. 
Geïsoleerde, nieuwe samenstellingen kunnen variëren van erg moeilijk te interpreteren 
(bijv. stripprei) tot erg gemakkelijk te interpreteren (bijv. krotpand). Het onderhavige 
onderzoek verschilt van andere studies op dit gebied doordat de semantische verwerking van 
nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen wordt vastgesteld door de interpreteerbaarheid van deze 
nieuwvormingen te manipuleren. Bovendien wordt er gebruik gemaakt van een aantal 
experimentele taken waarvan verondersteld wordt dat ze de semantische verwerking van 
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nieuwe samenstellingen zo nauwkeurig en direct mogelijk reflecteren. 
In Hoofdstuk 3 is nagegaan of de lexicale decisie taak (ofwel woordbeslissingstaak) 
een geschikte taak is om de semantische verwerking van nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen 
te onderzoeken. Proefpersonen moesten aangeven of een bepaald item een bestaand woord 
was of niet door zo snel mogelijk op de ./a-knop of op de nee-knop te drukken. Langere 
reactietijden werden verkregen voor gemakkelijk te interpreteren, nieuwe samenstellingen dan 
voor moeilijk te interpreteren, nieuwe samenstellingen. Uit deze bevinding werden een tweetal 
conclusies getrokken. Ten eerste, de interpretatie van nieuwe samenstellingen is in eerste 
instantie gebaseerd op de semantiek van de samenstellende leden. Ten tweede, de interpretatie 
van nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen is een automatisch proces. Beide conclusies werden 
ondersteund door de resultaten van een drietal vervolgexperimenten. 
In de Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 zijn twee locale mechanismen onderzocht die zouden 
kunnen leiden tot een reductie van het aantal mogelijke semantische relaties tussen de leden 
van nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen. 
In Hoofdstuk 4 is nagegaan of de semantische representaties van de leden van nieuwe, 
nominale samenstellingen interactief dan wel onafhankelijk van elkaar geactiveerd worden. 
Hiertoe werden nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen geconstrueerd met een ambigu zelfstandig 
naamwoord als tweede lid (bijv. wortet). In de ene helft van de samenstellingen was de 
dominante betekenis van het ambigue woord relevant voor een juiste interpretatie (bijv. 
cederwortet), in andere helft van de samenstellingen was dit de ondergeschikte betekenis van 
het ambigue woord (bijv. sinuswortet). Middels een priming paradigma werd aangetoond dat 
in deze nieuwe samenstellingen alleen díe betekenis van het ambigue woord geactiveerd wordt 
die relevant is voor een juiste interpretatie van de samenstelling. Dit in tegenstelling tot 
geïsoleerde, ambigue woorden, waarbij in eerste instantie beide betekenissen geactiveerd 
worden. Interactieve activatie kan worden verklaard door een min of meer gelijktijdige 
toegang tot de semantische representaties van de leden van samenstellingen. Verondersteld 
wordt dat interactive activatie zal leiden tot een verhoging van de activatie van verenigbare 
betekeniskenmerken van de leden van samenstellingen en tot een verlaging van de activatie 
van onverenigbare betekeniskenmerken. 
In Hoofdstuk 5 is onderzocht of bestaande, nominale samenstellingen fungeren als een 
voorbeeld waarnaar nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen geïnterpreteerd worden. In een eerste 
experiment is onderzocht of nieuwe samenstellingen geïnterpreteerd worden naar analogie van 
bepaalde sets van bestaande samenstellingen. In een lexicaal decisie experiment werden 
langere reactietijden gevonden voor nieuwe samenstellingen waarvan het eerste of tweede lid 
vaak voorkomt in bestaande samenstellingen dan voor nieuwe samenstellingen waarvoor dit 
niet het geval is. Ook werden er langere reactietijden verkregen voor gemakkelijk te 
interpreteren, nieuwe samenstellingen dan voor moeilijk te interpreteren, nieuwe 
samenstellingen. Echter, de interactie tussen beide factoren was niet significant Ofschoon de 
interpretatie van een nieuwe, nominale samenstelling leidt tot de activatie van bestaande, 
nominale samenstellingen met eenzelfde eerste of tweede lid, speelt de betekenis van deze 
bestaande samenstellingen geen rol bij de interpretatie van de nieuwe samenstelling. 
De rol van specifieke, bestaande samenstellingen bij de semantische verwerking van 
nieuwe samenstellingen is onderzocht in een tweede experiment Hierbij werd een nieuwe 
samenstelling (bijv. hoestpauze) telkens gevolgd door een bestaande samenstelling (bijv. 
adempauze) met eenzelfde tweede lid. De eerste leden van beide samenstellingen waren 
semantisch gerelateerd. De bestaande samenstellingen konden hoog- of laagfrequent zijn. 
Verwacht werd dat indien de semantische verwerking van de nieuwe, nominale samenstelling 
zou leiden tot de activatie van een specifieke, bestaande samenstelling, dit meer effect zou 
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hebben voor laagfrequente, bestaande samenstellingen dan voor hoogfrequente, bestaande 
samenstellingen. Dit bleek echter niet het geval te zijn. Analogieprocessen lijken geen rol te 
spelen bij de semantische verwerking van nieuwe, nominale samenstellingen, noch op het 
niveau van sets van bestaande, nominale samenstellingen met eenzelfde eerste of tweede lid 
als de nieuwe samenstelling, noch op het niveau van specifieke, bestaande samenstellingen. 
In Hoofdstuk 6, tenslotte, worden de belangrijkste resultaten van dit onderzoek 
gerelateerd aan locale en globale modellen voor de verwerking van nieuwe, nominale 
samenstellingen. De huidige resultaten zijn slechts gedeeltelijk verenigbaar met het concept 
specialisatiemodel van Murphy. De prominente rol van wereldkennis in dit model is moeilijk 
in overeenstemming te brengen met de huidige experimentele bevindingen ten faveure van 
een automatisch interpretatieproces op basis van de interactieve activatie van de semantische 
representaties van de leden van nieuwe samenstellingen. De uitkomsten van dit onderzoek 
lijken erop te wijzen dat locale en globale processen niet gelijktijdig plaatsvinden maar 
(gedeeltelijk) serieel zijn. De initiële interpretatie van een nieuwe samenstelling zou gevolgd 
worden door een proces waarin gecontroleerd wordt of de betreffende interpretatie ook 
aansluit bij de context of situatie waarin zij gebruikt wordt Is dit niet het geval, dan zal de 
initiële interpretatie worden herzien. 
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